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WILSON, ROLAYNE. A Physical Fitness Knowledge Test for First Graders. 
(1984) Directed by: Dr. Rosemary :t-1cGee. Pp. 214. 
The major purposes of this study were to construct a pictorial 
paper-and-pencil physical fitness knowledge test for first graders based 
on the content contained in the AAHPERD (1981a) Basic Stuff with a focus 
on the Exercise Physiology component of the series, and to establish 
reliability and validity of the instrument. 
The procedure for developing a physical fitness knowledge test for 
first graders involved construction of a two-way table of specifications 
delineating test content from Basic Stuff and utilization of a cognitive 
taxomony from the Educational Testing Service (n.d.). The pilot studies 
consisted of 15 test items. The first pilot study analysis indicated 
that the test did not discriminate well so the test for the second pilot 
study had three pictorial choices rather than two. The test was 
administered to 73 first-graders. The Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 
yielded a reliability coefficient of .38 on the first pilot study and 
.40 on the second pilot study. Flanagan's (1939) method of item 
analysis was used to determine statistical validity of the 15 test 
items. Items meeting the criterion for acceptance were retained, while 
the remaining items were discarded or revised. 
The final instrument contained 30 test items. The content areas 
remained the same from the pilot studies. Three cognitive levels 
reflected Piaget's theory of cognitive development on the table of 
specifications. The test items were evaluated by a cognitive jury and 
an exercise physiology jury to establish content validity. 
The final instrument was administered to 215 first-graders in North 
Carolina on May 17-19, 1983. Statistical validity was established using 
Flanagan's (1939) Item Analysis. Functioning of the test item choices, 
difficulty rating, and discrimination were determined. Twenty-one items 
met the statistical criteria in all three areas. The Kuder-Richardson 
Formula 20 yielded a reliability coefficient of .41. The Rasch Analysis 
calibrated the item difficulty of the 30 items. Using the criterion 
suggested by Rentz Rentz (1978) and Canner Lenke (1978), the items fit 
the Rasch Model and were considered "good". 
CHAPTER I 
IB'lRODUC'liOB 
1 
The year was 1861 and the scene was Amherst College in 
Massachusetts. This was the scene for the establishment of the first 
professorship in physical education, awarded to Dr. Edward Hitchcock. 
Dr. Hitchcock's program centered around anthropometric measurements and 
strength tests, many of which continue to play an important role in 
physical fitness evaluation.· History may well reveal that measurement 
in physical education had its formal beginnings through Dr. Hitchcock 
and his strong interest in testing. The objectives of physical 
education during this time centered primarily around physical training 
with an emphasis on calisthenics and gymnastics. 
The scene changed in the 1920's as the objectives of physical 
education expanded into the four areas of organic development, 
psychomotor education, character education, and intellectual education. 
Measurement reflected the expanding objectives of physical education 
through increased tests (Massey,l970). Of primary importance to this 
study is the utilization of knowledge tests in the measurement spectrum. 
Meylan (1907) made one of the first attempts to integrate measurement 
into the instructional process of physical education. Included in his 
battery for the College Achievement Test was a written examination on 
personal hygiene and sanitation. Brace (1924) introduced into physical 
education a true-false test on basketball knowledge. 
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In the 1930 1 s, ·several knowledge tests were constructed and 
published in the Research Quarterly, the outlet for research publication 
in physical education. Rodgers (1931) devised a knowledge and ~kills 
test for playground baseball for elementary children; Heath (1932) 
constructed a soccer knowledge and skill test for fifth and sixth grade 
children; Snell (1936) developed the Minnesota Physical Education 
Knowledge Test; and Schwartz (1937) prepared a knowledge test in 
basketball for senior high school girls. 
The pendulum swung back toward physical training with the onset of 
World War II during the 1940's. The primary objectives of physical 
education were now combatives, calisthenics, and physical fitness. It 
is interesting to note that these altered objectives were primarily for 
boys due to the military emphasis; the objectives for girls continued to 
resemble the established objectives of physical education. Measurement 
during and after World War II was synonymous with physical fitness. 
Physical education was looked upon as being hard and painful work. Due 
to public outcry, the emphasis then swung away from fitness toward more 
social objectives. 
The focus continued to swing away from fitness objectives until the 
1950's when Kraus and Hirschland (1954) compared the fitness of children 
in the United States with children in Europe. The performance of the 
United States children fell far short of their European counterparts. 
The pendulum started back once again toward physical fitness as 
reflected in the test batteries constructed by the American Association 
for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (AAHPER)(1955). This 
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emphasis continued well into the 1960's and 1970's. Massey (1970) said 
of this time, "Skills, appreciations, attitudes, knowledges, and 
sportsmanship were not entirely forgotten, but were relegated to a 
somewhat lesser role." In spite of Massey 1 s view that knowledge in 
particular was relegated to a lesser role, it appeared that several 
knowledge tests were being developed during this time. Of particular 
interest was· Stradtman (1950), who constructed a physical fitness 
knowledge test for secondary school boys and girls. The profession 
during this tUne continued to expand its measurement boundaries, 
particularly in knowledge testing. 
Where is the pendulum today in regard to physical education 
objectives and measurement? In 1981, the American Alliance for Health, 
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance (AAHPERD) (198lc) wrote a 
position paper delineating the essentials or objectives of a quality 
elementary physical education program. Objective 5 was concerned with 
physical fitness and children. The AAHPERD (1981c) stated: 
We believe that •••• 
5. Through the teaching of carefully planned and purposeful movement 
experiences the child •••• 
c. improves muscular strength, endurance, flexibility, agility, 
balance and coordination, cardiovascular/respiratory function, and 
knowledge and understanding of how these factors relate to lifelong 
health and physical fitness. (p.4) 
Baumgartner (1975) stated: 
As a result of physical education training, students should 
understand the importance of physical fitness, how to stay fit, and 
something about personal health. The extent to which these 
objectives are met can best and sometimes exclusively be determined 
by administering knowledge tests. (p.283) 
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The objective again is for elementary students to know and 
understand the importance of physical fitness and how it relates to 
lifelong fitness. That is a reasonable objective, but is it an 
attainable objective? Bovard 0950) said, "Evaluation may be defined as 
the process of appraising the efffectiveness of the attainment of 
educational goals." (p.3) 
This study will focus specifically on physical fitness objectives 
relevant to first graders and knowledge testing. Such tests serve to 
let the physical educator and/or classroom teacher discover whether the 
elementary child knows and understands the importance of physical 
fitness and how it relates to lifelong fitness. Clarke (1976) stated: 
Objective knowledge tests have at least three important purposes in 
physical education: 
1. To discover the pupil's level of knowledge at the beginning of a 
course of instruction. This initial information permits the 
instructor to eliminate those phases of the course already familiar 
to the class and to concentrate his attention on less well known 
parts. 
2. To determine the degree to which pupils have grasped the subject 
matter presented. 
3. To motivate learning. (p.293) 
Safrit (1981) wrote, "Few tests of physical fitness knowledge are 
available to the physical educator." (p.257) In addition to the 
Stradtman (1950) physical fitness knowledge test, Mood (1971) developed 
a physical fitness knowledge test for college students •. At the present 
time, a standardized knowledge test in physical fitness is not available 
for elementary school children, particularly first graders. Bauernfeind 
(1963) speculated four reasons why testing programs for children are 
negligible or nonexistent: 
1. Scores at 
testing but 
reliability. 
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the primary level may be reliable at the time of 
will probably not have long-term validity and 
2. It is· assumed that children in primary grades cannot handle 
separate answer sheets and that individual test booklets would be 
unreasonable in cost. 
3. Teachers in the primary grades are more intimately involved with 
pupil achievement than teachers of later grades; thus a test would 
add little to what the teacher already observed. 
4. In the early grades the child learns to read and in later grades 
reads to learn. (p.82) 
Possibly for these reasons, a standardized physical fitness 
knowledge test for first graders has not been developed by test 
publishers. The task of constructing a physical fitness knowledge test 
becomes the responsibility of the classroom teacher and/or the physical 
education specialist, since the evaluative process is aligned with the 
instructional objective of physical fitness knowledge. Barrow and McGee 
(1979) commented on knowledge tests devised by teachers. 
Knowledge testing has probably always been a part of physical 
education in the school programs. However, early attempts to 
measure knowledge were done through teacher made tests. Although 
these tests served an important function, they were not 
scientifically constructed and devised. (p.22) 
In most cases, educators neither have the time nor the training to 
construct a valid and reliable assessment instrument. Barrow and 1-lcGee 
(1979) further stated: 
Traditionally, written tests in physical education have emphasized 
the minor factual aspects of various sports. Tests that include 
items to assess some of the higher cognitive levels, such as 
analysis, and synthesis are more difficult to construct. They 
provide, however, a more valuable instrument to assess the students' 
grasp of the subject. (p.343) 
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Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to construct a physical fitness 
knowledge test for first graders. Two specific questions provided the 
framework for this research: 
1. Can a reliable instrument be constructed to assess the physical 
fitness knowledge of first graders? 
2. Can a valid instrument be constructed to assess the physical 
fitness knowledge of first graders? 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms have been operationally defined: 
Physical Fitness: the relationship between health and physical 
activity, a continuum extending from birth to death affected by physical 
activity (AAHPERD,198lb). 
Physical Fitness Knowledge: the content within the AAHPERD (1981a) 
Basic Stuff Series I with a focus on the Exercise Physiology component 
of the series. 
Assumptions 
Several assumptions underlay this research: 
1. First graders have the opportunity to experience physical 
education taught by the elementary classroom teacher and/or the physical 
education specialist. 
2. Physical fitness knowledge is learned by first graders. 
3. Physical fitness knowledge of first graders can be assessed. 
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Scope 
The scope of this study is delimited as follows: 
1. The instrumentation for this study will be a 30-item pictorial 
paper-and-pencil physical fitness knowledge test for first graders. 
2. A sample of nine first-grade classes from the Winston-Salem 
Forsyth County Schools in Winston-Salem, North Carolina will be the 
subjects for this study. 
Significance of the Study 
An instrument to assess the physical fitness knowledge of first 
graders will assist teachers in assessing the attainment of objectives 
related to physical fitness and .how it impacts on lifelong fitness as 
stated by the AAHPERD (198lc). A pictorial physical fitness knowledge 
test for first graders will contribute to a portion: of measurement in 
physical education that, at the present time, is devoid of assessment 
instruments. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The construction of a physical fitness knowledge test for first 
graders was an extensive project. Consequently, it seemed appropriate 
to review the literature in six areas of importance related to the 
project. Cnapter II focuses on· a) Piaget's theory of. cognitive 
development, b) teacher-made and standardized tests, c) achievement 
tests for children, d) knowledge tests in physical education, e) 
knowledge tests in physical education for children, and f) physical 
fitness curriculums for children. 
Piaget 1 s Theory of Cognitive Development 
A poem by Milne (1927 ,p.l04) seems appropriate to introduce this 
section, since the project was designed for a six-year-old child or 
first grader. 
When I was One 
I had just begun. 
When I was Two 
I was nearly new. 
When I was Three 
I was hardly me. 
When I was Four 
I was not much more. 
When I was Five 
I was just alive. 
Now We Are Six 
But now I am Six, I'm as clever as clever. 
So I think I'll be Six now for ever and ever. 
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A review of the literature concerned with Piaget's theory of 
cognitive development was conducted to gain insight about how children 
think. This insight was critical to the development of test items 
appropriate for first graders. Piaget's theory of cognitive development 
has been the subject of numerous articles, books, and studies. 
Wadsworth (1979) attempted to present Piaget's major notions and 
concepts in a simplified, conceptual manner. Wadsworth (1979) began his 
treatise by explaining Piaget' s belief that, "biological acts are acts 
of adaptation to the physical environment." (p.9) Piaget then reasoned 
that intellectual development may be conceptualized in the same way. 
"Cognitive acts are seen as acts of organization and adaptation to the 
perceived environment." (p.9) The processes of organization and 
adaptation were defined by Piaget (1952): 
From the biological point of view, organization is inseparable from 
adaptation: They are two complimentary processes of a single 
mechanism, the first being the internal aspects of the cycle of 
which adaptation constitutes the external aspect. (p.7) 
Four basic concepts are necessary to understand Piaget's processes 
of intellectual organization and adaptation. Wadsworth (1979) defined 
the four concepts in the following manner: 
Schemata are the cognitive or mental structures by which individuals 
intellectually adapt to and organize the environment. Schemata are 
structures that are the mental counterparts of biological means of 
adapting. (p.10) Schemata are intellectual structures that organize 
events as they are perceived by the organism into groups according 
to common characteristics. (p.12) 
Assimilation is the cognitive process by which the person integrates 
new perceptual matter or stimulus events into existing schemata or 
patterns of behavior. (p.14) One might compare a schema to a 
balloon, and assimilation to putting more air in the balloon. The 
process of assimilation allows for growth of schemata. (p.l5) 
Accommodation is the creation of new schemata or the modification of 
old schemata. (p.l6) Accommodation accounts for development 
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(qualitative change). (p.17) 
Equilibrium is a balance between assimilation and accommodation. 
Disequilibrium can be thought of as "cognitive conflict" resulting 
when expectations or predictions are not confirmed by experience. 
(p.18) 
According to Piaget (1952), these four processes proceed at all 
levels of development, from birth through adulthood. Wadsworth (1979) 
said Piaget 1 s hypothesis concerning cognitive development is that, 
"cognitive development is a coherent process of successive qualitative 
changes of cognitive structures (schemata), each structure and its 
concommitant change deriving logically and inevitably from the preceding 
one." (p.28) 
Macomber (1971) explained some of Piaget 1 s principles as they 
applied to young children. She wrote: 
1. All development is hierarchical, that is, we must all go through 
the same stages in the same sequence, moving from the simple to the 
complex. 
2. Early learning is slower than later learning, although the rate 
at which we progress through a given stage is a function of an 
interaction between our environment and our genetic endowment. 
3. Because of the hierarchical nature of Piaget 1 s theory, thought 
and intelligence are rooted in the actions of the sensorimotor 
period. Thus for Piaget, thought and intelligence are internalized 
actions. (p.151) 
Adler (1970), Apel (1977), Droz (1972), Elkind (1976), Forman 
(1977), Furth 0974), Macomber 0971), McNally 0973), Modgil (1976), 
Pulaski (1980), Schwebel (1973), Sigel (1981), Sullivan (1967), and 
Thomas (1979) all presented, in some manner, Piaget 1 s stages of 
cognitive development and corresponding ages for children within each 
stage. This study was concerned with the first grade child, aged six or 
seven years. This child, according to Piaget 1 s theory, is at the 
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preoperational or concrete operational stage of cognitive development. 
Consequently, the sensorimotor and formal operational stages [and child] 
will not be addressed in this review of literature. Collectively, the 
authors defined the two relevant stages as follow: 
Preoperational. 18 months or 2 years to 7 years. Divided into 
preconceptual thought which extends from age 2 to 4 years and 
intuitive thought which extends from about age 4 to 7 years. The 
intuitive child remains pre-logical and begins to classify 
information. 
Concrete operational. 7 to 11 years. Ability to think out problems 
and apply logical thought. 
The preoperational and concrete stages were used as the theoretical 
base for the knowledge test for first graders developed in this study. 
Therefore, further discussion of them seemed appropriate. 
Macomber (1971) described the characteristics of the preoperational 
child: 
The child can neither think nor learn as adults nor perceive as 
adults. 
The child 1 s mode of percept ion and thought have little in common 
with those children in the concrete operational stage. 
The child can think neither inductively nor deductively. The child 
uses transductive thought, a form of prelogical thought that 
connects one specific to another specific because two observable 
events have occurred contiguously and the child has associated them 
as if there were a logical connection between them. Sometimes 
transductive thought results in right answers and sometimes wrong 
answers. 
The child shows egocentric thought. The child is unaware that 
anyone could hold another point of view from his/her own and feels 
that what he/she knows, the rest of the world knows. 
The child displays magical and animistic thought in that inanimate 
objects have living attributes. 
The thought in the child is static and thus irreversible. The child 
can think in one direction only. 
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Perceptions are not constant; reality is what he perceives; and a 
tenuous grasp on reality. (p.l53) 
McNally (1973) said the intuitive preoperational child seems to 
contradict himself without any real concern for fact. An interesting 
characteristic is the child 1 s inability to keep in mind more than one 
thing at a time and a tendency to forget what went on before. The child 
is unable to see any relation among the parts which constitute a whole. 
Also, the child tends to connect a series of separate ideas into a 
confused whole and assign to quite different things a similarity which 
to the adult is illogical. This child is unable to attend to 
differences among things and similarities at the same time. 
The characteristics of the concrete operational child were 
described by McNally (1973). The concrete operational child has the 
ability to reverse thinking internally to take into account more than 
one feature at a time, and to focus on transformation from one state to 
another. In the early phase of this stage, the child can make a number 
of correct assessments about perspective, but remain confused about 
others. It is not until later (9-10) that the child can achieve 
complete relativity of perspectives. 
McNally (1973) reported a study conducted in Sydney, Australia. 
The thrust of the study was to sample sixth graders to determine what 
percentage of the children were at each stage of Piaget 1 s cognitive 
development. The instrument used to assess the children 1 s level of 
thinking was a series of stories that had questions at the end of each 
story. The questions were classified as intuitive, concrete, or formal. 
From the sample taken, .5% of the 6th graders were at the intuitive 
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level; 95.5% of the children at the concrete level; and 4% of the 
children at the formal level of cognitive development. 
Further discussion of Piaget 1 s theory of cognitive development is 
found in Chapter III. 
Teacher-Hade and Standardized Tests 
Tests are essential in order to gain a picture of educational 
outcomes. The Joint Committee of the American Association of School 
Administrators (1962) said, "To teach without testing is unthinkable. 
Appraisal of outcomes is an essential feedback of teaching. The 
evaluation process enables those involved to get their bearings, to know 
in which direction they are going." (p.9) 
Nunally (1964) said: 
A test is a standardized situation that provides an individual with 
a score. (p.6) Ideally a test should be standardized to the extent 
that the testing routine can be written down and mailed to Atlanta, 
Toronto, or London; and the testers in those settings would be able 
to obtain results identical to those that would be obtained by the 
persons who originated the test. Standardization is the essence of 
testing, and without it, it is not proper to use the word 11test. 11 
(p. 7) 
The question arises, however, of what to test? Ebel (1965) clearly 
responded to that question: 
Not all of the items in a store of knowledge-the names, dates, 
events, concepts, ideas, and propositions-are of equal value. Some 
are of limited, temporary interest. Some are indefinite and 
inaccurate. One of the most important and most difficult tasks of 
the educator is to sort out the more valuable from the less 
valuable. (p.41) 
The literature clearly makes the distinction between teacher-made 
tests and standardized tests. Stodolsky 0975) said, "Most tests 
children take while in school are teacher-made; that is designed by 
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their own teachers." (p.13) Ebel (1967) suggested that teachers become 
competent in educational measurement. This competency would give 
credibility to the tests as well as to the teachers. 
Standardized tests, in comparison to teacher-made tests, involve 
the availability of normative data useful in interpreting scores and the· 
learning outcomes measured. According to Payne (1974): 
Both types of tests are aimed at school-learned information and 
skills, but they differ in degree of specificity. The standardized 
test, based on the pooled judgements of leading subject-matter 
experts, represents a collection of implied educational objectives 
and provides an informative picture of overall educational progress 
across schools and classes. (p.309) 
Ebel (1965) proposed ten qualities of a good test: "relevance, 
balance, efficiency, objectivity, specificity, difficulty, 
discrimination, reliabilty, fairness, and speededness." (pp. 281-307). 
Wall & Summerlin (1972) examined teacher-made tests and standardized 
tests in light of these ten characteristics. For example, difficulty 
for a teacher-made test is geared to the group being tested, while 
difficulty may vary in a standardized test. While balance on a 
teacher-made test measures objectives in the same proportion as time 
spent on instruction, standardized tests measure a large variety of 
objectives. (p.32-36) 
Thorndike & Hagen (1969) outlined six differences between 
standardized achievement tests and teacher-made tests. They suggested 
that one difference concerned test items. Whereas standardized 
achievement tests use "items that have been tried out, analyzed, and 
revised before becoming part of the test" (p.62), teacher-made tests use 
"items that have rarely been tried out, analyzed, or revised before 
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becoming part of the test" (p.62). 
The literature discussed at least ten types of standardized tests 
identified as achievement, readiness, skills, information, performance, 
intelligence, .personality, aptitude, attitude, and social behavior. 
Since the focus of this study was concerned with a physical fitness 
knowledge test, or, 1n the vernacular of the literature, an achievement 
test, the review of literature will center in the area of group 
achievement tests. Anastasi (1968) introduced primary testing by 
differentiating between group and individual tests. She indicated that 
individual tests are usually found in a clinical setting, while group 
tests are found in the educational setting. 
DeB lassie (1974) identified three purposes for achievement tes.ts: 
1. Serve as a yardstick for pupil and teacher in measuring toward 
proposed goals. 
2. Point out to the pupil and teacher the degree of efficiency of 
tasks performed in the various subject matter areas a·s a result of 
specific instruction. 
3. Indicate, in a diagnostic way, assets and liabilities in the 
pupil's academic life as they relate to various subject matter 
areas. (p.l21) 
Hedges (1969) cited the reason that " test data furnish a basis for 
detecting, and hence for attempting to remedy, certain weaknesses in the 
curriculum." (p.l) In addition, Horrocks & Schoonover (1968) advocated 
the use of test results "to gain a picture of the range and nature of 
individual differences in a group where some specified aspect of 
achievement is concerned." (p. 95) 
The majority of the literature reviewed had positive comments about 
standardized achievement tests. However, there was an undercurrent of 
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dissatisfaction about the use of standardized tests in the schools. The 
National Education Association (1977) passed resolution 76-65 which 
stated, "The NEA strongly encourages the elimination of group 
standardized, intelligence, aptitude, and achievement tests." (p.63) 
The NEA proposed ten alternatives to standardized testing such as 
anecdotal records, teacher-made tests, or contracts with students, to 
mention three. 
McKenna (1977) posed the question, "What 1 s wrong with standardized 
testing?" and proceeded to answer: 
Standardized testing uses up inordinate amounts of precious 
instructional time. Thousands of hours go into testing that might 
better be used in individualizing instruction and planning for 
teaching. In terms of cost efficiency, the testing business runs 
into hundreds of millions of dollars, the results of which provide 
little or no help to students. (p.9) 
Holman (1977) continued the criticism of standardized tests 
delineating the concerns that "tests a) discriminate against some 
individuals, b) scores may be rigidly interpreted, c) have harmful 
effect on the shaping of cognitive styles, and d) shape school 
curriculums and restrict educational change." (p.48) 
This section has discussed standardized and teacher-made tests and 
their purposes, differences, and applications. This discussion put into 
perspective the testing procedures utilized in education, and revealed 
the complexity of testing from positive and negative points of view. 
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Tests for Children 
The intent of this section was to review tests specifically written 
for children, thereby gaining insight about the format, content, and 
scope of tests designed for children. Using Piagetian tasks, Furth 
(1970) devised an inventory of Piaget 1 s developmental tasks. The 
inventory was a paper-and-pencil version of Piaget' s tasks, such as 
conservation. There were 18 problem areas each consisting of one 
example and four questions. The inventory was untimed. 
Another Piagetian test was developed by Fogelman (1970) for grades 
K-7. The test examined a number of the best known studies of Piaget's 
work and took from them information on the test performances of children 
in particular age groups. 
included. 
A discussion of Piagetian methodology was 
Tinsley (1981) wrote a 30-item nutrition and physical fitness test 
for fifth-and sixth-grade students to measure nutrition and physical 
fitness knowledge. The objectives of the curriculum for which the test 
was developed were derived from the basic concepts for nutrition 
education as proposed by the 1969 White House Conference on Food, 
Nutrition, and Health. The reliability of the test was .81. 
The development of a group test of arithmetic achievement by 
Stewart (1970) was based on the Arithmetic Book I. The 171-item test 
was to assess the knowledge of kindergarten and first-grade children on 
the content with the Arithmetic Book I. 
To prepare preprimary and beginning first-grade children for a 
testing environment, Goolsby (1969) developed a pictorial practice test. 
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The purpose of the test was to give children who have not had experience 
with a group test to do tasks similar to those found on a regular test. 
McSpadden (1972) conducted a study to develop a listening test for 
grades 1,2, and 3. Another test of listening comprehension for 
kindergarten and beginning first grade was developed by Wallner (1971). 
There were two parallel forms which consisted of six graded passages. 
Each passage was followed by 14 questions which presumed to measure 
literal and inferential comprehension skills. Both forms had a 
reliability of .94. 
Comeaux (1972) wrote a French Achievement Test. The test contained 
a series of criterion-referenced tests based on bilingual education 
instructional objectives and was designed to assess language skills in 
French. The grade 1 subtests were vocabulary, comprehension, stories, 
word reading, consonants, paragraph meaning, and grammar syntax. 
A Knowledge Test in Nutrition for nursery-age children through 
sixth grade children was developed at the Pennsylvania State University 
(1979). The first grade had a 20-item instrument to assess the 
children 1 s knowledge of selected nutrition concepts before and after 
participating in a nutrition education study. The curriculum was 
Nutrition in a Changing World and the children had classroom and 
lunchroom activities to complete. 
Tests of Grammatically Correct Spanish and English were constructed 
by the Las Cruces Bilingual Education Project (1971). The battery 
consisted of oral and written tests assessing grammar skills in English 
and Spanish for grades K-6. The tests covered vocabulary, sentence 
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patterns, grammar, and usage. 
The Stanford Achievement Test by Kelly (1973) was designed for use 
from the middle of grade 1 to the middle of grade 2. The content of the 
test was derived from eleven subject areas such as vocabulary, 
arithmetic, and reading. The test results are used for planning 
individualized instruction for each pupil in each subject area. 
The Science Research Associates Achievement Series authored by 
Thorpe (1978) assesses the achievement of children in grades 1-9. The 
areas assessed were reading, language arts, arithmetic, social studies, 
and science. 
Prescott (1978) devised the Metropolitan Achievement Tests for 
grades K-13. The content areas were reading, word analysis, language 
arts, social studies, mathematics, and science. 
and concise. 
The manual was clear 
Tiegs and Clark (1977) developed the California Achievement Test 
for first grade. There were five subtests in reading, mathematics, and 
language. 
The Primary Mental Abilities test by Thurstone (1963) was 
constructed for kindergarten and first grade. The tests measured 
intelligence in the areas of verbal meaning, number facility, reasoning, 
perceptual speed, and spatial relations. 
The tests reviewed, among hundreds of tests deve1ope·d for children, 
were selected to show the diversity of tests· designed for children. 
Diversity was shown in both the format of the tests, with some being 
pictorial and others in a written format, and in the content of the 
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tests, ranging from French to nutrition to science. The review revealed 
a voluminous number of tests for young children~ specifically for first 
graders. 
Knowledge Tests in Physical Education 
Seventy-five sources of knowledge tests in physical education were 
identified in the literature. Developed since 1907, these cover some 25 
activities plus .a number of content areas such as general knowledge of 
physical education, vocabulary, physical fitness, and are located 
essentially in theses, dissertations, and professional periodicals. The 
ones which include exercise physiology and fitness concepts are reviewed 
briefly. 
Physical Education Knowledge and Principles. Rhoda (1951) wrote a 
knowledge test on the technical vocabulary in physical education. The 
vocabulary was derived from physiology, measurement/evaluation, and 
correctives. The test was administered to senior and graduate level 
physical education majors. Cowell (1962) utilized material from 
fourteen disciplines from which physical education draws its basic 
principles in order to construct a test to recognize principles basic to 
physical education. The reliability of the items was • 77. Walker 
(1965) wrote the Walker Knowledge Inventory Test to .assess the general 
knowledge in a physical education course for college freshmen. The test 
was reported to be statistically reliable. Altena (1981) used the 
Walker Knowledge Inventory to measure knowledge in a "Concepts of 
Physical Education" course for physical education majors. The 
Educational Testing Service (1970) developed the AAHPER Cooperative 
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Physical Education Tests for Elementary, Junior High School, and Senior 
High School based on the concepts considered basic to physical education 
found in the AAHPERD' s 0969) Knowledge and Understanding in Physical 
Edur.ation. The test centered on the three content areas of a) 
performance of activity, b) effects of activity, and c) factors that 
modify performance. 
Kiyoguchi (1971) used the high school level portion of the AAHPER 
(1970) Cooperative Physical Educatibn Tests to test college physical 
education majors. The test was reported to be reliable although 
knowledge, understanding, and concepts in physical education had not 
been emphasi~ed in the instructional programs tested. Kiyoguchi (1971) 
concluded that the greater the experience, the greater the knowledge. 
Kelley 0974) developed an inventory of recent knowledge in physical 
education. The areas of adaptive physical education, athletic training, 
curriculum, exercise physiology, and methodology were the focus of each 
52-item, multiple-choice test. The Educational Testing Service (1978) 
prepared a battery of paper-and-pencil tests for the National Teacher's 
Exam. The first part of the exam is related to the educational process 
generally, and the second part is related to the content specialty. 
This particular exam is designed to provide objective standardized 
measures of the academic achievement of college seniors in physical 
education. 
Physical Fitness. Stradtman (1950) said, "The proposed test is 
expected to determine the ability of students to choose the most 
desirable practice in physical fitness as it is applied to a specific 
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situation." (p!;53) One hundred questions were given to high school boys 
and girls. ThE;! reliability for the combined group was .95. Mowen 
(1968) reported a reliability of .87 for a written test designed to 
determine knowledge of facts and concepts concerning physical fitness. 
The written test was administered following the administration of the 
AAHPER Fitness Test to male high school students. Mood (1971) developed 
a test of physical fitness knowledge based on ten topic areas of 
physical fitness. Two forms with 60 items each were constructed and 
given to physical educa~ion majors. The reported reliability was • 77 
and .75. Laurie (1981) proposed to determine the knowledge of exercise 
and fitness possessed by college students before and after a 
lecture/laboratory physical fitness class. A 10-item pretest was 
administered at the beginning of the term. A 50-item posttest served as 
the final exam and was drawn from a pool of 1,000 items developed since 
1972. The reliability was .80. 
This section dealt with the review of knowledge tests in physical 
education, specifically, tests concerned with exercise physiology 
knowledge and physical fitness knowledge. This specificity was due to 
the test content of the current project. The content area of exercise 
physiology and physical fitness has received some attention but probably 
not as much as other areas have. 
Knowledge Tests in Physical Education for Children 
Seventy-five sources of knowledge tests in physical education were 
identified which had been developed for high school and college 
students. In contrast, only nine sources identified knowledge tests in 
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physical education for children. From a historical perspective, the 
tests appeared in the literature from 1931 to 1979, as shown in Table 1. 
Year 
1931 
1932 
1965 
1967 
1970 
1972 
1976 
1979 
Table 1 
Historical Examination of Knowledge Tests in 
Physical Education for Children 
Number of Studies 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Possibly the first physical education test for children was written 
by Rodgers (1931) for playground baseball, now called softball. The test 
consisted of 100 true-false statements on game rules and game maneuvers. 
Administered to fifth-and sixth-grade boys, the test's reliability was 
.89. Heath (1932) wrote a soccer test for fifth-and sixth-grade boys. 
The 100 true-false statements on game rules and playing maneuvers had a 
reliability of • 90. "In order that fatigue not enter the situation, the 
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pupils took half the test at one sitting and half at another sitting." 
(p.44) Hambright (1965) constructed a written test for fifth graders 
with the assistance of the classroom teacher after a three-week unit on 
jumping and ball handling. The test measured their knowledge of 
principles associated with jumping and ball handling skills, and was 
considered both valid and fairly reliable. The written test was deemed 
to have possibilities as a supplement in evaluation. Karst (1967) wrote 
a test for the development of standards for potential achievement in 
physical education. The test contained physical education concepts to 
assess the knowledge of boys and girls in grades 3 and 6 as well as 9 
through 12. 
Pake (1972) constructed a physical education basic activity 
knowledge test for sixth-grade students. The focus of the test was on 
assessing foundation of movement. The test had 180 items and was 
reported to be a satisfactory measure of knowledge for sixth-grade 
students. Russell (1972) wrote a test for sixth-grade students to 
assess their knowledge and understanding of physical education. The 
test was reported to have satisfactory reliability and had content 
validity and statistical validity. Hart (1976) constructed a written, 
pictorial test for first and second graders. Thirty-three items 
comprised the test, based on a television course for elementary physical 
education. The reliability was • 73. Virgilio's (1979) study in part 
focused on the cognitive behavior of fifth-grade students in beginning 
archery in relation to direct and reciprocal teaching strategies. An 
archery knowledge test was used to assess cognitive behavior. Neither 
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teaching strategy was. significant in facilitating learning outcomes. 
There were significant differences, however, on the pretest and posttest 
scores on the written test. 
The literature identifying knowledge tests in physical education 
for children was sparse in comparison to the number of tests available 
for high school and college students. With the exception of Hart's 
(1976) test, the remaining eight tests were constructed for older 
children. No physical fitness test was located which was designed for 
first-grade children. 
Physical Fitness Curriculums for Children 
Physical Education Textbooks 
The inclusion of physical fitness into the elementary physical 
education curriculum may be dependent upon the textbook the elementary 
classroom teacher or the elementary physical education specialist used 
in a methods course while in college. Ideally, each school district 
would have an elementary physical education curriculum guide available 
that addressed physical fitness content for ~hildren. The researcher 
felt it necessary to review textbooks in elementary physical education 
in order to identify those texts that presented physical fitness 
principles that might be used in the physical education curriculum. 
Thirteen textbooks were reviewed. 
Anderson (1966) addressed fitness testing for grades S-8. The 
responsibility of the teacher is to "increase understanding of the 
components and values of physical fitness [and to] assist children in 
evaluating their level of fitness." (p.27) The child's responsibility 
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is to "increase muscle strength and maintain good body alignment [and 
to] evaluate one's own level of fitness" (p.27). 
The text by Cochran (1967) said, ''We believe exercises to be an 
integral ·part of a good physical education program" (p.23). Cochran 
(1967) presented five principles of physical fitness, but that was the 
extent of physical fitness coverage in the text. The appendices 
included the AAHPER (1958) Youth Fitness Test. 
Boyer's (1965) book was written for all who are or will be 
concerned with the teaching of elementary school physical education. 
The one mention of physical fitness said, "Physical fitness is certainly 
one of the objectives of physical education" (p.3). The text contained 
no specific fitness principles or guidelines for the curriculum. 
Bucher (1964) devoted an entire chapter to physical fitness. The 
author recommended implementing the President's Council on Physical 
Fitness program as well as the AAHPER (1958) Youth Fitness Test. "The 
best way to meet the recommendations of the President 1 s Council on 
Physical Fitness is to provide a well-rounded physical education and 
health program" (p.47). 
Kirchner's (1970) text did not include fitness principles that 
could be included into the physical education curriculum, but it did 
contain a fitness test designed by the author for children ages 6-12. 
The test included the standing long jump, bench pushups, curlups, squat 
jumps, and a 30-yard dash. 
Fait (1966) had a chapter that dealt with the concepts of strength, 
endurance, flexibility, speed of movement, and coordination. The author 
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suggested using the Kraus-Weber Test, AAHPER Youth Fitness Test, and the 
President's Council on Physical Fitness Test to assess the fitness of 
children. 
Dauer (1979) had an extensive chapter on physical fitness 
containing a large quantity of fitness concepts referenced from the 
literature. The chapter contained guidelines for achieving physical 
fitness in grades K-2 and grades 3-6. 
Pangrazi (1981) devoted a chapter to the fitness development of 
children in early elementary and primary grades. The concepts of 
strength, endurance, flexibility were developed extensively in the 
chapter. 
Schurr (1967) wrote an extensive chapter on physical fitness for 
children. The factors of health, posture, and nutritional status were 
discussed. The components of physical fitness, strength, endurance, 
agility, flexibility, power, speed, balance, and coordination were 
developed thoroughly. Several suggestions were given on implementing 
the ideas in the chapter into a physical education curriculum. 
Halsey and Porter (1963) said, "Tests of physical fitness are 
widely used in our schools. They vary from school to school and state 
to state, although those constructed by the AAHPER seem to be the ones 
most generally used 
fitness principles. 
II (p.160). The text did not discuss physical 
The texts by Arra (1970), Miller (1963), and Means (1974) did not 
address physical fitness in their discussion of elementary physical 
education. 
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~n summary, few of the textbooks reviewed in this section contained 
physical fitness principles in sufficient depth on which a knowledge 
test for children could be based. The textbooks focused mainly on the 
application of physical fitness, rather than on the principles involved 
from a conceptual frame of reference. 
AAHPER Youth Fitness Test 
In 1958, the American Association of Health, Physical Education, 
and Recreation constructed a fitness test for grades 5-12, which 
comprises pullups, situps, shuttle run, standing long jump, 50-yard 
dash, 600-yard run/walk, and softball throw. The test was revised in 
1965 and 1975. Halsey & Porter (1963) said that Denver had been using 
this fitness test in all grades for a number of years. The manual gave 
clear directions, but contained no fitness principles on which the test 
battery is based. 
AAHPERD Health Related Physical Fitness Test 
In 1980, the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, 
Recreation, and Dance published a new test of physical fitness. The 
battery tests cardiorespiratory function, body composition, abdominal, 
low back, and hamstring musculoskeletal function. This curriculum 
change was necessary to meet the health and fitness goals of a changing 
society. Plowman (1981) stated, 11Implicit in the test is the 
understanding that students be taught the rationale and importance of 
each item, as well as its cognitive basis 11 (p.26). 
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Knowledge and Understanding in Physical Education 
The publication by the AAHPER (1969) represented an attempt to 
summarize the intellectual content of physical education, i.e., the 
facts and understandings upon which the exercises and activities of the 
physical education programs are based. It was designed for a two-fold 
purpose: a) to serve ·as a basis for instruction that lent itself to 
evaluation through written tests, and b) to be used, evaluated, and 
refined by classroom teachers and physical education specialists. 
Intellectual objectives actually undergird the entire structure. 
They provide the "how" and "why" of the skill learning process and 
the activity which results. They are also important because they 
have value in themselves as adjuncts to the physically educated 
person." (p.viii) 
The publication contains content relativ~ to physical fitness for 
elementary school children. The concepts of a) immediate effects of 
activity, b) long term effects of activity, c) capacity for effort, and 
d) effective utilization of capacity for skills are thoroughly 
discussed. 
Winnetka, Illinois 
Bricker (1977) wrote about two physical fitness programs at the 
Hubbard Woods School. The program was designed to keep third and fourth 
graders in shape. The Hubbard Woods Fitness Program features 18 fitness 
tasks such as rope jumping, quarter-mile run, and rope climb. When a 
child completes 10 out of the 18 tasks, the child receives a badge. The 
second program, the Gold Seal Blue Ribbon Program, includes 
participation in the 50-yard dash, standing long jump, softball throw, 
and pull ups. No mention was made of whether the program stresses 
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knowledge of fitness principles. 
Ridgewood, New Jersey 
Jenkins (1978) wrote about a fitness program that is directed 
toward grades 5 and 6, "because at this time children become very body 
conscious and have an interest in how their body responds to various 
stimuli" (p.59). Ideas for grades 1-6 were given to facilitate the 
children's understanding of cardiovascular fitness. 
The program consists of four areas: a) special classes to discuss 
and experiment with exercise, b) verbalizing about exercise effects, c) 
5-10 minutes of cardiovascular warmup, and d) evaluation of 
cardiovascular fitness. 
Sunflower Project 
Greene (1978) explained the project at the Shawnee Mission Kansas 
School District. Throughout the 1977-1978 school year the following 
programs were included: 
1. A grade-specific, health education curriculum with teacher 
workshops emphasizing nutrition, heart and lung anatomy, physiology, 
and disease prevention. 
2. An innovative physical education program with emphasis on aerobic 
exercise and special fitness programs to be administered during one 
recess per day for five days per week. This is for all grades. 
3. Professional assistance with the school lunch program to lower 
cholesterol and sugar levels of the diets. 
4. Health education sessions for the parents. (p.28) 
Basic Stuff 
The content and rationale of this AAHPERD (1981a) publication is 
found in Chapter III as it relates specifically to the procedures of the 
study. The publication contained physical fitness principles 
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appropriate for the development of a physical fitness knowledge test. 
Summary 
Several references to curriculum guides related to the procedures 
of this study, even though they did not provide sufficient physical 
fitness principles for knowledge testing. 
Having reviewed the literature in six areas, the researcher was 
impressed with the extensive number of educational tests developed for 
children, but was made acutely aware of the dearth of knowledge tests in 
physical education for ~hildren, particularly in the lower grades. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
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The development of a physical fitness knowledge test for first 
graders is complex and time consuming. A valid and reliable test cannot 
be built in a day. Many steps are necessary in test development. 
Acknowledging this, Tinkelman (1971) proposed nine steps to aid the 
test developer: 
1. Identify the content for the test. 
2. Prepare a table of specifications identifying the conten~ to be 
covered in the test and the cognitive levels at which the items 
are directed. 
3. Write the test items with careful attention to types of item and 
item difficulty. 
4. Prepare careful and clear instructions for the examiner. 
5. Pilot the preliminary test form to verify time restraints, 
language appropriateness, validity, and reliability. 
6. Revise the test. 
1. Make provision for review and evaluation by a panel of experts. 
8. Revise the test and examiner's manual. 
9. Determine test administration procedures and scoring of the 
test. 
The following discussion, delineating the procedures for the 
development of the physical fitness knowledge test for first graders, 
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parallels the steps outlined by Tinkelman (1971). 
Content Identification 
The content for the knowledge test focused on physical fitness, 
which has a specific body of knowledge. The responsibility of the 
researcher was to parallel the content of the knowledge test with that 
body of knowledge. What are the concepts contained in the body of 
knowledge known as physical fitness? Several state and school district 
curriculum guides for elementary school physical education were read to 
determine whether the guides identified physical fitness concepts that 
ought to be taught in the elementary school physical education program. 
Some of these stated objectives concerning physical fitness, 
particularly knowledge objectives. Auburn, Washington 1 s (1972) first 
physical fitness objective was 11 knowledge concerning the values of 
physical activity" (p.3), while Arkansas 1 ( 1971) third objective was 
"development and maintenance of wholesome habits and attitudes derived 
from adequate knowledge and understanding of the body, and its structure 
and function" (p.S). Howev'er, while physical fitness objectives were 
stated, the curriculum guides were void of written physical fitness 
concepts ·to meet these objectives. Therefore, the state curriculum 
guides in elementary school physical education were not helpful in 
identifying physical fitness concepts to be tested in the knowledge test 
to be developed. 
Several elementary physical education texts were reviewed to 
identify physical fitness concepts that would form the content base for 
a knowledge test (Anderson,l966; Cochran,l967; Boyer,l965; 
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Kirchner,l970; Fait, 1966; Dauer,l979; Pangrazi,l981; Schurr,l967; 
Halsey & Porter,l963). Publications by the AAHPER 0958,1969,1980) were 
also reviewed for relevant physical fitness concepts. The researcher 
felt that the physical fitness content contained in the aforementioned 
sources was not adequate to develop a physical fitness knowledge test 
for first graders. 
In 1981, the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, 
Recreation, and Dance (AAHPERD) published Basic Stuff (198la). Bain 
(1981) stated the purpose of Basic Stuff. 
The Basic Stuff series is the culmination of an effort by the 
National Association for Sport and Physical Education (NASPE). The 
intent of the series has been to identify basic knowledge relevant 
to physical education programs and to present that knowledge in a 
useful, readable format. The "basic stuff" concepts are viewed as a 
common core of information applicable to any physical education 
curriculum. Basic Stuff is knowledge and information which 
elementary and secondary school students can and should learn. The 
project is an effort to summarize for teachers appropriate concepts. 
(p.33) 
According to Kneer (1982), the Basic Stuff series has a conceptual 
base and can become an integral part of the physical education program. 
She further explained: 
Basic Stuff was not conceived as a national curriculum, but as an 
attempt to encourage the thoughtful consideration of ·physical 
education knowledge. The content was ·not written to critique, 
debate, and theorize, but to gather information from research that 
explained human physical movement in sports, dance, and exercise. 
(p.28) 
The series is divided into two parts. Series I is designed for 
preservice and inservice teachers and includes six booklets on exercise 
physiology, kinesiology, motor development, motor learning, 
social/psychological aspects of movement, and movement in the 
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humanities. Series II focuses on early childhood, childhood, and 
adolescence with suggested activities to help teach the appropriate 
concepts. 
The Basic Stuff series is not void of criticism. Lawson ( 1982) 
stated: 
The Basic Stuff series is just another example of the same tendency-
namely, the attempt by a group of people in the profess ion to 
persuade colleagues that its vision of school physical education is 
superior. (p.30) 
Schempp (1982) was critical of the way the profession (AAHPERD) 
generates, disseminates, and evaluates its information. He did, 
however, state, "The work of selecting the content for Basic Stuff 
represents a co~endable professional contribution and the purpose of 
this critique is not to argue against those knowledges" (p.20). 
The researcher was interested in the procedures followed to 
identify the content for the Exercise Physiology portion of the series. 
A letter was written to Dr. Milan Svoboda, from Portland State 
University, Oregon, who served as chairman and scholar of the 
committee that wrote the Exercise Physiology segment (Appendix A). The 
committee comprised Maxine Thomas from Portland State University, who 
brought to the committee her expertise in instructional design; Donna 
Bergmann from the Beaverton School District, Beaverton, Oregon, who 
contributed ideas from a practitioner's viewpoint; and George Rochat 
from Portland, Oregon, who was the other practitioner on the committee. 
The development of the Basic Stuff series has been a cooperative 
effort of teams of scholars and public school teachers. Scholars 
provided the expertise in the content areas and in the development 
of instructional materials. Public school teachers identified areas 
relevant to students, field tested instructional activities, and 
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helped scholars write for a general audience (Bain,l98l,p.34). 
Dr. Svoboda's response highlighted the committee's procedures 
(Appendix A). A preliminary draft was written for discussion, followed 
by a series of revisions until a consensus . was reached among the 
committee members. Dr. Svoboda wrote, "Eventually, the final product 
was created, to my satisfaction at least." The process involved in the 
writing of the Exercise Physiology component gave it credibility and 
authenticity in the researcher's mind. The document identified concepts 
that the physical fitness knowledge test could parallel. It is 
interesting to note that California (1983) will soon integrate Basic 
Stuff into the state physical education curriculum (E. Gardner, personal 
communication, September 1983). 
In weighing the criticisms and plaudits of the Basic Stuff series, 
the decision was made to adopt the physical fitness concepts from the 
Basic Stuff Series I with a focus on the Exercise Physiology component 
of the series, as the content foundation for the test to be developed. 
The Exercise Physiology component identified the content for the 
physical fitness knowledge test for first graders. This decision was 
based on the lack of physical fitness knowledge concepts available 
generally in the .literature. Conversely, the Basic Stuff series has 
identified concepts in exercise physiology, which were viewed as 
creditable and a worthy content foundation for the test to be developed. 
Preparing a Table of Specifications 
Barrow and McGee (1979) and Tinkelman (1971) emphasized the 
importance of constructing a table of specifications that reflected a) 
the content of the unit to be tested, and b) the cognitive levels at 
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which the test items will function. Barrow and McGee 0979) made the 
fol~owing statement concerning content validity: 
Content validity is achieved if the content of the test is in 
agreement with the unit of instruction. The test may be studied by 
"several authorities" who consider its contents in relation to what 
they consider such. a unit [topic) to include. The test constructor 
alone may do this. The test can be compared in content with the 
content of books covering the sport [topic 1 • The test can be 
compared in content balance with similar tests. The test content 
can be compared with the content of a specific unit it is designed 
to fit. If approximately parallel emphasis is evident in some or 
all of these methods, [content) validity is usually built into the 
test as it is being cons~ructed. (p.375) 
Content validity for the pilot study was achieved by_ constructing 
the test items to parallel the Basic Stuff Series I with an emphasis on 
the Exercise Physiol£&Y component of the series. Content validity was 
also influenced by the researcher's knowledge of physical fitness 
principles. 
Table 2 ·represents the initial table of specifications for the 
physical fitness knowledge test for first graders during the pilot 
phase. The vertical column of the table indicates the content areas of 
the AAHPERD (198la) Basic Stuff Series I: Exercise Physiology reflected 
in the physical fitness knowledge test for first graders. Seven content 
areas of a) strength training, b) cardiovascular, c) anatomy, d)-
flexibility, e) 'environmental effects, f) caloric expenditure, and g) 
exercise principles were delineated from the Exercise Physiology 
component of the Basic Stuff series. 
Concerning cognitive levels, Barrow and McGee (1979) stated: 
The test maker should be able to show ••• the cognitive levels that 
comprise a test. Otherwise no clear cut information will be 
available about whether the test is either a very beginning level 
tool assessing only the basic knowledges of an activity or a more 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
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TABLE 2 
Table of Specifications For Test Items 
Pilot Study 
I 
Content Areas I Cognitive Taxonomies 
1----------------------------------------------
l 
I Remember Understand Think :fJ: # % 
I 1 point 2 points 3 points Items Pts Pts 
I 
Strength Training 
Cardiovascular 
Anatomy 
Flexibility 
Environmental Effects 
Caloric Expenditure 
Exercise Principles 
Total 
:fl: Items 
:fJ: Points 
% Points 
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advanced instrument covering some of the higher levels of the 
cognitive taxonomy (p.348). 
The cognitive taxonomy selected for the pilot study was developed 
by the Educational Testing Service (n.d.). This taxonomy was composed 
of a) remembering, which connotes recall of facts, routine manipulation, 
and reproduction; b) understanding, which connotes classification, 
application, and translation; and c) thinking, which connotes analysis, 
generalization, and evaluation. 
The Educational Testing Service recommends this taxonomy for 
classroom teachers who are developing their own knowledge tests. 
The taxonomy has a simplicity that is beneficial, and yet also has a 
graduated precision that reveals a clear picture of the cognitive 
levels included in a test. (Barrow and McGee,1979, p.350) 
Since the Educational Testing Service (n.d.) suggested that the 
taxonomy was graduated in nature, the researcher attached weightings to 
each cognitive level in order to gain a better perspective of the 
cognitive emphasis of the test. Therefore, test items at the 
remembering level were weighted with one point; items at the 
understanding level were weighted with two points; and at the thinking 
level, the items were weighted with three points. Precedence for the 
weightings was taken from Bloom (1956) to connote a hierarchical 
arrangement from the simple to the complex in the cognitive levels. 
First Pilot Study 
Development of First Pilot Test Items 
Fifteen test items were written from the content found in the Basic 
Stuff Series I: Exercise Physiology. A copy of these 15 test items may 
be seen in Appendix B. Table 3 depicts the item placement within the 
table of specifications. The table indicates that the content area of 
g) exercise principles received the most emphasis with five test items, 
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TABLE 3 
Pilot Study Table of Specifications for Test Items 
Content Areas I Cognitive Taxonomies 
1----------------------------------------------l Remember Understand Think # # % 
I 1 point 2 points 3 points Items Pts Pts 
a. Strength Training 2, 5, 12* 3 6 18% 
b. Cardiovascular 7 1 3 9% 
c. Anatomy 1, 8 2. 2 7% 
d. Flexibility 4, 6 2 4 12% 
e. Environmental Effects 9 1 3 9% 
f. Caloric Expenditure 13 1 3 9% 
g. Exercise Principles 10, 14, 15 3, 11 5 12 36% 
Total 15 
# Items 2 8 5 
# Points 2 16 15 33 
% Points 7% 48% 45% 100% 
*Item Number 
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followed by a) strength training with three test items. The cognitl.ve 
level of understanding received the most emphasis, while the thinking 
level was next. 
The researcher considered the content of the fifteen test items to 
be representative of the content in the Basic Stuff Series I: Exercise 
Physiology material and therefore to have content validity. In 
addition, the researcher thought that the cognitive levels of the test 
items were appropriate, particularly for first graders. Confirmation of 
these conclusions was to be sought as the test developed into more 
refined stages. 
Development of the Test Booklet and Examiner's Manual 
The test booklet was designed to be pictorial in its format. Two 
choices for each item were represented by line drawings, which were 
taken from the AAHPERD (1981a) Exercise Physiology pamphlet and reduced 
in size to fit into an answer booklet designed by the researcher. To 
aid the children in keeping their place during the testing, familiar 
objects such as a rabbit, hat, and leaf were placed beside each 
pictorial choice. A copy of this first version of the test booklet may 
be seen in Appendix B. According to Tinkelman (1971), the next step in 
test construction is the preparation of instructions for the examiner. 
The work by Hart (1976) was helpful in establishing a format of the 
examiner's manual. The manual accompanies the test booklet in Appendix 
B. 
First Pilot Test Administration 
Parental Permission 
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In April, 1982, a letter was written to the parents of the children 
in two first-grade physical education classes at Sherwood Elementary 
School in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. The intent of this letter was 
to inform the parents of the forthcoming physical fitness knowledge test 
to be administered to their child, and to secure permission for their 
child to participate. With the parents' responses, permission was 
secured for the children to participate in the test administration 
(Appendix B). 
Permission was obtained from the School of Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation, and Dance at the University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro's School Review Committee to use human subjects for the pilot 
studies, in accordance with the procedures established by that school. 
This approval was part of a proposal submitted by the Assessment of 
Elementary Physical Education class for a project conducted in the 
spring of 1982. 
Subjects 
Forty-one first-grade children from two first-grade classes at the 
Sherwood Elementary School in Winston-Salem, North Carolina participated 
in the pilot study. Each class was tested separately. Since this study 
did not question how boys and girls compared on. the test, the sex of the 
children was not recorded. The responses of all children remained 
anonymous. 
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Testing 
The researcher administered the test on April 27, 1982, according 
to the instructions in the examiner's manual. The children were 
instructed to make a large ~ on the picture they tho\lght was correct 
after each test item was read. When some confusion arose as to what 
this meant after doing the sample test item, time was taken to ensure 
that each child understood how to mark the pictures. The test took 
approximately 25 minutes to administer to each class. The children were 
very cooperative and expressed positive comments about the test 
administration. 
Analysis 
The Item Analysis (198.1) computer program was used at the Academic 
Computer Center at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. The 
analysis indicated that the test did not discrim.inate well and that some 
revisions were necessary in the test item design. The pilot test had a 
reliability coefficient of .38. 
Second Pilot Study 
Test Item Revision 
The results of the first pilot study indicated that selecting from 
only two choices was too easy for the children. After several 
achievement tests for primary school children (Educational Testing 
Service,l979; Prescott,l978; Thurstone,l963; Tiegs,l977; and Pratt,l964) 
were reviewed, it was apparent that two choices was not the rule, but 
rather three and four choices. For the second pilot study, therefore, 
three choices were prepared for each test item. 
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Illustrations. It was deemed necessary by the researcher to have 
the illustrations show continuity throughout the test booklet. An 
illustrator was secured for this purpose; Ms. Jan Oussaty, a doctoral 
student in Physical Education at the University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro, consented to illustrate the test booklet. Ms. Oussaty was 
well acquainted with movement and children, and it was necessary to 
capture both factors in the illustrations. Ms. Oussaty illustrated the 
test booklet using an equal number of boys and girls of two races 
(Appendix C). 
Test Items and Examiner 1 s Manual The content of the 15 test 
items remained fairly consistent with the content specified in the table 
of specifications found in Table 3 for the first pilot study. Some 
wording was changed and a third choice was added. The cognitive levels 
of the test items remained the same as in Table 3. The examiner 1 s 
manual reflected the wording changes of the test items from the pilot 
study and may be seen in Appendix C. 
Second Pilot Test Administration 
Parental Permission 
In December, 1982, a letter was written to the parents of the 
children in two first-grade physical education classes at the Sherwood 
Elementary School in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, and a first grade 
class in Logan, Utah. The intent of the letter was to inform the 
parents of the forthcoming physical fitness knowledge test to be 
administered to their child and to secure their permission for their 
child to participate in the testing. With the parents 1 responses, 
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permission was secured for the children to participate in the test 
administration (Appendix C). 
Subjects 
Forty-six first-grade children from the Sherwood Elementary School 
in Winston-Salem, North Carolina composed the first group of children to 
participate in the second pilot study. The subjects were from two 
first-grade classes and were tested separately. These first graders 
were in kindergarten at the time of the first pilot study at the 
Sherwood Elementary School. This is to clarify that the same children 
were not tested twice. The sex of the children was not recorded. All 
children remained anonymous. 
Twenty-seven first-grade children from one class at the Adams 
Elementary School in Logan, Utah composed the second group of children 
to participate in the second pilot study. 
The total sample for the second pilot study was 73 first-graders. 
Testing 
The second pilot test was administered by the researcher to 46 
first-graders on December 6, 1982 in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, 
according to the instructions in the examiner's manual. The test took 
approximately 35 minutes to administer to each class. 
The researcher also administered the second pilot test to 27 
first-graders on December 17, 1982 in Logan, Utah, in accordance with 
the instructions in the examiner's manual. . Again, test required 
approximately 35 minutes. 
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Analysis 
The Item Analysis (1981) computer program at the Academic Computer 
Center at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro was used to 
determine the validity and reliability of the instrument. The 15 test 
items were evaluated by use of Flanagan's (1941) method of item analysis 
to reveal a) the difficulty of each item, b) the power of each item to 
discriminate between the students who knew the most and those who knew 
the least, and c) the amount that each possible response functioned by 
noting the frequency with which each response was chosen (Barrow & 
McGee,1979). The following criteria were used to evaluate the 15 test 
items: 
Difficulty. Only items with a difficulty rating between 10 and 90 
percent were considered for inclusion in the final test revision. The 
higher the percentage, the more students answered the item correctly, 
and the easier the question; 
the question. 
desirable. 
Items with 
lower the percentage the more difficult 
difficulty ratings of 50% are the most 
Index of Discrimination. The Index of Discrimination is considered 
acceptable if over .20_; questionable if between .15 and .19; and if 
below .15 the item should be deleted or revised. These coefficients 
show the relationship between being in either the high or low group on 
the score for the total test and answering a particular item correctly 
or incorrectly. 
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Function. Each choice should be selected by some of the children. 
It is suggested that at least 3 percent of the children should respond 
to each choice. If no children selected a choice, it need not be on 
the test. 
Tables 4, 5, and 6 summarize the results of the item analyses for 
the second pilot study showing each group separately and then combined. 
Items which did not meet the three criteria were discarded or revised 
for the final test revision. The item analysis revealed that 7 out of 
the 15 test items met the three criteria. It is perhaps noteworthy that 
only three test items failed to meet any of the three criteria, while 
five test items met two of the three criteria. 
The item analysis was used to verify the statistical validity of 
the test items. Content validity was achieved by paralleling the test 
items with the content in the Basic Stuff Series I: Exercise Physiology. 
Statistical validity was achieved by subjecting the test items to the 
TESTAN (1983) Item Analysis computer program at the Academic Computer 
Center at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. 
Reliability, which "indicates the consistency with which a test can 
rank the students f
1
't'om good to poor," (Barrow & McGee,l979,p.384) was 
evaluated by using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20. This procedure 
provides a coefficient which gives internal cons~stency of the items. 
The reliability coefficient for this second pilot study was .40. 
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TABLE 4 
Swmnary of Item Analysis 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
December 6, 1982 
N=46 
.----------------------------------------------------------------------
Item Function Difficulty Discrimination Overall 
(N) (%) (r) Evaluation 
Response 
1 2 3 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 26 6 15* ok .33 ok .08 no no 
2 21* 10 14 ok .46 ok .so ok ok 
3 0 45* 1 no .98 ·no .00 no no 
4 32* 5 9 ok • 70 ok .33 ok ok 
5 5 28* 13 ok .61 ok • 75 ok ok 
6 11* 9 25 ok .24 ok -.08 no no 
7 0 13 33* no • 72 ok .25 ok no 
8 27* 16 3 ok .59 ok -.08 no no 
9 2 0 44* no • 96 no .08 no no 
10 8 35* 3 ok .76 ok • 50 ok ok 
11 6 31 9* ok .20 ok .08 no no 
12 4 29* 12 ok .63 ok • 58 ok ok 
13 29* 10 6 ok .63 ok .67 ok ok 
14 14 27 5* ok .11 ok .17 ok ok 
15 41 0* 3 no .oo no .oo no no 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
* correct response 
Mean= 7.891 correct responses 
Standard Deviation = 1.538 
ok/no = whether item met validity criteria 
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TABLE 5 
Summary of Item Analysis 
Logan, Utah 
December 17' 1982 
N=27 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Item Function Difficulty Discrimination Overall 
(N) (%) (r) Evaluation 
Response 
1 2 3 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 6 11 10* ok .37 ok .43 ok ok 
2 10* 11 6 ok .37 ok .29 ok ok 
3 0 27* 0 no 1.00 no .oo no no 
4 20* 0 7 no .74 ok .71 ok no 
5 1 16* 10 ok .59 ok .71 ok ok 
6 14* 0 12 no .52 ok .29 ok no 
7 0 13 14* no .52 ok .14 no no 
8 26* 0 1 no • 96 no .14 no no 
9 0 0 27* no 1.00 no .00 no no 
10 2 19* 6 ok • 70 ok .43 ok ok 
11 13 9 5* ok .19 ok -.43 no no 
12 2 15* 10 ok .56 ok .71 ok ok 
13 19* 6 2 ok • 70 ok .57 ok ok 
14 6 18 3* ok .11 ok .00 no no 
15 27 0* 0 no .00 no .oo no no 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
* correct response 
Mean = 8.33 correct responses 
Standard Deviation = 1.6664 
ok/no = whether item met validity criteria 
so 
TABLE 6 
Summary of Item Analysis for Combined Samples 
Second Pilot Study 
N=73 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Item Function Difficulty Discrimination Overall 
(N)· (%) (r) Evaluation 
Response 
1 2 3 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 30 18 25* ok .34 ok .20 ok ok 
2 31* 22 20 ok .42 ok .so ok ok 
3 0 71* 1 no • 97 no .os no no 
4 53* 4 16 ok .73 ok .40 ok ok 
5 6 43* 24 ok • 59 ok • 70 ok ok 
6 24* 9 38 ok .33 ok .oo no no 
7 0 26 47* no .64 ok .30 ok no 
8 53* 17 3 ok .73 no .00 no no 
9 2 0 71* no • 97 no .os no no 
10 10 54* 9 ok .74 ok .45 ok ok 
11 19 41 13* ok .18 ok -.05 no no 
12 6 45* 22 ok .62 ok .60 ok ok 
13 49* 15 8 ok .67 ok .60 ok ok 
14 21 44 8* ok .11 ok .10 no no 
15 68 0* 3 no .oo no .oo no no 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
* correct response 
Mean = 8.041 correct responses 
Standard Deviation = 1.611 
ok/no = whether item met validity criteria 
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Final Revision of the Instrument 
Table of Specifications for Final Test 
Table 7 shows a new table of specifications designed for the final 
test on Basic Stuff Series I: Exercise Physiology. The five headings of 
a) achievement, b) appearance, c) coping, d) health, and e) 
aesthetics/social/psychological form the basis for the content in the 
Exercise Physiology booklet. The subheadings under each content area 
reflect a further content delineation and accurately reflect the content 
under each major heading. The percentage beside each content area is a 
subjective indication of the emphasis the Exercise Physiology pamphlet 
placed on each content area. The percer..tages aided the researcher in 
determining the number of test items appropriate for each content area. 
The cognitive taxonomy across the top of the table of specifications 
is different from the one presented for the pilot study. It seemed 
important that the cognitive taxonomy reflect a theoretical view of 
cognitive development. The researcher was unable to find a theoretical 
base for the taxonomy suggested by the Educational Testing Service 
(n.d.). After reviewing several theories of cognitive development 
(Thomas,l979), Piaget's (1952) theory of cognitive development was 
selected. Forman (1977) stated, "We need theory to guide our practice 
and practice to improve our theory" (p.3). 
Support was found for the selection of Piaget's theory of cognitive 
development. Brodzinsky (1981) said, "For nearly 60 years, Piaget has 
been studying issues in genetic epistemology. In this time, he has 
constructed an elaborate and impressive theory of the origin and 
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TABLE 7 
Table of Specifications for Final Test 
Content Areas Preoperational Concrete I Formal 
-----------------------------+------~----~-------+-------------+-------
1 I 
A. Achievement 58% I I 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
I I 
1. strength training 20% I 1,2,3,4,5,6 I 
I I 
2. cardiovascular 20% I 7,8,9,10,11,12,13 I 
I I 
3. flexibility 4% I 14,15 I 
I I 
4. diet 5% I 16 I 
5. temperature 
6. ergogenic aids 
Appearance 
1. obesity control 
Coping 
1. disease/exercise 
2. overall training 
Health 
1. muscle soreness 
2. fatigue 
3. low back pain 
Aesthetics/Social/ 
Psychological 
4% 
3% 
6% 
17% 
12% 
5% 
10% 
24,25 
3% 26 
17,18 
19 
20 
23 
4% 27 
3% 28 
9% 29,30 
~ I 
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determinants of knowledge" (p.22). Macomber 0977) stated: 
Piaget's principles of developing intellect have been substantiated 
by his own research and several of his colleagues, notably Barbel 
Inhelder. The many replications of his work in this country and 
Canada have also provided substantial support for his position. 
(p .151) 
Several authors (Brodzinsky,l981; Dale,l975; Furth,l970b; Furth & 
Wachs,l974; Ginsburg,l981; Modgil,l976; Schwebel,l978; Sullivan,l967; 
and Wadsworth, 1979) have studied Piaget 1 s theory of cognitive 
development and how the theory can be applied in an educational setting. 
According to Ginsburg (1981), Piaget himself took a cautious attitude 
toward educational applications. of his theory. In contrast, Modgil 
(1976) said, "Piaget expects tests based on his theory to theoretically 
and empirically define. basic and general thought processes and assess 
their level better than psychometric tests" (p.l93). With the exception 
of Ginsburg (1981), the literature supported the use of Piaget's theory 
of cognitive development and its inclusion into educational practice. 
Brodzinsky (1981) indicated a natural bond between Piaget's theory and 
the goals of educator's--namely, the socialization of intelligence. 
This interest shown in adapting Piaget 1 s theory and research to the 
practice of education has been particularly intense in the past decade. 
Dale (1975) stated: 
Piaget has not developed new educational ideas: very similar ideas 
were put forward by John Dewey many years ago and by many others 
since. His contribution is the provision of a cohesive theory 
supported by extensive observation and experimentation. It is a 
theory which provides a sound basis ••• (p.l38) 
Modgil (1976) and Sullivan (1967) have also commented on the use of 
Piagetian principles and testing. Sullivan (1967) stated: 
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A Piagetian-type test would be more than an empirical sampling at 
different age levels, since the item placement receives its 
rationale from Piaget 1 s theory of intellectual development. Items 
would be placed at certain levels, not because children have 
empirically demonstrated by average performance norms that it is 
important to plac~ them there, but rather because theoretically in 
Piaget 1 s formulation they best illustrate cognitive functioning at 
that age level. Each item is intended to show the pre·sence or 
absence of certain stages of cognitive functioning. In contrast to 
standardized tests, a wrong answer on a Piagetian item gives you as 
much information about the child's intellectual capacity as a 
correct answer. (p.12) 
Modgil (1976) further supported the use of Piagetian principles in 
testing by stating: 
A Piagetian psychometric approach might further contribute to a 
reconstruction ••• of measurement. The logical formulation of items 
might provide a more definable and systematic basis for item 
selection than the most haphazard item selections (p.216). 
Ankney (1974) and Tanaka (1966) each wrote a paper-and-pencil test 
for primary children that utilized Piagetian principles in a testing 
format. A table of specifications was not included in either test to 
see the breakdown of Piaget 1 s cognitive levels. From the discussion, 
however, it was apparent that Piaget 1 s cognitive levels were in 
operation for the test items. 
Piaget has delineated four stages of cognitive development: a) 
sensorimotor, b) preoperational, c) concrete, and d) formal. The 
sensorimotor period was deleted from the operational definitions since 
it involves reflex behaviors and sensorimotor solutions to problems and 
involves children aged 0 to 2 years. The operational definitions for 
the remaining Piagetian stages of preoperational, concrete, and formal 
were adapted from Wadsworth 0979). It is important to note that the 
formal stage definition was included, even though the formal operational 
child was not discussed in Chapter II. The reason was to provide a 
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category for items that were evaluated too hard for first graders by the 
jury of experts. 
Preoperational (2-7 years) 
Egocentric stage (2-4 years) 
Problems solved through representation-language development 
(2-4 years); thought and language both egocentric. Development 
proceeds from sensorimotor representation to prelogical thought 
and solutions to problems. 
Intuitive stage (5-7 years) 
Cannot solve conse·rvation problems; judgements based on 
perception rather than logic. 
Concrete Operational (7-11) years 
Reversibility attained; can solve conservation problems; 
logical operations developed and applied to concrete problems; 
cannot solve complex verbal problems. Development proceeds 
from prelogical thought to logical solutions to concrete 
problems. 
Formal Operations (11-15 years) 
Logically solves all types of problems; thinks scientifically; 
solves complex verbal problems; cognitive structures mature. 
Development proceeds from logical solutions to concrete 
problems to logical solutions to all classes of problems. (p. 
126-127) 
These three stages of cognitive development now complete the 
horizontal portion of the table of specifications for the final test. 
Test Item Revision for Final Test 
A pool of 35 items was determined to be an appropriate number. 
Three reasons for this number selection were taken into account. First, 
most tests for primary children consisted of sections composed of 25 -
30 items; second, the time constraints of testing in the classroom 
necessitated a test that could be administered in an hour or less; and 
third, 35 items seemed appropriate to cover the content in the Exercise 
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Physiology pamphlet suitable for first graders. 
The 35 items consisted of the seven items that met statistical 
validity from the second pilot study; a revision of the eight it.ems that 
did not meet statistical validity from the second pilot study; and an 
additional twenty items developed for the final test (Appendix D). 
Selection of a Jury of Experts 
An additional method to help achieve content validity, according to 
Barrow and McGee (1979), is to have the "test studied by several 
authorities who consider its contents in relation to what they consider 
such a unit to include" (p.375). With that in mind, two juries of 
experts were selected. The cognitive jury met first with the 
researcher, followed by the exercise physiology jury. The suggestions 
of the cognitive jury were not discussed with the exercise physiology 
jury, since the purposes of each jury were different. 
Cognitive Level Jury. Following a meeting with the researcher, 
two jurors--Dr. Wanda Powers, in Elementary Education at the University 
of North Carolina at Greensboro and Dr. Lynne Koester, in Child 
Development at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro--were 
selected to evaluate the 35 items. The evaluation was to serve two 
purposes: a) to designate the cognitive developmental level of each 
test item, using Piaget's stages of cognitive development as the 
criteria, and b) to verify the appropriateness of the word selection for 
each test item with first graders as the frame of reference. A letter 
was written to the jurors reiterating the purposes of the evaluation and 
their role as jurors. Included with the letter was a sample of the 
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evaluation sheets they would use. These, along with a sample of the 
jurors• responses, are included in Appendix E. 
The jury met with the researcher, who served as the recorder and 
remained available to answer any questions that arose during the 
evaluation. The purpose of the two jurors meeting together was to 
enable the jurors to come to a forced agreement for each test item. 
Table 8 shows the forced agreement of each test item in terms of its 
cognitive level evaluated by the jury. The researcher found this 
process to be very interesting as the two jurors discussed each item, 
expressed their judgements, and then made adjustments in their decisions 
in order to come to a forced agreement for each test item. 
TABLE 8 
Cognitive Level of Test Items 
Preoperational Level Concrete Level Formal Level 
1,8,9,10,11,12,13, 2,3,4,5,6,7, 25 
15,16,17,27,28,29,33 14,18,19,20,21, 
22,23 1 24,26,30, 
31,32,34,35 
Total 14 20 1 
The jurors placed 14 items at the preoperational level; 20 items at 
the concrete level; and one item at the formal level. The jurors stated 
that first graders were capable of thinking at the preoperational and 
concrete level, but not at the formal level. 
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Appendix E contains the evaluation sheets for the word 
appropriateness of the 35 items and the subsequent revisions. Most of 
the test items required wording changes and/or choice changes as 
suggested by the jurors. The asterisk (*) indicates a change from the 
test item found in Appendix D. The jury felt that most of the items 
contained more than one concept, and· that this would be too difficult 
for first graders. Therefore, they recommended that each item contain 
only one concept. For example, Item 10 originally read: MARK THE 
PICTURE OF THE ACTIVITY THAT WILL MAKE THE HEART BEAT THE FASTEST AFTER 
TEN MINUTES OF ACTIVITY. The jury revised Item 10 to read: WHICH 
ACTIVITY WILL MAKE YOUR HEART BEAT THE FASTEST? The original question 
had two concepts ror the children to think about, while t~e revised 
question had one concept. These recommendations are reflected in the 
word revisions. The jury also suggested that the wording of the items 
should be simplified to shorten the length of the item since the 
children have a difficult time attending to a lengthy test item. This 
suggestion is also reflected in the word revision of the test items. 
Exercise Physiology Jury. Two other jurors-- Dr. Blanche Evans, in 
Exercise Physiology at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, 
and Rhonda Fleming, a Physical Education doctoral student in Exercise 
Physiology at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro--were 
selected and consented to serve on the Exercise Physiology Jury. The 
jurors' evaluation of the 35 test items was to serve three purposes: a) 
to attest that the test items paralleled the content in the Basic Stuff 
Series I: Exercise Physiology; b) to verify that the test items were 
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physiologically accurate and that the choices were feasible; and c) to 
determine if the researcher had identified the content in the ~ 
Stuff Series I: Exercise Physiology. A letter was written to the jurors 
reiterating the purposes of the evaluation and their role as jurors. 
Included w'ith the letter were samples of the evaluation sheets they 
would use (Appendix F). 
The format for this jury was a) to evaluate the 35 test items 
independently of the other juror, and b) to meet as a jury and reach a 
forced agreement on all three parts of the evaluation. The completed, 
independent evaluation sheets are found in Appendix F. The jurors then 
met together with the researcher who served as a recorder and answered 
questions from the jurors, and advised the jurors of significant changes 
in test item construction suggested by the cognitive jury, such as item 
10. The meeting was very beneficial as the jurors a) suggested that 
many of the test items needed to have different choices than the ones 
proposed, and b) that five test items ought to be discarded due to the 
difficulty of wording the item accurately and creating choices that were 
physiologically accurate. Appendix F also includes examples of the 
forms completed by the jurors. Table 9 shows which items were retained 
and the items that were discarded after the jury's evaluation. The item 
pool was now 30 items. 
TABLE 9 
Exercise Physiology Jury Item Evaluation 
Items Retained 
2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11, 
12,13,14,15,16,17,19, 
20,21,22,23,25,26,27, 
28,29,31,32,33,34 
Items Discarded 
1,18,24,30,35 
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Appendix G shows the results of the forced agreement by the two 
juries and reflects the suggestions made by each jury. These 30 items 
composed the final version of the physical fitness knowledge test for 
first graders. An asterisk (*) indicates a change from the test items 
found in Appendix D. The changes noted were primarily with the test 
item choices and a few changes in the wording of the stem. 
Illustrations 
The 30 test items were illustrated by Ms. Jan Oussaty, a doctoral 
student in Physical Education at the University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro. Each test item had three illustrations which were 
representative of two races and attempted to have equal representation 
of girls and boys. 
Printing of the Test Booklet and the Examiner's Manual 
The final edition of the test booklet and examiner 1 s manual were 
printed on an offset press and assembled into booklet form. The test 
booklet illustrations found in Appendix H are reduced in size from the 
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actual illustration size the first graders used during testing. The 
shading had more definition on the actual size test booklet than appears 
in Appendix H. The answer key is found in.Appendix Has well. 
Final Administration 
Permissions 
Dr. William Russell, the Physical Education Coordinator for the 
Winston-Salem Forsyth County Schools in Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
was contacted for permission to test first graders in the school 
district. A research proposal was sent to Dr. Russell indicating the 
nature and scope of the testing project (Appendix I). Permission was 
granted by the school district to conduct the research study. A letter 
was prepared by Dr. Russell and sent to the parents of the first 
graders, seeking permission for the children to participate in the 
testing (Appendix I). Dr. Russell arranged for the distribution and 
collection of the permission forms. 
Permission was obtained from the School of Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation, and Dance at the University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro's School Review Committee to use human subjects for the 
research study. This was in accordance with the procedures established 
by that school (Appendix I). 
Subjects 
The subjects were 215 first-grade children in 
Forsyth County Schools in Winston-Salem, North 
the Winston-Salem 
Carolina. Three 
first-grade classes from the Latham Elementary School in Winston-Salem, 
North Carolina, and six first-grade classes from the Cash Elementary 
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School in Kernersville, North Carolina composed the sample from the 
school district. Dr. Russell indicated at a meeting with the researcher 
that these nine first-grade classes were representative of the first 
graders in the school district due to the across-county busing of the 
children. 
Administration of the Test. 
The testing took place at the Latham Elementary School on May 17, 
1983, and the Cash Elementary School on May 18-19, 1983. The test was a 
30-item, group-administered, pictorial paper-and-pencil test which took 
approximately 30 to 45 minutes to administer. The time was dependent on 
the number of questions from the children at the orientation of the test 
and the speed at which the children marked their booklets. The 
researcher was assisted by Ms. Pam Allison, Ms. Karen Uhlendorf, and Ms. 
Becky Pissanos, doctoral students in Physical Education at the 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro. The assistants were 
familiar with the testing procedures, thus contributing to the overall 
consistency of the testing environment in each of the classes. The 
examiner read the test items and the children marked the answers in the 
test booklets. 
Analysis of Data 
Validity was determined by using the TESTAN (1981) Item Analysis 
computer program. The program was run at the Academic Computer Center at 
the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. 
Reliability was determined by the TESTAN (1981) Item Analysis 
computer program using the Kuder-Richardson 20 Formula to determine the 
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reliability coefficients. The results of the analysis will be discussed 
in Chapter IV. 
The Rasch (1983) Item Analysis program was used to observe whether 
the test items met the Rasch Model criteria for a good item. This 
program supplemented the TESTAN (1981) Item Analysis computer program. 
Summary 
The purpose of this chapter was to present the procedures used in 
the development of a pictorial, group-administered physical fitness 
knowledge test for first graders based on the AAHPERD (1981a) Basic 
Stuff Series I: Exercise Physiology • Samples of 41 first graders in 
the first pilot study, 73 first graders in the second pilot study, and 
215 first graders in the final test administration were used. 
The procedures described have included· the design of the study, 
the construction of the instrument, the two pilot studies, the 
evaluation of the test by two juries of experts, the final test 
administration, and the statistical methods to determine validity and 
reliability of the instrument. The steps suggested by Tinkelman (1971) 
were paralleled in this test development. 
CHAPTER. IV 
RESULTS 
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The purpose of this study was to construct a pictorial physical 
fitness knowledge test for first graders based on the MHPERD (198la) 
Exercise Physiology component of Basic Stuff. Two research questions 
provided the framework for this study: a) Can a reliable instrument be 
constructed to assess the physical fitness knowledge of first graders? 
and b) Can a valid instrument be constructed to assess the physical 
fitnes~ knowledge of first gra~ers? Chapter IV will review the findings 
of the pilot studies and present the results of the final test 
administration. 
Review and Discussion of the Reliability and Validity 
of the Pilot Studies 
Two pilot studies were conducted before the final administration of 
the test. The first pilot study occurred April 27, 1982 in 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina with 41 first graders. The second pi~ot 
study took place on December 6, 1982 in Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
with 46 first graders and also on December 17, 1982 in Logan, Utah with 
27 first graders for a total of 73 first graders. 
Pilot Test Reliability 
The Item Analysis (1981) computer program at the Academic Computer 
Center at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro revealed a 
reliability coefficient of .48 for the first pilot study and a 
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reliabili~y coefficient of .40 for the second pilot study. The computer 
program used the Kuder-Richardson 20 Formula to determine the 
reliability coefficients. Barrow and McGee (1979,p.38) suggested that a 
reliability coefficient of • 80 is the lower limit for an acceptable 
test. The coefficients for the pilot studies were disappointing. 
Factors that may have influenced the reliability coefficient will be 
identified in the discussion of the final test administration portion of 
Chapter IV. 
Pilot Test Validity 
A careful examination was made of each test item utilizing the Item 
Analysis (1981) computer program to observe the functioning of each 
response, the difficulty rating, and the index of discrimination. 
Responses failing to function at the three percent level were discarded 
or revised for retention in the final test. Table 6 in Chapter III 
shows that choices for 11 out of the 15 items did function at the three 
percent level on the second pilot study. Only items with a difficulty 
rating between 10 and 90 percent were considered for the final test. 
Eleven items met this criteria for inclusion in the final test. Only 
items with an index of discrimination above .19 were considered for the 
final test. Eight test items met this criteria. Seven test items met 
all three validity criteria and were included in the final test. 
Further discussion of functioning, difficulty rating, and the index of 
discrimination follows in the next section. 
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Analysis of Data for Final Test Administration 
The final test was administered on May 17-19, 1983 to 215 first 
grade children in . the Winston-Salem Forsyth County Schools in 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina. The 30 item test was. administered by the 
researcher and research assistant. The data were analyzed using the 
TESTAN (1983) Item Analysis computer program at the Academic Computer 
Center at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro to determine 
the reliability and validity of the instrument. Table 10 summarizes the 
descriptive statistics from the final test administration. 
TABLE 10 
Summary of Descriptive Statistics for Final Test Administration 
N # Items Mean Standard Deviation Reliability 
215 30 16.98 3. 21 .41 
Test Reliability 
"Reliability indicates the consistency with which a test can rank 
the students from good to poor." The reliability can be affected by 
several factors such as the number of items, the length of the test, 
ability of items to discriminate, the difficulty of the test, and the 
testing situation (Barrow & McGee,1979,p.384). 
The Kuder-Richardson Formula method for checking reliability was 
utilized because the method requires only one administration of the test 
and does n.ot require the splitting or dividing of the test. "The 
Kuder-Richardson formula is considered to provide the lower limit of 
what the real reliability of a test may be (Barrow & McGee, 1979,p.386). 
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Richardson and Kuder (1939) pointed out that Formula 20 provides a lower 
reliability than might be obtained from some other method, but is 
adequate in most situations.· With furhter study, reliability measures 
which address stability and equival~ncy might be addressed. This would 
provide a more thorough analysis of the reliability aspect of the test. 
The reliability coefficients on standardized tests for first 
graders reviewed in the literature, ranged from .78 to .94. Hart (1976) 
had a reliability coefficient of • 73 for her knowledge test for first 
and second graders. This knowledge test by Hart (1976) was the only 
test found i.n the literature written for first graders. 
The reliability coefficient of .41 for the final test was far below 
the acceptable standard of .80 suggested by Barrow and McGee (1979). 
Guilford (1978,p.l04) stated that reliability coefficients ought to be 
in the upper brackets of .70 to .98 but to be sufficiently reliable for 
discriminating between individuals, a test should have a reliability 
coefficient of at least .94. Factors such as the age of the children, 
the pictorial format of the test, the difficulty of the test items, and 
the possible lack of exposure to physical fitness principles may have 
contributed to the low reliability coefficient. 
Test Validity 
According to Gay (1980,p.200), "Validity is the most important 
quality of any test." Barrow & McGee (1979) concurred. "Validity is 
the most important of the technical standards because it tests the 
honesty of the test" (p.41). Magnusson (1966) stated, "In general, the 
validity of a method is the accuracy with which meaningful and relevant 
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measures can be made with it, in the sense that· it actually measures the 
traits it was intended to measure" (p.123). According to Barrow & HcGee 
(1979), two types of validity ought to be considered to measure the 
truthfulness and honesty of a test. First, "content validity is 
achieved if the content of the test is in agreement with the unit of 
instruction" (p.375). The test for this study focused on the content in 
the Exercise Physiology component of the AAHPERD 0981a) Basic Stuff 
Series. The test items were evaluated by two juries of experts. The 
results of their evaluation were discussed in Chapter III as part of the 
development of the final test instrument. Second, "statistical validity 
is a more involved process and answers the more technical question of 
the internal ability of the test to distinguish between those who 'know' 
and those who 'do not know' " (Barrow & McGee, 197 9, p. 37 5). A TESTAN 
(1983) Item Analysis computer program was used to determine statistical 
validity. The criteria proposed by Flanagan (1939) were used to 
evaluate whether the test items demonstrated statistical validity in a) 
functioning of responses, b) difficulty rating of the items, and c) the 
index of discrimination of each item. 
Functioning of Responses 
"Each choice should be appealing enough to be chosen by some of the 
students. Some authors indicate that at least three percent of the 
students should use each response" (Barrow & McGee,1979,p.378). Table 
11 shows the results of the item analysis. The criteria of three 
percent was used for this study. The table shows the frequency of the 
responses for each item. 
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TABLE 11 
Function Results ·of the Item Analysis for Final Test 
N=215 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Frequency of Responses Percentage of Responses 
Item Key 1 2 3 Item Key 1 2 3 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 3 40 12 163 1 3 0.19 0.06 0.76 
2 2 33 149 33 2 2 0.15 0.69 0.15 
3 1 110 19 . 86 3 1 0.51 0.09 0.40 
4 1 92 9 114 4 1 0.43 0.04 0.53 
5 2 89 90 36 5 2 0.41 0.42 0.17 
6 2 69 135 11 6 2 0.32 0.63 0.05 
7 3 12 31 172 7 3 0.06 0.14 0.80 
8 2 83 89 43 8 2 0.39 0.41 0.20 
9 1 104 57 54 9 1 0.48 0.27 0.25 
10 2 16 160 39 10 2 0.07 o. 74 0.18 
11 1 117 18 80 11 1 0.54 0.08 o. 37 
12 3 37 146 32 12 3 0.17 0.68 0.15 
13 3 54 68 93 13 3 0.25 0.32 0.43 
14 1 120 17 78 14 1 0.56 0.08 0.36 
15 1 103 65 47 15 1 0.48 0.30 0.22 
16 3 79 29 107 16 3 0.37 0.13 o. 50 
17 1 104 84 27 17 1 0.48 0.39 0.13 
18 3 49 15 151 18 3 0.23 0.07 0.70 
19 2 31 108 76 19 2 0.14 0.50 0.35 
20 2 27 22 166 20 2 0.13 0.10 0. 77 
21 3 66 6 143 21 3 0.31 0.03 0.67 
22 3 12 63 140 22 3 0.06 0.29 0.65 
23 3 12 28 175 23 3 0.06 0.13 0.81 
24 2 28 136 51 24 2 0.13 0.63 0.24 
25 3 32 31 152 25 3 0.15 0.14 o. 71 
26 1 83 102 30 26 1 0.39 0.47 0.14 
27 2 48 62 105 27 2 0.22 0.29 0.49 
28 3 23 42 150 28 3 0.11 0.20 0.70 
29 3 26 8 181 29 3 0.12 0.04 0.84 
30 1 208 6 1 30 1 0.97 0.03 *0.00 
* Choice did not meet 3% 
criteria 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Analysis of the results indicates that the percentage of responses 
ranged from 0 to 97 percent. One response in item 30 failed to function 
at the three percent level, while all remaining responses functioned at 
or above the three percent level. 
Difficulty Rating 
Item difficulty was determined as the proportion of students 
answering an item correctly. Flanagan (1939) calculated a difficulty 
scale. An item was considered acceptable if it fell between the range 
of 10 to 90 percent. 
The higher the percent, the easier the question. If the question is 
answered by over 90% of the students, it is considered too easy. If 
answered correctly by fewer than 10% of the students, it is 
considered too difficult. (Barrow and McGee,l979,p.378) 
Items of SO percent difficulty provide a test with the best 
validity (Flanagan,1939). "Items with Difficulty Ratings of 50% are 
most desirable because they also discriminate maximally. The average 
Difficulty Rating for the entire test should be around SO to 60%. 11 
(Barrow & McGee,1979,p.378) 
Table 12 indicates the items in sequence by the Difficulty Rating. 
All items, with the exception of item 30, fell within the acceptable 
range. Items 20, 12, and 27 were acceptable, however, were at the 
difficult end of the rating scale. Item 20 asked the subject to mark 
WHICH ACTIVITY WOULD HELP YOU LOSE WEIGHT? USING A HULA HOOP, ROLLER 
SKATING, OR TOE TOUCHES? Seventy-seven percent of the subjects marked 
toe touches, while ten percent marked the correct response, roller 
skating. A possible explanation is that the subjects equated weight 
loss with calisthenics or exercises and not with other physical 
Item 
20 
12 
27 
26 
8 
5 
4 
13 
15 
9 
17 
16 
19 
3 
11 
14 
6 
24 
22 
21 
. 2 
28 
18 
25 
10 
1 
7 
23 
29 
30 
TABLE 12 
Difficulty Rating for Final Test 
N=215 
Difficulty Rating 
Average Difficulty Rating= 0.54 
0.10 
0.15 
0.29 
0.39 
0.41 
0.42 
0.43 
0.43 
0.48 
0.48 
0.48 
0.50 
0.50 
0.51 
0.54 
0.56 
0.63 
0.63 
0.65 
0.67 
0.69 
0.70 
0.70 
0.71 
o. 74 
0.76 
0.80 
0.81 
0.84 
0.97 
71 
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activities. Item 30, with a difficulty rating of 97 percent, was too 
easy for the subjects possibly because the content of the question was 
common knowledge or it was a poorly structured question with poor 
choices. The question read, EXERCISE HELPS PEOPLE FEEL GOOD, FEEL THE 
SAME, OR FEEL BAD ABOUT THEMSELVES? With the exception of item 30, the 
Difficulty Rating·of the remaining 29 items was acceptable. The average 
Difficulty Rating for the physical fitness knowledge test was .54 which 
is close to the standard of 50 percent suggested by Flanagan (1939) and 
Barrow and McGee (1979). 
Index of Discrimination 
This index shows the relationship between scoring either high or 
low on the total test and answering the pa~ticular item either correctly 
or incorrectly. Flanagan (1939) calculated the correlation coefficients 
indicative of an index of discrimination. 
The criterion for an acceptable item index of discrimination was a 
coefficient above • 20; a coefficient between .15 and .19 the item was 
questionable; and a coefficient below .15 the question(s) was deleted or 
revised. The index of discrimination is to discriminate between the 
subjects who knew the content and those subjects who did not. Table 13 
shows the indices of discrimination and item standards for the final 
test administration. 
Items 30, 18, 20, 12, and 8 composed 16 percent of the test and 
should be deleted or revised as they fell below the coefficient of .15. 
Items 26, 22, 16, and 28 composed 14 percent of the test and were 
questionable in their ability to discriminate. The remaining 21 items, 
Item 
30 
18 
20 
12 
8 
26 
22 
16 
28 
19 
2 
4 
14 
27 
17 
24 
6 
13 
23 
7 
10 
15 
11 
1 
9 
21 
29 
3 
5 
25 
TABLE 13 
Indices of Discrimination for Final Test 
N=215 
· Discrimination Indices 
0.06 
0.06 
0.10 
0.12 
0.13 
0.16 
0.16 
0.17 
0.17 
o. 20 
0.21 
0.22 
0.23 
0.23 
0.24 
0.25 
0.25 
0.26 
0.27 
0.27 
0.28 
0.29 
0.31 
0.31 
0.32 
0.32 
0.32 
0.38 
0.39 
0.45 
Item Standard 
Delete/Revise 
Delete/Revise 
Delete/Revise 
Delete/Revise 
Delete/Revise 
Questionable 
Questionable 
Questionable 
Questionable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Accepta.ble 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
Acceptable 
73 
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comprising 70 percent of the test, were acceptable with indices above 
.20. Item 25 had the highest discrimination coefficient of .45. This 
item discriminated well between those who knew the content and those who 
did not know the content. The test item read: SOMEDAY YOU MAY HAVE TO 
PULL YOURSELF UP A ROPE TO SAFETY. WHICH EXERCISE IS THE BEST ONE TO 
HELP YOU GET READY? The choices were sit ups, arm circles, and chin 
ups. 
Table 14 shows a summary of each item's statistical validity for 
functioning, difficulty, and discrimination. The asterisk(*) identifies 
an item that did not meet the acceptable criteria for functioning, 
difficulty, and discrimination. The overall evaluation shows whether an 
item met all three 
of statistical validity or did not meet all three areas of statistical 
validity. If an item met the three criteria in each of the three areas, 
the item was considered to be acceptable. If the item failed to meet 
the criteria in one area, the item was considered to be borderline, and 
if the item failed to meet the criteria in two or more areas, the item 
was considered to be unacceptable. 
Twenty-one items met the statistical criteria for functioning, 
difficulty, and discrimination. Consequently, these 21 items have 
statistical validity. Item 30 failed the criteria in all three areas, 
while items 8, 12, 16, 18, 20, 22, 26, and 28 failed to meet the 
discrimination criteria, yet passed the function and difficulty 
criteria. The research question--Can a valid physical fitness knowledge 
test be developed for first graders?-- has statistical validity for 21 
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TABLE 14 
Summary of Item Analysis for Final Test 
N=215 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Item Key Function Difficulty Discrimination Overall 
(%) (%) (r)** Evaluation 
Response 
1 2 3 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
16 3 .37 .13 • 50 • 50 .17 Q Questionable 
1 3 .19 .06 .76 • 76 .31 Acceptable 
2 2 .15 .69 .15 .69 .21 Acceptable 
3 1 .51 .09 .40 .51 .38 Acceptable 
4 1 .43 .04 .53 .43 .22 Acceptable 
5 2 .41 .42 .17 .42 .39 Acceptable 
6 2 .32 .63 .05 .63 • 25 Acceptable 
7 3 .06 .14 .80 .80 .27 Acceptable 
8 2 .39 .41 • 20 .41. .13* Questionable 
9 1 .48 .27 .25 .48 .32 Acceptable 
10 2 .07 • 74 .18 .74 .28 Acceptable 
11 1 .54 .08 .37 .54 .31 Acceptable 
12 3 .17 .68 .15 .15 .12* Questionable 
13 3 .25 .32 .43 .43 .26 Acceptable 
14 1 • 56 .08 .36 .56 • 23 Acceptable 
15 1 .48 .30 .22 .48 .29 Acceptable 
16 3 .37 .13 • 50 • 50 .17 Q Questionable 
17 1 .48 .39 .13 .48 .24 Acceptable 
18 3 • 23 .07 .70 • 70 .06* Questionable 
19 2 .14 .so .35 .so .20 Acceptable 
20 2 .13 .10 .77 .10 .10* Questionable 
21 3 .31 .03 .67 .67 .32 Acceptable 
22 3 .06 .29 .65 .65 .16 Q Questionable 
23 3 .06 .13 .81 .81 .27 Acceptable 
24 2 .13 .63 .24 .63 .25 Acceptable 
25 3 .15 .14 .71 .71 .45 Acceptable 
26 1 .39 .47 .14 .39 .16 Q Questionable 
27 2 .22 .29 .49 .29 .23 Acceptable 
28 3 .11 .20 • 70 • 70 .17 Q Questionable 
29 3 .12 .04 .84 .84 .32 Acceptable 
30 1 .97 .03 .00* .97* .06* Not Acceptable 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
*= Item did not meet the validity criterion level 
** Q= Questionable item 
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out of 30 items. Four of these items, numbers 16, 22, 26, and 28, have 
discrimination indices which are borderline. If these were acceptable, 
as they might prove to be on another sample, then only five of the 30 
i~ems seem to be unacceptable. Interestingly, only one item, number 30, 
was unacceptable on the basis of all three standards of function, 
difficulty, and discrimination. 
Rasch Item Analysis 
The Rasch (1983) Item Analysis computer program was run at the 
Academic Computer Center at the University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro. This program was used in conjunction with the TESTAN (1983) 
Item Analysis program. A review of the literature concerned with Rasch 
,Analysis indicated that this item analysis did not contributute to 
answering the two research questions that framed this study: 
specifically, a) Can a reliable instrument be constructed to assess the 
physical fitness knowledge of first graders? and b) Can a valid 
instrument be constructed to assess the physical fitness knowledge of 
first-graders? 
The Rasch Model is defined as specifying that the probability of a 
person's correctly answering a test item is a function of two 
parameters: the person's ability and the item's difficulty. (Rentz & 
Rentz, 1978,p.1) 
Rentz & Rentz (1978) further explained: 
The purposes or objectives of Rasch Model and traditional item 
analyses are not always the same. For the Rasch model, the purpose 
is to calibrate items; that is, to estimate the difficulty of items 
and to evaluate fit (which detects bad items). In traditional item 
analyses, the objective is to detect bad items and to obtain 
parameters which can be used to estimate test characteristics such 
as means, variances, reliability, and validity. (p.14) 
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Bad items detected by the Rasch Model are not too different from 
those identified using traditional or classical methods. The 
purpose of item analysis is to calibrate items;... (Rentz & Rentz, 
1978, p.13) 
The Rasch Analysis computer program was written by Dr. Robert Rentz 
(1980); at Georgia State University. An attempt was made to contact Dr. 
Rentz to obtain his opinion about the advisability of· using the Rasch 
Analysis for this study. Sharon Ray (1983), a consultant at the 
Regent's Testing Program at Georgia State University provided the needed 
information. She indicated that the Rasch computer program was probably 
not suitable for the scope of this study, since this project was 
concerned with reliability and validity. Ray (1983)- said that this 
program is mainly to calibrate items in terms of fitting the Rasch 
Model. Her recommendation was to use the traditional item analysis to 
determine reliability and validity of the test. The use of the Rasch 
Analysis would identify 11good 11 and "bad" items that .. would enhance the 
physical fitness knowledge test. 
The Rasch program was used to identify the fit of the test items 
and compare these results with the traditional item analysis using the 
TESTAN (1983) computer program. In analyzing Rasch data, "The standard 
recommendation is to use mean square statistics in evaluating the fit 
and quality of items" (Rentz & Rentz, 1978, p.16). In general, the 
smaller the mean square values, the better fitting the item. Canner & 
Lenke (1978) said, "Mean square fit is arrived at by determining the 
expected proportion of examinees at each ability level who should answer 
an item according to the model and comparing that with actual 
proportions" (p.5). An item with a mean square fit greater than 2.0 was 
classified as non-fitting and an item with a mean square less than 2.0 
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was used as the criteria for fit (Rentz & Rentz,1978; Canner & 
Lenke,1978). 
Table 15 shows the mean square fit values in order of sequence for 
the 30 items on the final test. It is interesting to note that Item 30 
has' the lowest mean square. This item failed to meet the three areas of 
statistical validity using the TESTAN (1983) Item Analysis, yet is 
considered a good item using the Rasch (1983) Analysis. Rentz & Rentz 
(1978) said, "the easier the items, the better off you are since 
guessing is likely to be minimal with easy items •••• Guessing is probably 
related to item difficulty in that it is likely to be most noticeable 
when the items are hard relative to the person's being measured" 
(pp.10,12). 
Usi1;1g the criteria proposed by Rentz & Rentz (1978) and Canner & 
Lenke (1978), the 30 items fit the Rasch Model and were considered 
"good". 
The Rasch Item Analysis is a probabilistic model that is a function 
of person ability and item difficulty. The orientation of the Rasch 
Model is primarily a test construction model. This study used the Rasch 
Item Analysis to calibrate the 30 test items. This analysis would have 
been useful in the development of the final items for the test rather 
than an evaluation at the end of the testing. The 30 test items had 
mean squares less than 2.0, suggested by Rentz & Rentz (1978) and Canner 
& Lenke (1978). The Rasch Item Analysis did not evaluate for 
reliability and validity which were the research questions that framed 
this study. The Rasch Analysis added data to support the conclusion 
TABLE 15 
Mean Square Fit of Final Test Items 
N=213* 
Item Number Mean Square Fit 
.30 
20 
7 
27 
12 
29 
23 
25 
:10 
24 
3 
21 
4 
5 
1 
9 
15 
6 
11 
14 
17 
28 
16 
19 
26 
13 
22 
8 
2 
18 
.67 
• 72 
.87 
.90 
.91 
.91 
.94 
• 94 
• 95 
.96 
.97 
.97 
.99 
.99 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.01 
1.01 
1.02 
1.02 
1.02 
1.03 
1.03 
1.03 
1.04 
1.05 
1.07 
1.09 
1.12 
. 79 
*= Subjects with z scores greater than 4.0 were flagged. Subject 1 had 
a z score of 4.69. Subject 155 had a z score of 4.20. 
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that the 30 test items were· "good". 
Summary 
Two pilot studies were used for the construction of a final test 
form consisting of 35 items. The final test was evaluated by two juries 
of experts, whose evaluation resulted in the deletion of five test 
items, suggested revisions for the remaining test items, and confirmed 
the content validity of the test. 
The Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 yielded a reliability coefficient 
of .41, which was unacceptable. This low reliability coefficient may be 
due in part to the age of the subjects and their lack of exposure to 
physical fitness principles. Statistical validity was determined by 
Flanagan's (1939) Item Analysis. Results were acceptable based on the 
functioning of items, difficulty index, and index of discrimination. 
Twenty-one items had statistical validity. Based on the Rasch Item 
Analysis all items were shown to be "good". 
The two research questions that framed this study have been 
answered: a) A reliable instrument to assess the physical fitness 
knowledge of first graders was not achieved in this study; and b) A 
valid instrument to assess physical fitness knowledge of first graders 
was achieved in this study. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, COBCLUSIOBS, ABD RECOKHEBDATIOBS 
The purpose of this study was to develop a pictorial physical 
fitness knowledge test for first graders. The instrument was based on 
the AAHPERD (198la) Exercise Physiology component of Basic Stuff. Two 
research questions provided the framework for this study: a) Can a 
reliable instrument be constructed ·to assess the physical fitness 
knowledge of first graders? and b) Can a valid instrument be constructed 
to assess the physical fitness knowledge of first graders? 
The literature was reviewed in six areas relating to a) Piaget 1 s 
theory of cognitive development, b) teacher-made and standardized tests, 
c) achievement tests for children, d) knowledge tests in physical 
education, e) knowledge tests in physical education for children, and f) 
physical fitness curriculums for children. 
The procedure for developing a physical fitness knowledge test for 
first graders involved several processes. A table of specifications was 
constructed to delineate the test content and cognitive taxonomies. 
There were seven content areas of a) strength training, b) 
cardiovascular training, c) anatomy, d) flexibility, e) environmental 
effects, f) caloric expenditure, and g) exercise principles. The 
cognitive taxonomies for the two pilot studies were suggested by the 
Educational Testing Service (n.d.), and had three levels: a) 
remembering, b) understanding, and c) thinking. The pilot studies 
consisted of 15 test items. This first pilot study analysis indicated 
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that the test did not discriminate well and that some revisions were 
necessary in the item design. This first pilot study had a reliability 
coefficient of .38. 
The second pilot study had three pictorial choices rather than two 
pictorial choices. The test was administered to 73 first-graders in 
North Carolina and Utah. Reliability was determined by use of the 
Kuder-Richardson Formula 20, which found the reliability coefficient for 
the second pilot study to be .40. Flanagan 1 s ( 1939) method of item 
analysis was used to determine statistical validity of the 15 test 
items. Items meeting the criteria for acceptance were retained, while 
the remaining items were revised or discarded. 
An examination of the data indicated that four of the 15 items 
failed to function at the three percent criterion for acceptance. The 
difficulty rating ranged from 97 percent (easy) to 0 percent (hard). 
Four items failed to fall between the 10 percent and 90 percent 
criterion set for acceptance. Seven items failed to discriminate above 
.20, the coefficient criterion for acceptance. Eight items did not meet 
all three criterion levels for statistical validity. These items were 
either discarded or revised and retained for inclusion in the final 
instrument. 
The final instrument contained 35 proposed items. The seven 
content areas remained the same from the pilot studies. Three cognitive 
levels on the table of specifications reflected Piaget's theory of 
cognitive development. The three levels used were a) preoperational, b) 
concrete, and c) formal. The 35 items were evaluated by two juries of 
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experts. The cognitive jury a) evaluated the items according to 
Piaget's theory of cognitive development, and b) evaluated the word 
appropriateness of the test items. The physiology jury evaluated a) the 
physiological accuracy of the items, b) the physiological accuracy of 
the item choices, and c) the delineation of the test content. A forced 
agreement was reached by each jury. Necessary revisions and deletions 
were made. The final instrument contained thirty test items. 
The final instrument was administered to 215 first-graders in North 
Carolina. The reliability coefficient was .41. The item analysis 
showed all choices, except one, functioning at the acceptable three 
percent level. All items, except one, fell between the 10 percent and 
90 percent criterion set as an acceptable difficulty rating. The most 
difficult item received a rating of 10 percent, while the easiest item 
was unacceptable with 97 percent. The average difficulty rating was 54 
percent. Twenty-one items discriminated above .20, which was the 
criterion used for acceptance. Four items discriminated between .15 and 
.19 which is the range for a questionable item. Five items failed to 
discriminate within acceptable or questionable criterion. These items 
failed to discriminate between the children who knew and the children 
who did not know. Twenty-one items met the statistical criteria in all 
three areas. 
The Rasch Item Analysis calibrated the item difficulty of the 30 
items, which had mean squares less than 2 .0. Using the criteria 
suggested by Rentz & Rentz (1978) and Canner & Lenke (1978), the items 
fit the Rasch Model and were considered "good". 
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Conclusions 
. The procedures used in this study followed the recommendation of 
experts in the field of test construction. The following conclusions 
have been drawn from this study: 
1. The instrument had unacceptable reliability. 
2. The instrument had acceptable validity. 
Recommendations 
The pictorial paper-and-pencil test seems to be well suited for 
primary grade children. The researcher, however, has several 
recommendations: 
1. Administer this instrument to an older grade level, such 
as third grade. 
2. Administer the test to first graders who have had exposure to 
physical fitness principles in their physical education class. 
3. Administer the test at the beginning of the school year and at 
the end of the school year to evaluate differences in scores. 
l1.. Have the children talk about their perception of what the 
pictorial choices represent. 
5. Develop more instruments to assess knowledge and understanding 
of physical education of children in the primary grades. 
6. Incorporate test items in each content area which reflect both 
preoperational and concrete stages of cognitive development. 
7. Investigate further the reliability of the test by addressing 
stability and equivalency characteristics. 
8. Administer a revised format to many first-graders with a view 
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toward standardization. 
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APPEi1DIX A 
CORRESPONDENCE COHCElllHlW DASIC STUFF 
TEMPORARY ADDRESS. 
5403 D Fric:Ddly Manor Drive 
Grem•boro, Nonh Carolin1 27410 
• 919-152·1'412 
Dr. Hilan Svoboda 
ROLAYNE WILSON 
Department of Physical Education 
Portland State University 
Portland, Oregon '7207 
Dear Dr. Svoboda, 
PERMANENT ADDRESS 
12040 Avondlle P&.cc NE 
Redmond, 'll'uhi11J1on 98052 
206-885·2257 
August ZJ, l'BJ 
I am interested in the work you did on the Basic Stuff Series 
I, particularly the Exercise Phyaiology component of the aeries. 
Hy interest ia due to a physical fitness knowledge teat for first 
graders I am developing aa my dissertation at the University of 
No~th Carolina at Greensboro. The content for the test ia based 
on the concepts found in the Exercise Physiology booklet. 
I am writing to aee if you would be willing to share with me 
the process you and your committee went through to determine the 
content for the booklet. Thia information would be beneficial 
as I write the dissertation. I would appreciate any information 
you could ahare in this endeavor. 
The best to you in your professional pursuits. 
Sincerely, 
Q~?OJ1-J 
Rolayn~\ laon 
12040 Avondale Pl. NE 
Redmond, WA '8052 
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PORTLA!;Q 
STAT( 
UIIIIV£RSITY 
p o De• 1~1 
poruar:o. orpgc.n 
97207 
503 2~9-4401 
schoCll ut 
nealt!-1 al"d 
PI'1)•S•Ca' 
eoucat•cr. 
August 31, 1ga3 
Rolayne Wilson 
12040 Avondale Place NE 
Redmond, WA 98052 
Dear Rolayne, 
I received your letter and am glad to share with you what 
can. In brief, our committee worked as follows: I wrote 
a preliminary draft"of each chapter. Copies were made for 
each member of the committee to read and then we met as a 
committee and discussed those parts of the text which were 
unclear or confusing. When possible, changes were made on 
the spot. When not, more extensive revisions were made and 
the process repeated until a consensus was achieved. Later, 
various figures were visualized, what was intended was described 
to the illustrator, and priliminary drawings were made. Again 
the revision process was necessary in several instances until 
committee consensus was achieved. The final manuscript ~o,tas 
then sent to the national office where editoral changes w~re 
again made, sometimes incorrectly as it turned out. Eventually 
the final product was created, to my satisfaction at least. 
You may be interested in obtaining a copy of a masters thesis 
by Becky Stuckwisch at Illinois State University in late 1981. 
Her objective was to develop a Knowledge test for high school 
students based on our booklet. 
If you have need of further assistance, feel free to call or 
write. 
bs. 
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APPENDIX B 
FIRST PILOT STUDY HATErriALS 
April, 1932 
Dear Parents: 
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The t,raduate level class, Assess::.tent of Children in PLys ical 
Education, of. the University of north Carolina at Greensboro has as one 
of its projects the development of valid and reliable assessment 1~~1~ 
of children in physical education. For this project, I have developed a 
fifteen item knO't-ll~d:;e. test in physical education. In orde;:- to 
determine reliability, this test must be adninistereci to children. Tt;;o 
of Hs. tiancy Sr.Lith's physical education classes have been sclecteti for 
ti1is test adr;tinstration on April 27, 1982. 
son/daughter to participate is requested. 
Your peruissiort for your 
Sincerely, 
Rolayne Hilson 
has -..oy perr.:ission to participate 1.11 
ti.1e i,li1ysical eciucation testinb at the Shen10od Elct;Lentary 3c~wol on 
.!~pril 27, 1933. 
Parental Si~nature 
BASIC STUFF 
Exercise rhysiolo~y 
l'nowledge Test 
by Polayne Wilson 
I-rimary r;rade 1 
rame _________________________ .......:Y'oy 0 r.1rl 0 
~rada _____ Teacher 
5chool ___________ _ 
Date of Testlne; .. _ ---------
year month day 
:~ity or County __________ !late of' ~irth ----------
year month day 
State. _________ . ______ Age,------------
~!aximum Poss1 ble Score 
Student Score 
GJ 
0 
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110 
111 
2 
112 
9 
··~ 
.. 
113 
1)~ 
··0 
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Basic! Stuff a 
Exercise Phys1ologJ 
JCnovledse Test 
b1 Rol&yne V1lson(0482) 
EXAJIIINEH 'S MANUAL 
Priury Grade 1 
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:MSIC STl'FFa EXERCISE PHYSICU:X:Y INaltm:E TEST 
For Group Uae 
!XAKI!f!R'S M!IUAL 
PURPOSE/DESCRIPI'ION OF 'mE TEST 
The Baalc Stu!fa Exercise FhyelolOQ' Knowled8e Teet ls designed to a1111ees 
Jmovledps and understandings based on the Basic Stuff Series I, focusing on the 
l:nrclee Pbreiology c011ponent of the series. The purpoae is to assess first sracSers 
on their knowledge and understanding of exercise ~aiology concepts and to eetabl1ah 
validity and rellebility or the teet, 
The 1natruaent is a group paper and pencil teet for first graders. It conaiets 
of one eaaple question followed bf fifteen teet questions, Each itea consists or a 
set of tvo pictures; the stateaent are read aloud to the children by the exaainer. 
GENIRAL DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINisTRATICN 
The exaainer should beco• thoroughly fuiliar with the teet and all inforution 
in the ll&llual. 
Preparin§ "ateriale 
All •terlale should be in ordera 
1. The child's full n&M and other requested intonation should be printed on 
the first pap of the teet booklet, 
2. l&ch child should have 2 sharpened pencile vith an en.aer and a Mrker to 
help the child keep the place, 
), The exaalner should have the •nual, a copy or the teat, a .arlter for de•n-
atration, extJ;a pencils, a felt point pen or agic Mrbr, a transparencr containing 
the aaapla itea, and an overhead projector. 
Preparil!,l the Teatly Area 
1. Arranp the dealta or tabla• in such a way that all can aee the e:a.ainer 
and the area onto which the aupla itea will be projflctecl, An effort should be 
-.48 to alnlaise the opportunltJ to COPJ' fl'OII one another, 
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2, A al!JI on the door should request that no one enter the roo• durlns testing, 
A.S.inlstering the Teat 
1, Follow directions e:Dct}7, Read throll6h the d1rect1one carefull7, 
2. Give directions twice, except in the caee ar the aaaple 1te•. Directions 
for the ~~&~~ple item •1 repeated to i1111ure understanding, 
), Check after each direction to see 1f chileren have the proper place and 
understand what to do, Give no hint af the correct answer to an7 ite•. 
4, Pace the children through the teat, Pause briefl7 after each direction to 
give the children ti.a to .. rk their anaver, 
s. Children •Y uke corrections by erasiq, 
SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS 
Throughout the .. nual, instructions printed in BOLD FACE TYPE are to be read 
aloud to the children. Read all directions alowl7 and clearly, givine children 
sufficient tine to follow directions, 
Detailed Directions 
Introducing the Test 
SAYt I AM GCI!r. TC· GIVE EACH OF YOU A BOOKLET IN WHICH WE WILL DO SOME WCRK. SEE HC.1i 
WELL YOU CAN DO, LEAVE YOl'R PENCIL DOWN ON YOUR DESK, YOU WilL BE TOLD WHAT TO 00 
JUST TWICEt THEREFCRE, YOU ~I.'ST LISTEN CAREFULLY. YOU WILL BE GIVEN ONE OF THESE 
BCOKLETS, (Hold up booklet) DO Nt1' OPEN IT U!ITIL YOU ARE TOLD, 
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Distribute the teat booklets, face up to each student, Make sure that each student 
receives the booklet with his/her aa.e and inforaation on it, 
SAYt !'tiNT TO THE lWIE OK YOUR BOCXIET TC, BE SURE I'!' IS YOURS, 
SAYt YOU truST DC· THIItCRJC YOURSELF, lOOK OKLY AT YOUR CNK BOOICLET, OPEN THE FIRST PAGE, 
Be sure each child h&s the rlght place, J(eep ~ teat booklet in ,.our band to 
llluetrate each part or the directions, 
Student.; are to ark their anavera on the picture, The7 v111 uae a big X for 
..rking on the picture the correct. &never, There la onl7 one correct answer. 
2 
SAYa NOW, PUC! YOUR lWU<EII JUST !!!:I.Qi 'nf!! ROW Vrnt THE FISH. 
The first row. or pictures is a aaaple ite• which will provide practice in the 
technique or -.rldns. It will not be scored. 
SAPIPI.E ITEM 
Use the t:rans:parenc1 to project the saaple _ite• on the wall or screen, and 
-.rker to .. rk the correct picture. 
SAYa LOOK AT THE PIC'l'URES IN 'nfE FIRST Jlal AT 'nfE TCP CF THE PAG!. YOU VILL PlAKE A 
BIG X CN 'nfE PICTURE WHICH IS 'I'D COJIJ!mT AlfSVER. 
SAYa BE SURE YOUR PIARXER IS U!IDEJI THE FIJIST JIOW OF PICTURES. LOOK AT nfE PICTURES 
IN THIS Jlal BY THE FISH. FIND 'nfE PICTURE OF TH! CHILD WHO IS !XEJICISING HIS/HER 
I..J!X; MUSCLES. P!T1' A MARK ON THE COJIJIECT PICTURE. PlAKE YOUR MARK LIKE A BIG X. 
Put a big X on the first picture in the test booklet and hold it up for the 
children to see. 
SAY• THE FIRST PICTURE IS THE CORRECT ANSWER. AliE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
Check to see that each student has found the proper picture for the saaple ite•. 
Then· start reading the teat questions. It is not necesB&rJ to read question nuabers. 
SAY a 
1 aouse MOVE YOUR MARKER DOWN AND P!T1' IT U!IDEJI THE RCW CF PICTURES NEXT TO THE 
MC.USE. FIND THE PICTURE OF A HEART. P!T1' AN X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE. 
2 sailboat MOVE YOUR IWIKER DOWN AND PUT IT UNDER THE RQI OF PIC'l'UJIES NEXT TO THE 
:3 house 
SAILBOAT. FIIfD THE PICTURE CF 'nfE CHILD EXERCISI~ HIS STCPIACI MUSCLES. 
P!T1' AN X ON 'I'HF: COJIJIECT PICTURE. 
MOVE YOUR PIARKER DOWN AND PUT IT UNDER 'nfE RQI OF PICTURES NEXT TC THE 
HOUSE, FIND TH! PIC"l'URR SHCTIIING TH! :BEST VAl TO GET SOME EXERCISE. 
P!T1' AN X ON TH! CORRECT PICTURE. 
SAY a !fiJI, P!T1' YOUR PIMCIL Dal!l. TURif TO mE !IDT PAC!: AlfD FOLD YOUR BOOKIJ:I.' 
BACK. 
De•onat:rate. Sse that all booklet. are folded back •o that onlJ page 2 
is show!~. Check to see that each child baa turned to the risht page, 
Read the Dllxt qu .. t1on, nuaber 4. 
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SAYs 
4 hat PUCE YOUR MRICER UJIDIR '1'H! P'IRST ROI OP PICTURES HBlT TO '1'H! HAT. PIND 
TH! PICTUB or THE CIILD DOIJC A WARMUP !XDCISE FOR RUifN'IJC. PUT AN X 
011 '1'H! CORRECT PICTURJ: • 
.5 atar JIOVE YOUR !WIKER DOliN AND PUT IT UJIIlEit 1HI RQI OF PICTURES NEXT TO THE STAR. 
P'IJID THE PICTURE ar THE aiiLD DOIJC All EXERCISE TO MAKE HIS/HER ARMS 
STROJCIR. PUT All X CN THI CORR!CT PICTUR!. 
6 uabrella IIOVE YOUR IIAKZR DOIN AID PUT IT UNDER '1'H! RQI OF PICTURES NEXT TO '1'H! 
UMBRELLA, P'IND THI PICTURE OJI' THI CHILD VHO IS STJIETCHI!iC THE BACJ: OF 
HISAizR UX:S. POT All X ON THE CORRECT PICTUR!. 
MOVE YOUR MARKER DCiVIf AID PUT IT UNDIR THE RQI OF PICTURES NEXT TC THE RAK!. 
PIND THE PIC'fURE OF AN ACTIVITY VH!RE THE H!AR'I' VILL BEAT 'niE FASTEST. PllT 
AM X Oil 'niE CORJI!CT PICTURE. 
SAYs 1101, PUT YOUR l'INCIL DOIN. TURII TO '1'H! NEXT PACE AID POLD YOUR BOOKLI."l' BACK. 
SA! a 
Deaonatrate. See that all booltleta are folded back eo that onl;r Ja61' 3 1e 
allowing. Check to eee that each child baa turned to the rlsht pafl;e. Read 
the next· queat1on, nuaber B. 
B rabbit PLACE YOUR IWliCER UNDER THE FIRST RCII OF PICTURES NEXT TO THE RABBIT. PIND 
TH1 PICTUU THAT SHCIIS WHERE THE~ truSCIE IS, PUT All X Oll THE CORRECT 
PICTUJII. 
9 laap tiO'/B YOUR IIARJCI!!R DCIIN A1fD PUT IT UIIDER THI RCII CF PICTURES RXT TO THE I.AJa'. 
PIND THE PICTURE Cit THE CHILD VHO IS DRESSED RIGHT TO !X!!RCISE Ill Har 
VIATHD. PUT Alf 1 011 THI CORIIICT PICTURE. 
10 leaf' IIOVJ: YOUR IIARIC!R DCIIII AID PUT IT UIIIZR THI RQI or PICTURIS NUT TO THI WJ', 
J'DD THI PICTUJII ar A CHILD VHO IS ACTIVE. PllT All 1 011 'nil CCJUIECT PICTURI, 
4 
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11 cab MCVE YOUR MARKER DCNN AND 1'Ul' IT URDER THE RCV OF PICTURES NUT TO THE 
CAKE. FIND THE PicruRE OF THE CHILD VHO HAS DONE LITTI.! EXERCISI!«:. 
PUr Alf X ON THB CORRECT PIC'l'UIU!:. 
SAYs NQI, Pin' YOUR PENCIL DCNN, TUlUI TO THE NEXT PAGE AND FOLD YOUR BOOKI.ET 
BACK. 
SAYs 
12 eock 
1J soat 
14.apple 
Deaonatrate, see that all bookleta are folded back eo that onl:r pap 4 
is showing, Check to eee that each child hae turDed to the right page, 
Read the narl question, nuaber 12 , 
PLACE YOUR MARUI! UNDER THE FIRST ROW OF PICTURES NEXT TO THE SOCK. FIND 
THE PICTURE OF THE CHILD VHO IS EXERCISINr. TO MAKE HER ARP.S STRONGER, FtTI' 
AN X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE, 
MCVE YOUR MARKER DCIIN AND PUT IT UNDER 'I1IE ROW OF PICTURES NEXT 'It: THE 
GOAT, FIND THE PICTtlliE OF AN ACTIVITY 'niAT WILL BURN MORE CALORIES, Pl.rr 
AM X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE. 
MOVE YOUR MARKER DCNN AND PUr IT UNDER THE Rail OF PICTURES NEXT TO THE 
APPlE, FIND THE PICTURE OF THE CHILD WHO LOOKS TIRED. Pl1l' AN X ON THE 
CORRECT PICTURE, 
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SAYs NOV, PUr YOUR PENCIL DCNN, TURlf TO THE NF.X'l' PAGE AND FCLD YOUR BOOKI.ET BACK, 
SAYs 
1.5 aoon 
Deaonatrate, See that all bookleta are folded back so that only page .5 1s 
showing, Check to see that each child hae turned to the right Jage. Read 
the narl question, nuaber 1.5. 
PLACI YOUR MARD!R UNDER THE RCN OF PICTURES NEXT TO THE MOOII. FIND THE 
PICTURE ar THE CHILD WHO HAS COOD PCSTURE. Pt1l' AN X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE. 
SAYs NOll, 1'111' YOUR PENCIL DOWN, CLOSE YOUR BOOKLET AND 1'111' IT ON YOUR TABLE OR 
DISI 81'111 THI P'RO!rl' UP, 
Collect booklet.. 
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SECOND PILOT STUDY HATERIALS 
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Decet.•o~r ·1983 
De .. r P::1rents, 
I am a doctoral student in Physical EU.ucation at the University of 
llorth Carolina at Greensboro. As part of r;1y dissertation, I ~-1ill !Je 
testing first graders usin~ a physical fitness knowledge test. 
Per.uission has been secured fror.l the school to a.d~inistcr this test to 
the children. Your permission is necessary for ti.1e chilciren to 
participate in the testin~. Your cooperation is sincerely appreciated 
for this project. 
Sincerely, 
Rolayne Hilson 
has LLY perr.;ission to part iciputc irL 
the f.Jhysical fitness knO\lleu~e test. 
Parental Si~uature 
B&ai«! Stuff 1 
Exercise Physiology 
Knowledge Teat (revised 1182) 
By Rol&yne Wilson 
Illustrated by Jan OUsatty 
NaMe --------------------------------------------------------
Grade ___ _ 
Date of Testing, _______ _ 
Maxi.ua Possible Score 15 
Student Score 
TEST BOOKlET 
12J 
124 
2 
125 
~· 
126 
127 
128 
129 
1 
Basic Stuff 1 
Exercise Physiology 
Knowledge Test (revised 1182) 
By Rolayne Wiison 
Illustxated by Jan Oussaty 
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BASIC STUFF1 EXERCISE FHYSIOI.OGY KNCWLEOOE TEST 
For Group Use 
EXAMINER'S MANUAL 
PURPOSE/DF.SCRIPI'ION CF THE TES'l' 
The Basic Stuffl Exercise Physiology Knowledge Test is designed to assess 
knowlenges and understandings based on the Basic Stu~f Series I, focusing on the 
Exercise Physiology component of the series. The purpose is to assess first graders 
on their knowledge and understanding of exercise physiology concepts. 
The instrument is a group paper and pencil test for first graders. It consists 
of one sample question followed by fifteen test items. Each item consists of a set 
of three pictures. The statements are read aloud to the children by the examiner. 
CEh~RAL DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTR~TION 
1:31 
The examiner should become familiar with the test and all information in the manual, 
Preparing Materials 
All materials should be in ordera 
1. The child's full name and other requested information should be printed on 
the first page of the test booklet. 
2, Each child should have two(2) sharpened pencils with an eraser and a marker 
to help the child keep his/her place. 
), The examiner should have the manual, a copy of the test, a marker for demon-
stration, extra pencils, a felt tip pen or magic marker, a transparency 
containing the sample item, and an overhead projector. 
Preparing the Testing Area 
1. Arrange the desks or tables in such a way that all can see the examiner and 
the area onto which the sample item will be projected. An effort should be 
made to minimize the opportunity to copy from one another. 
2, 1o. sign on the door should request that no one enter the room during testing, 
2 
Administering the Test 
1, Follow directions exactly, Read through the direction~ carefully, 
2, Give directions twice, except in the case of the sample item, Directions 
for th!! sample item may be repeated to ensure understanding, 
J, Check after each direction to see if children have the proper place and 
understand what to do, Give no hint of the correct answer to any item, 
4, Pace the children through the test, Pause briefly after each direction to 
give the children time to mark their answer, 
5, Children may make corrections by erasing, 
SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS 
Throughout the manual, instructions printed in BOLD FACE TYPE are to be read 
aloud to the children, Read all direction slowly and clearly, giving children 
sufficient time to follow directions, 
Introducing the Test 
SAYa I AM GOING TO Gr/E EACH OF YOU A BOOKIE!' IN WHICH iiE WILL DO SOME WORK. SEF. HOI 
WELL YOU CAN DO, LEAVE YOUR PENCIL ON YOUR DESK, YOU WILL BE TOLD WHAT TO DO 
JUST Tt1ICE1 nrEREFORE, YOU MUST LISTEN CAREFULLY, YOU WILL BE Gr/EN ONE OF THESE 
BOOKLETS, (Hold up booklet) DO NOT OPEN IT UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD, 
Distribute the test booklets, face up to each student, Make sure that each student 
receives the booklet with his/her name and information on it, 
SAYa POINT TO n!E NAME ON YOUR BOOKLET TO BE SURE IT IS YOURS, 
SAYa YOU MUST DO THE WORK YOURSELF, LOOK AT YOUR OIN BOOKLET, OPEN TO THE FIRST AND 
FOLD YOUR BOOKLET BACK SO ONLY PAGE Z IS SHOIING, 
Be sure each ohild has the right place, Keep a test booklet in your hand to 
illustrate each part of the directions, 
Studenta are to mark their responses on the picture, 'nley Ifill use a big X for 
ll&rking on the correct picture, There is only one correct answer, 
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3 
SAYa NOI, PlACE YOUR MARKER UNDER "mE ROI OF PICTURES NEXT TC '!liF. FISH, THIS IS A 
SAMPLE ITEM AND WILL NOT BE SCORED, 
The first tow of pictures is a sample item which will provide practice in the 
technique of marking, It will not be scored, 
SAMPLE ITEM 
Use the transparency to project the sample item on the wall or screen, and use 
the marker to mark the correct picture, 
SAYa WOK AT THE PI~TURES IN "mE PICTURES IN THE FIRST Rlll AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE 
NEXT TO THE FISH, YOU WILL MAKE A BIG X ON THE PICTURE YOU 'miNK IS CORRECT, 'mERE 
IS ONLY ONCE CORRECT AN!laER, 
SAY 1 BE SURE YOUR MARKER IS UNDER THE FIRST RC7tl OF PICTURES NEXT TC THE FISH, LOOK 
AT THE PICTURES IN ntiS RC7tl, FIND 'mE PICTURE OF 'mE CHILD WHO IS EXF.RCISING TO 
DEVELOP STRONG 1m MUSCLES, PUT A Bir. X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE, 
Put a big X on the first picture in the test booklet and hold it up for the 
children to see. 
SAYa THE FIRST PICTURE IS THE CORR..t::CT ANS"liER, ARE 'mERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
Check to see that each student has found the proper picture for the sample item, 
'nlen start reading the test items, It ls not necessary to read the question numbers, 
SAY I 
1 mouse MOVE YOUR MARKER DOIN AND PUT IT UNDER THE RC7tl OF PICTURES NEXT TO THE 
MOUSE, Film 'mE PICTURE OF T"rlE BODY PART THAT BEATS FAST WHEN YOU JUMP 
ROPE FOR TEN MINUTES, PUT AN X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE, 
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2 sailboat MOVE YOUR MARKER DOIN AND PUT IT UNDER THE ROI OF PICTURES NEXT TO THE 
SAILBOAT, FIND THE PICTURE OF THE CHILD F.xERCISING HER STOMACH MUSCLES, 
PUT AN X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE, 
SAYa NOI, PUT YOUR PENCIL DOIN, TURN TO 'mE NEXT PAGE AND FOLD YOUR BOOKLET BACK 
SO PAGE 3 IS SHilliNG, 
J house 
4 
PL\CE YOUR HARKER UNDER TilE FIRST Ral OF PICTURES NEXT TO THE HOUSE, 
FIND n1E PICTURE OF THE CHILD WHO IS DOING THE MOST EXF.RCISING, PUT 
AN X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE, 
4 hat PLACE YOUR HARKER !Th"DER niE ROil OF PICTURES NEXT TO THE HAT. FIND 
5 star 
THE PICTURE OF THE CHILD DOING THE BEST WARMUP EXERCISE FOR RUNNING, 
PUT AN X ON THE CORRECT PICTt~. 
MCVE YOUR HARKER J:JO,iN AND PUT IT UNDER THE Ral OF PICTURES NEXT TO niE 
STAR, FIND niE PICTURE OF THE CHILD DOING AN EXERCISE TO MAKE HIS 
ARMS STRONGER, PUT Ali X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE, 
SAY1 Nal, PUT YOUR PENCIL OOoiN, TURN TO THE ~:EXT PAGE A!ID FOLD YOUR BOOKLET BACK SO 
PAGE 4 IS SHCMING, 
6 umbrella 
7 rake 
8 rabbit 
PLACE YOUR HARKER UNDER THE FIRST R<li CF PICTURES NEXT TO THE UMBRELLA, 
FIND THE PICTURE OF THE CHILD EXERCISir:G TC IMPRC'.'F. HIS FLEXIBILITY, 
PUT AN X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE, 
MOVE YOUR I"ARKER OOoiN AND PUT IT tniDEF THE RCll OF PICTURES NEXT TO THE 
RAKE, FIND THE PICTURE OF AN ACTIVITY \iHERE THE HEART WILL BEAT niE 
THE FASTEST AFTER 10 MINUTES OF EXERCISING, PUT AN X ON THE CORRECT 
PICTURE, 
MOVE YOUR MARKER OOoiN AND PUT IT UNDER THE RCW OF PICTURES NEXT TO THE 
RABBIT, FU."D niE PICTURE THAT SH<liS \/HERE n!E BICEP MUSCLE IS LOCATED. 
PUT AN X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE, 
SAY1 N<ll, Ptrr YOUR PENCIL OOoiN, TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE A!ID FOLD YOUR BOOKlET BACK SO 
PAGE 5 IS SHCMING, 
9 lamp PL\CE YOUR MARKER UNDER THE FIRST Ral OF PICI'URES NEXT TO n!E LAMP, 
FIND 'DIE PICTURE OF THE CHILD \IHO IS DRESSED CORRECTLY TO EXERCISE IN 
HOT WEATHER, PUT AN X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE, 
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10 leaf 
11 cake 
5 
MOVE YOUR MARKER DCWN AND PUT IT UNDER THE RCW OF PICTURES NEXT TO 'mE 
I.EA.F. FIND 'mE PICTURE THAT BEST SHillS A PHYSICALLY ACTIVE CHILD, PUT 
AN X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE, 
MCVE YOUR MARKER DCWN AND PUT IT 1.111DF.R THE RCll OF PICTURES NEXT TO 'lliF. 
CAKE. FIND THE PICTURE OF THE CHILD lo:HO IS GCINC TO BURN THE SMALLEST 
AMOUNT OF CAI.ORIF.S IN TEN MINUTES OF F..IERCISING, P'JT AN X ON THE 
CORREX:T PICTURE, 
SAY 1 Nil/ , PUT YOUR PENCIL ~N, TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND FOLD YOUR BOOKLET BACK 
SO ONLY PAGE 6 IS SHilliNG, 
12 sock 
1:3 goat 
14 apple 
PlACE YOUR MARKER UNDER THE FIRST RCJ,l OF PICTURES NEXT TO THE SOCK. 
FIND THE PICTURE OF AN ACT:PII'l'Y THAi' WILL BURN THE MOST CALORIES n: 
FIF'l'Eul MI?;UTES OF EXF.RCISiliG. Pll'!' AN X ON THE CORRECT PICTURE. 
MC'/E YOUR MARKER Dll/N AND PUT IT UNDER Th"F. RCW CF PICTURES NEXT TO THE 
~T. FIND 'mE PICTUR.,;: CF THF. BEST WAY Tt' RF.PIACF. THF. WATER YOU LCSE 
\/HEll YOU :Fr:RSPIRE DURING EXERCIS~. ?tiT AN X C;N THE CORRECT PICTURE, 
MOVE YOUR MARKER IX~N AND PUT IT UNDER THE ROW OF PICTURES NEXT TO THE 
APPLE. FIND THE PICTURE OF THF. ARRCIA THAT ANSWERS THE FOUOJING 
QUESTION, EXTRA BODY FAT lliLI. INCREASE, REMAING THE SAME, OR DF.CRF'.ASE 
WHEN A CHIID EXERCISES RF.GUI.ARLY? PUT AN X ON THF. CORRECT PICTURE. 
SAYt , Nil/, PUT YOTJR PF.NCIL lXliN. TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND FOLD YOUR BOOKlET BACK 
SO ONLY PAGE 7 IS SHilliNG, 
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15 moon PlACE YOUR MARKER UNDF.R THE FIRST Rill OF PICTURES NEXT TO 'mE MOON, FIND 
'niE PICTURE OF THE CHILD COUNTING HIS HF..ART RATE IN THE BEST PlACE. PtJr 
AN X ON THE CORRECT PICTl'RF.. 
COLUX:T ALL BOOKlETS. DON'T FORGET TO THANK THE CHILDRF.N, 
APPEliDIX D 
THE PROPOSED THir•TY-FIVE TEST ITEllS FOR THE Fil!AL TEST 
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The Proposed Thirty-Five Items for the Final Test 
Iter:l 1 Hurl.: the picture of the oicep muscle. 
Choices: le~, ar.:a,.chest 
Ite~ 2 Mark the picture of the child who is Joinb an exercise that 
,.Till ntake her stotuach r.1Uscles stron(.;er. 
Choices: child doing situps, child doing jur;;ping jacks, chi hi doin~ 
pushups. 
Item 3 Nark the picture of the child doinG an e~ercise to make his 
a1.;:-,s stronc;;er. 
Choices: child jun,?in~ rope, child doing pushups, child doin; strai.;ht 
leg stretches 
Item 4 \lhich exercise ,.;ill make the arns stron~er? 
Choices: child doinb pushups, child doin;; toe touches. cl1il~ c!.oi•,.; 
side bends 
Iter.~ 5 Hhich cllilct is doin;:, the best e:·:ercise to uake his/r.er lec::,s 
stronger to play soccer? 
Choices: child rurminc. uphill, child runnin;; on flat surface, cr.ilt! 
Item 6 
doinb standin~ le6 lifts 
Uhich activity \7DU1J you need the stron;;est an•s to cio? l:it 
a softball, cliub a rope, or StJia? 
Choices: ci1ilci i1i it iu.;, sof tbaH, child cl iubin;; roFe, child S\!l~:.r.~J.•~c. 
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Item 7 Uhich activity vJould you need the stron[;est lee:;s t.o do? 
Choices: chilli jumpinc:; over a hurdle, child oicyclin.; on ti:;e fbx, 
child runnin~ uphill 
Iteu 8 Hhich body part beats the fastest after you juui:J rope for ten 
minutes? 
Ci:10ices: lun;;.s, heart, stonach 
Item 9 Uark the picture of the child who is usin~ the best place to 
count his pulse. 
Ci-wices: fingers <J.t carot iu artery, hand over heart, haud on stor:;.:.ci.-. 
Iten 10 l:ark the picture of ti.1e activity that \·Jill t.:ake the heart 
beat the fastest after ten minutes of activity. 
Choices: child jumping rope, child bicyclint> dmmhill, ct.ild ualkinc;; 
li&:rk the picture of the activity that .-1ill help you train t.u:: 
most to run a 100 meter dash. 
Choices: child juiUpiub rope, child. runnint;,, child doin:.:; standin;; le~ 
lifts 
Itec 12 Hurk the picture of the activity that uill 1.:ake you use tl:<t 
wOSt a1.r. 
Choices: chil<i SHiuuninz,, child ualkin;.,, child hittin6 soft:bali.. 
Iteu 13 liark the picture of the child tdho is us ini; ti1e lar::.;e 1.~uscles 
of his/her le~s to make his/her heart beat the fastest. 
Ctoices: child doing standin;; le~ lifts, child doinG huni.le stretch, 
child Joing jU1:1pin~ jacks 
Item 14 Uhich activity 'IVOUld be the best to help your ne.::rt be 
strong? 
Ci:.oices: child catching, a softball, child doinb arrr. circles, child 
running 
Iter.1 15 Hark the picture· of the child doin;;; the best \Tar.nup e~•ercise 
for runnint;;. 
Choices: child doing hurdle stretch, child doing arr.1 circles, cii.il~ 
Item 16 
cioiu;;; pushups 
Hark the picture of the child who is doinb an exercise that 
will stretch the uuscles in the back of the le~. 
Choices: child sitting and doin~ a straight le~ stretch, child 
Ite1u 17 
runnin~, child doin~ situps 
Which foo~ is the best for you to eat to help your bones and 
muscles grm-1? Hilk, an apiJle, or bread? 
Choices: ~ilk, apple, bread 
Iteri1 18 Which is the best food to ~ive you ener~y to play? 
french fries, or fruit? 
Steak, 
Choices: steak, french fries, fruit 
Iter.-, 19 Hark the picture \lhich shm1s the best v1ay to reJ!lace the 
water you lose when you sweat durin~ e~ercise? 
Choices: boy at urinking fountain, boy pouring uater ovE.·r ia"L ;;itil ;;. 
Item 20 
hose, boy with a popsicle 
Would vitauius, ice crecm, or water help you to play better 
in hot anu hu•nid \·leather? 
Choices: vita..-.1im:, ice crear.1, ~;o.ter 
Item 21 
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Hark the picture of the activity that will cause you to ourn 
the most calories in fifteen minutes. 
Choices: child running, child on bi"cycle, child \·Talking 
Iter.1 22 Hhich activity \iOuld be the ·best to help a child lose some 
e;~;:tra pounds? 
Choices: child on inner tube movinl:. an1s, child runnint;, child cloin"' 
jumpin~ jacks 
Itet;t 23 Uhich artet·_· \ill the blood have r. hard tiwe ~ettin;.:, throu;)1 
beca!llse of the fat along tl1e artery \·lall? 
Choices: ·free of fat, partly occluded, totally occluded 
Item 24 Hhich artery would most likely belon.t; to sor.1eonc \?ho 
exercises often? 
Choices: sohle occlusion, more occlusion, even more occlusion 
IteL1 25 Hith rec:;ular e<~ercise, the heart -..ill be able to f'Ul.lJ.-l lesa 
blood, the same amount of blood, or t<.ore blood throu;;:h tl:e 
body? 
Choices: less, sar,le, wore 
Itcr:t 26 You should e•,ercise at least 3, 4, or 5 ti·i.!c ~ \ice:~ ir, 
activities that make your heart beat fast for ten minutes? 
Ch6ices: 3, 4, or 5 
Iteu 27 Sor.te~ay you raay have· to run fast to set out of d<:.n.-:.er. ~;'i.1icl! 
activity vill be the best one to help you ~et reaciy? 
Choices: child doing jur.1pine:, jacks, child runnin~;;, child on c: Licycle 
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Iter., 28 Someday you may have to pull yourself up c. rope to safety. 
Uhich e~ercise is the best one to help you ~et ready? 
Choices: doing situps, child doing;· arta circles, chi lei 
pushups 
IterJ. 29 If you have sore leg muscles, w·hich picture shO\·IS the best 
v1ay to help take the soreness a-..-ray? 
Choices: child doinb a hurdle stretch, ct.ild runnint;, child sittin;; 
Itera 30 Uhich child could get tired first while hikin~ in the 
r.wuntains? 
Choices: child oven-1eight, child slightly ovenreic;ht, child .nor:.i<::l 
"'ei:;ht 
Iter.. 31 Hhat is the best way to keep from :;ettin;,; tirecl c.ll the tiue? 
Take vitar.1ins, e~'ercise often, or sit \·1he1~ever you can? 
Choices: vitat.tins, child running, child sitt i~t:; 
Itet.-, 32 Uhich child's lm·rer back coula be tir!:!tl at tbe enc.l of the 
day? 
Choices: child slouched at desk, child iu a loc~~e chair, child Lu a 
Ite~ 33 Should children, adults, or everyone e~ercise re~ularly? 
Choices: 2 c~ildrcn, 2 adults, 1 adult and 1 child 
Ite~ 34 Beius fit helps people feel JOOd, feel no different, or feel 
bad about themselves? 
Ciloicen: smiley face, no e~qn:e s s ion, sad face 
It!:!r.t 35 Beine; fit helps people lool: tile saoe, looh~ 6ooc, or look 0ad 
Choices: no expression, sui ley face, sac.i face 
APPENDIX E 
COGHITIVE LEVEL JURY llATERIALS 
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TO: Dr. Lynne l:oester and Dr. \~anda PoHers 
Fror.1: llolayne Uilson 
RE; The evaluation of dissertation ite:ns for a physical fitness 
knowledge test for first graders. 
Date: April 1, 19G3 
Thank you for consenting to participate in this project. I 
appreci<lte your tir.1e and effort in cor.1pletinb this portion of i.ij 
dissertation. 1~ dissertation is the development of a physical fitness 
kt~O'\vledge test for first ;;raders. Ti1e content -is o~sed on t~o.e l.r.;erican 
Alliance for Health, Physical I:uucation, Recreation, ar.d Dance's l:asic 
Stuff Series I with a focus on the Exercise Physiolo~y co~pocent of the 
series. Enclosed is a copy of ri•Y dissertation propos~l ti1at 'tlill 
explain tl~ rationale and methodolo~y for the development of this test. 
l·~y COU'iiilittee has recluesteu that the thirty-five iter:,s be SUujeCted 
to au evaluation by t\'10 experts in eriucat ion and child JevelOf'i.lent. Tl•e 
COh~ittee would like the evaluators ~o have a forced abree~ent for eacL 
part of the evaluation. I will ue present to anS~·ler Sl"!Y question 
concernine!. the test iteus and test iteu ci10ices. 
This evaluation 'tlill serve t't'/0 purposes: (a to evaluntc the 
coc;,nitive developii.ental level for each test item and fer each ui t~-.e 
test item choices and b) to evaluate the atJpropriateness of ti;e '\:Ol."G 
selection for each test iten.t- with first 6raci.ers as tne fra-:;-:e of 
reference. Ti1e thirty-five test items have been individually type~ on 4 
}: 6" pieces of paper to facilitate the evaluation. They are encloseu in 
the packet. 
For pur~os<: A, PART I \·lill evulu.:.te ti1e levels of cot;.nitive 
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uevelopuent and use tL~ levels of co[:;nition proposed· by Pia;.;et as the 
criteria for evaluation. The three levels "tiill oe a) 
~reoperational, b) concrete o~erational, and c) fon~al O?erational. The 
operational definition for each level are as follmvs: 
Preoperational (2-7 years) 
E~ocentric (2-4 years) 
Probleras solved through representation-lanl.:,uu;;e 
developu.ent; thought and language both ek,ocentric. 
Developn:ent proceeds from sensori.rJotor representation to 
prelo~ical thought and solutions to problems. 
Intuitive (5-7 years) 
Cannot solve conservation prolJlems; jud5et~lents buseci on 
perception rather than lo5ic. 
Concrete Operational (7-11 years) 
Reverse.bility attained; can solve conservation 
problems-lo6ical operat ious developed and applied to 
concrete probler.is; cannot solve complex verbal 1Jroi.Jlet!.s. 
Developr.-.ent proceeds fror.l prelobical thought to loo;ical 
solutions to concrete pro~lems. 
Fon.tal Operations ( 11-15 years) 
Lot:;ically solves all ty:tJes of iJrolJle;;,s-thinks 
scientifically; solves cor.:pleA verbal proble,;:s; co.;r:itive 
structures mature. Developuent proceeds fr01:. lo.,icr,l 
solutions to concrete problems to all classes of proble:..::;. 
Further delineations of the levels rr.ay be recm.:.aer.de<l at our ueetir,~ o1: 
Tuesday, April 5, 1983 in Dr. ~oester's office. 
The follov;in::; instructions have been pre~areJ for the evaluatio;.1: 
PART I: If you feel the test iten; is not fu11ctiot:in::, at tlie 
Preoperational Level mark the 1:0 colur.m. If you feel the test itQ~ is 
funt ionin6 at the Preoperational Level Iaark the YES coluun. If you t.tarl.-: 
YES, iJle'-lse indicr.te the reason(s) "tlhy. This proceaure uill ;:;e in 
effect for the Cor.crete Operat ionul Level and tl!e Forr..ul Oi)cr.:.t im~s ;:,s 
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uell. 
The above procedure may be used for each of the test item choices. 
1;hether this evaluation is necessary will be discussed at the teginnins 
of our r.1eeting. 
PA!lT II: The purpose of PART II is to evaluate the appropriateness 
of the uord selection for each test item \lith first t;raders as tile frLlr.•e 
of reference. If the \·lord selection for the test item is appropriate 
for first graders, r.;ark the the APPllOPRIATE colur.tn. If the "ord is 
inapr-ro?riate for first braders, nark the Ii.rf.PPI:.OPKIATE colur;:u. If you 
r.tark Ii.~APPROPRIATE please indicate the reason(s) why. Su~;:;estious for 
alternative word selection would be helpful for test item revision. 
* !!!!,.h lwalatloa or CCIBIIlUre denlOJIIent for tHt lte-. 
l'IIM '!bl8 ltea 18 functtonlns 8t 11h1ch level or CCIBII1t1Ye dneloJ118nt 88 JII'Opaeed bJ l'tqeU 
miL l'nll,.,..,. "-lnKL fQIIIlL LIRL -
110 YIS If YIS, llhJ'f 110 YIS If YIS, llhJ'7 110 till If till, llhJ'7 
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-------
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* form continued for all thirty-five items 
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.-4 ~ Evaluation of cognitive development for test items. ~..,..._. 
lT. LEVEL n·- ·- LEVEL J'Oil IIAL - •mT."UT LEVEL 
110 YES If YES, Vhy? 110 YES If YES, Vhy? 110 YES If ns, Vhy? 
1 .I 
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~ ~ Evaluation of cognitiYe development for test items, 
.-\ ITEM' This item is functioning at which level of cognitive davelopment as proposed by Piaget? 
PREOPERATIONAL LEVEL CONCRETE OPERATIONAL LEVEL FORMAL OPERATIONAL LEVEL 
NO YES If YES, Why? NO YES .If YES, Why? NO [YES If YES, Why? 
• 
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~ Evaluation of cognitive development for test items. 
ITEM This item is functioning at which level of cognitive development as proposed by Piaget? 
iPREOFERI TTONAL LEVEL CONCRI!.'T OPERATIONAL LEVEL FORMAL OPERATIONAL LEVEL 
NO YES If YES, llhy? NO YES If YES, llhy? NO YES If YES, llhy? 
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PART II• Evaluation of the appropriateness of the word selection for each item, 
ITEM Is the word selection appropriate or inappropriate for each teet item? 
APPROPRIATE INAPPROPRIATE Ir INAPPROPRIATE, Vhy? Suggestions for alternative word 
eelection 
,/ 'U-"~··~ ~·-~ 
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PART 11• Evaluation of the appropriateness of the word selection for each test item, 
1TE•I 1s the word selection appropriate or inappropriate for each test item? 
APPROPRIATE INAPPROPRIATE If INAPPROPRIATE, Why? Suggestions for alternative word 
selection 
14 ~··~·· / I~~ ~-1'\" 
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15 v ~ -~~~~" 
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PART Ila Evaluation of the appropriateness of the word selection for each test item, 
~ Is the word appropriate or inappropriate for each test item? 
-
APPROPRIATE INAPPROPRIATE If INAPPROPRIATE, Why? 
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-
-
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Cognitive Level Jury Test Item Revisions 
* Uordin:; chan6es sugc;ested by cognitive level jurors. These revisions 
ccu be comiJared \vith the iter.ts as sul:naitte<l by referrinc; to Appcro.di~~ D. 
Iteu 1* Mark the picture of the arrow pointing to the bicep muscle. 
Choices: leg,.arrn, chest 
IteM 2* Which child is doing an exercise that will rna~e her sto=cch 
muscles.stron6er? 
Choices: child doing situps, child doing jumpinc; jacks, cl:ild <loin..; 
pushups 
Iter.1 3* Uhich child is doin:;; the best e~.;ercise to make- his ar.:.s 
stron~:,er? 
Choices: child jun1ping ro11e, child doirli; pushups, child Going straic;ht 
leg stretches 
Itma 4* Hhich e:cercise \lill r.take this child 1 s arms stronger? 
Choices: child doing ano circles, child doin~ toe touches, c~ilci tioiu~ 
side bends 
Item 5* If you \vanted to r.·.uke your le~s stron;;er to play soccer, 
which exercise would you do? 
Choices: child runnin0 uphill, child runnine1 on flat surface, cl:ilt.i 
doin~ stanuir.~ leg lifts 
Itet;:; 6-l: You need the stront;est ants to do tlhich activity? 
Choices: child hittinef, softi>all, ~·:child clirubiuc; u tree, child 
swinuaiug 
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Item 7* You need the strongest le::;s to do ~1hich activity? 
Choices: child juopin& over a hurdle, child bicycliub on the flat, 
child runninti uphill 
Item. 3* Hhen you jump rope for ten t:linutes, \vhich body part beats 
faster? 
Choices: lun0s, heart, stor,Jach 
Item 9* \lhich child is using the best place to find his pulse? 
Choices: fin~ers at carotid artery, hand over heart, hand ou stomach 
Ite1.1 10* \·lhich activity \·lill L;lake your heart tec:.t the fastest? 
Choices: . child jump in;; rope, chilu bicyclin6 ummi1ill, c:1ihl ~1.dl:in~;; 
Iter:~ ll<'( Hhich activity ~•ill help you c,et ready to run a race '.iith 
your friend? 
Choices: child jumpin;; rope, child runnin~, child uoinc, star.C:ir-.0 'le;;, 
lifts 
Iter:1 12·k You need the i:'LOSt oxyc,en to do \vhich activity? 
Choices: child suil!uuing, child ualkiug, chilu hittinc:; softball 
IteM 13* Uhich pictu'Le shm;rs a child usini;; his/her large le;; 'il,USClE!::; 
the most? 
Choices: child doing standing le;; lifts, child doit•6 a hu.:dle stretcl •• 
child doinc; jut"pin1; jacks 
IterJ. 14* Hhich activity Hill <aake your heart stron.:;er? 
Choices: child cat chin,; softball, child doing arm circles, chilcl 
runninc, 
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Item 15* If you wanted to get ready· to run, >·lhich exercise >70uld be 
the best oue to do? 
Choices: child doin~ a hurdle stretch, child doing arm circles, chil~ 
doing pushups 
Itera 16* Hhich chiid is stretching the t.mscles in the back of the le:;? 
Choices: child doing straii;;,ht leg stretch, chilci rur':ninb, child doin;;_ 
situps 
Item 17* Which food is best to help your bones .~row? Uilk, au up~le, 
or piece of bread? 
Choices: railk, apple, piece of bread 
Item 18 Hhich food is the best to give you energy to play? 
french fries, or fruit? 
Choices: hleat, french fries, fruit 
Heat, 
Item 19* vihich picture show·s the best \7ay to replnce tile ,.;ater you 
lose when you sweat? 
Choices: boy at drinkin6 fountain, boy pourini_:, \later over hit.l \·iith a 
hose, boy with po~sicle 
Iter,i 20* Hhich ,.;ould help you play longer ~n hot >·;eat her? Vit~.. •. ,ins, 
ice creahl, or water? 
Choices: vitar.Lins, ice crearil, >·~ater 
Iteu: 21* '\lhich activity "l·mulu·use the "'ost culories? 
Choices: child runnin~, child on bicycle, child wal~inJ 
Iter.• 22'>': Hhich activity is ti1e best to help you lose w-eight? 
Choices: child on irmer tube in water, child runnin;,, chilC: Join.:, 
jur.:pin;:; jacks 
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Itera 23* Hhich artery ~-;ill the blood have a hard tiue getting thrcug;b 
because of the fat on the inside of the artery wall? 
Choices: free of fat, partly occluded, totally occluded 
Itew 24 Hhich artery uould most likely belon::; to so;;;.eone ~;ho 
exercises regularly? 
Choices: some occlusion, more occlusion, even ~ore occlusion 
Itew 25* If a person e2~ercises re;;ularly, ~-Till their heart J_:.Ui;tp less 
blood, the same amount of blood, or more blood each t i;.;e t~1e 
heart beats? 
I 
Choices: less, the saute, more 
Iter.t 26* You should exercise at least 3, 4, or 5 tir<1cs a ,;cck in 
activities that roake your heart beat fast? 
Choices: 3, 4, 5 
Iteu 27 Sor.1eday you may have to run fast to get out of d;;m;:;cr. u;;ich 
activity will be the best one to help you 6et ready? 
Choices: child doing jum?ing jacks, child runninc:,, child on a bicycle 
Item 28 Soueday you may have to pull yourself up a roiJe to sr,fety. 
Which exercise is the best one to help you ~et ready? 
Choices: chilci doing situps, child do inc; arr.~ circles, cl:".ild G.oinu 
Iteu 29 If you have sore lei:; muscles, 't-7hich picture shm·/S ti~e best 
uay to hel~ take the soreness away? 
Choices: chilJ doing hurdle stretch, child ru~niu~, child sittin~ 
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Item 30* Hhich cnild ~·Till probably ;;et tired first ~;rhile hikinc::; in the. 
u<ountaius? 
Choices: child over,;ei;;ht, cnilci slit,htly oven-1eibht, chilcl r.on::al 
wei~,;ht 
Iter.1 31* Hhich is the best r.·ray to keep frow being tired all the ti:.te? 
Take vitar,lins, exercise often, or sit ~iilenl:!ver you cau? 
Choices: vitaoins, child running, child sittin6 
Item 32* Which child's back will probably be tired &t the end of the 
clay? 
Choices: child at desk, (~ood posture),*child at desk, (~ood posture), 
child slouched at desk 
Item 33* Shoula children, adults, or both exercise re~ularly? 
Choices: 2 c~ildren, 2 adults, 1 adult and 1 child 
Ite1.1 34* Exercise helps people feel good, feel the sar,1e, or feel bad 
about theuselves? 
Choices: sr.:.iley face, no e:Kpression, sacl face 
Item 35* Does bein~ fit help people look the same, look ;;,ooc, or look 
bad? 
Choices: no expression, s~iley face, sad face 
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APPENDIX F 
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY JURY llATEI:.IP.LS 
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TO: Dr. Evans and Rhonda Flemini::, 
FROU: Rolayne Uilson 
RE: Instructions for evalu&tin6 the dissertation test iteus for a 
physical fitness knO\-Tled;;e test for first· graders. 
DA!E: April 1, 1983 
Thank you for consenting to do this project. I ao Most 
appreciative of your time and effort ~n assistint; me \~ith this portion 
of my dissertation. The dissertation is the developuent of a ~hysical 
fitness knm·1led~:;e test for first graders. The content for the test 
items is uerived fr01.1 the AAHPERD 1 s Basic Stuff Series I \·Tith a focus on 
ti1e E;;:ercise Physiolo::,y cor;tponent of the series. Thirty-five test it.::r .. s 
have been ~vritten and are now ready for your evaluation. 
The following instructions have been prepared to assist you iu t~e 
evaluation process. The thirty-five items have been inuividually tyfe<i 
on 4 x 6" pieces of paper to facilitate the evaluation. 
these test iteos enclosed in your packet. PARTS I and II •. ~;;.y be 
evaluated at the saue tbte if you l.esire to do so. Hy ciissertat ion 
corur.•ittee ~o~ould like the evaluators of the test ite;.:s to ccnC:uct the 
evaluation process twice-once independent of one another an~ once:: 
toc;ether ~;ith r.1yself present. The second evaluation uill require the 
tuo evaluators to reach a forced a~reeuent on all three ~arts. I uill 
be present to ans~·1er any questions you r,!ay have about the test c1uest~on 
anu the test choices. 
Pl..KT I: The pur;...ose of P.t\.L.T I is to evalunte the content cf t:he 
thirty-five test itei,lS Ul relationshiiJ to tGe cor~tei.1t £ounu tile 
AAIIPERD' s Basic Stu££ Series I: EAercise Plwsiolo,.:,y (hereafter 
uesie;nated as BSEP). The pat;e and para2.raph uud)er 1.u the Ul-=·i~t::r ri.::.l~t 
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hand corner of each test item indicates ~·There the test iter.-, content t-:as 
derived using; the ~ content. l·iarl;. tile YES coluri:n if you fee 1 the 
test iter.\ content reflects the ~ content. Hark the HO colur.m if you 
feel. the test itew content does not reflect the ESEP content. If you 
u1ark the NO colurun, please indicate the reason(s) v;hy. ~ihea 
apj_:ll:'Of'riute, subi;.estions to make ti1e test itet:.s parallell w·iti.l tii<:: ~SEP 
content ~;ould be helpful for test item revisions. 
PA...'lT II: The purposes of PART II are to a) evaluate uhetr,e:r tlie 
thirty-five test items are physiologically accurate o1.· inaccurate, auu 
b) to evaluate v1hether the three choices for ecn test iter.1 are fe~sible. 
For purpose A, if the test item is physiologically accurate t.;ark tf",e 
ACCURATE colurdn. If the test item is physiolol_;ically in.s.ccurate uark 
the Il!ACCURATE c;olumn. If you mark the INACCURATE coluGm, lJleas~;; 
indicate the reason(s) ~1hy. 
For purpose B, if the test iteu1 choice is feasible l.,;;.r~~ tl:e 
coluiun. If the test itehi choice is not feasible r.1ark the l·iO colur;:n. If 
you mark the 110 coluMn, please indicate the reason(s) i"lhy. 
ap;.;ropriate, suc,::,estions for test iter.1 accuracy r.url/o1.· test ite~;• 
feasibility would be helpful for test revisions. 
PART III: The purpose of PART III is to delineate ti1e: conter.t oi 
tile BSEP. The left side colur.m reflects rr.y 1;ercept ior;s of the I:.SEP 
content. With this content in mind, there are four questions thct need 
to be addressed in Pi~r..T III. 
First, ure ti1ese content areas iaent ified 1.n BSEP? If you feel 
these content areo:.s are 1.·eflected in the .lli£: r.:e.ri~ ti1c YES colu:.m. If 
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you feel these content ar-eas are not reflected in theBSEPruark the r:o 
colu~n. 
Second, what areas in the BSEF have· not been iclentifieti? 
appropriate delineate additional content areas. 
Third, ~·;hat percenta~e -;.;ould you ;;ive each content area? 
H.iH::re 
question asks you to identify in a quantitative ;;1nnner the C!i:phasis that 
you feel the BSEP places on each content area. 
And fou1:th, cloes the test parallel the BSEP? If you feel tl-.e test 
rioes f-U):'allel the BSEP nark the YES colu11m. 
not. parallel the BSEP mark the UO column. 
please indicate the reason(s) why. 
If you feel the test does 
If you mark the ~:o colu;·,;n, 
Su~gestions to delineate the BSEP content ,.;ould be heli)ful. Pleas~:: 
~·1rite your su<:;;;;estions at the bottma of PART III and/or on the L.::.cl·: of 
Pi~'..T III. 
.. 
* PART 1• 
Evaluation of the Content for a Physical Fitness Knowled~e Teat for 
First Graders in Relation to the AAKFERD'a Basic Stuff Content 
Evaluator(•) ~e 
Date of Evaluat1o~n-------
~ Doea the itea parallel the Baaic Stuff content? 
If NC llhy~ . SUCCESTIONS 
1 
2 
J 
4 
s 
~ 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
* form continued for all thirty-five items 
~ 
\0 
~ 
* .~ ·'!!!!...!!.!. 
I~ The teet ltaa le phJelolosleallJI 
ACCURATE INACCURATE lr lHACCURATX, llhJ? 51JGG~TlOHS -
I 
I 2 
J 
I 
,;l ? 
J 
I 
3 2 
J 
l 
4 2 
J 
l 
5 
2 
) 
l 
2 
~ 
J 
I 
2 
1 
J 
* form continued for all thirty-five items 
Test ltea cholcea are feahltle 
T~ NO lf NC, llhJ? 
--
--
--
~ .... 
* l'ART lila 
""'"" \R ~l ~'llnl"Jll dttl_ln,Pallon of thft AAHI'I!:JI'e ~~h·_;>_t!Jf~. Would you pleaae answer the folloool~~~t queatlonaa 
---
CONTI!:IIT Ahi.AS Are these content What araae haYe llhat wel..:htlnp Do~a thta teat parallel Beale Stu\£ 
areas tdenttrted ln not been tdentlfted? or " would you n.s 110 If NO, llhy? 
Baste Stuff? !he each ana? 
YES NU 
A. Achleneent 
l. etnoujl.lh lralnl~~~t _ 
.... , .• ,,u,,~-,·ular -- --
I, llnll>lllt7 -~ -
4, dlel 
5. teaperature 
6, "l"!O!enlc a1e1a 
B, Appearance 
1, obeel ty control 
C, Copl111( 
1, dla••• and 
llterclee 
2, OYirall tnlnl111 
D, H•ltb 
1, auacla aonn• .. 
and pnYintlon 
2. ratlBU• 
), 1011 back paln 
I, Aaathatlca/Soclal/ 
l'llycholoslcal 
3UCCESTlONSa 
* form continued for all thirty-five items 
PART 11 
1 
2 
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Evaluation of the Content for a Physical Fitness Knowledge Test for 
First Graders in Relation to the AAHPERD's Basic Stuff Content 
Evaluator(•) Name_ . ....:.-.£. __ _ 
Date of Evaluation -4-tz. ... , 
Does the item parallel the Basic Stuff content? 
NO If NO, Why? 
Too ~p~:;;.,',c arrtl ltn-.tfrd 
v' .-,.., -1/-c lc-•'r,'!'nrr c;;rd 
SUGGESTIONS 
~oH~ffr.u! a. r,--Drc q~~'n, I ~~ .. .:. -1-:..~~d &IL -=~.1 
-frt#'t/.71" ~,.. Q.../)o:.~i '(nr ~nir-r..l rrl 
IY.LI..!clr t!.lt,,l-,lt'lrl?~d ( Je'""' rre-vt'r,·,..t•-1-
--:---r--r--t-------+----------· - ... -
I 
-------r----~--~--------------------~-0 ------------------------------------
-----t---t---+=-------:--.;._ ___ -· --·--
THe ~:::r:>:-1 Nc .t(,:;: n.:: 11- fi:J/1.! CL:vf:;~;_r"'1" tn-,r ON "'r"'""'6 tr·-:. ~Tk.-:tl':.r.c.' 
WHIC!I usc~ Ovtk trAC. -rr,,_.,Pau•· .. !11,~,~~. 5 
6 
7 
v 
e 
9 
10 
7ill!,. ::.P.C:ti/C 0'1(1-IC-1 /.. 
Tt!J::..J.qlfQU£.. Ci-iiL/.1-(11 t.J.J::::::.:. II'! ... 
fr~~l't • "T'I(f .. ! ·• lJII~I :""7 (I;. 
NC!' :;.1.;( I rt···· "· · 1(./"I'Aiit~ 
~rrf- ~ ~~,. '':.r"''~.:..· -J= . 
'3,.,.,-:·:.c- ~~~o ttf,.·CruJ.~ ._ .... r. i 
=:_r,····.t.z I 
! 
I 
-n:J Twa.:! L<.:c' tl!r~ IN /I""YT, .. 
,...,,,.. !-·,. AI ...... , 
,..; ,,_ ., 
"H<:,.. l•' 
~O':.J :"'r.dr; 1 .,_, -
" -. 
--11--r----t--T--1. ------.----------·--·-···-
\/' I 
! 
12 
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ITEM Does the item parallel the Basic Stuff content? 
n5 NO If NO, llhy? Swr.~reetions -----
13 
,/ -- ·---· 
14 
./ 
1Err fri,;.""~ Ltl< "/)("It:!. u..·1r- Sn:t~ •IJ~-
15 Tr L£;.~lU1/- f"J.eKret"T¥, wll,l:r· ,..~ ~ ·r~tl 
v "'1: "'!) CO Wr."IM !:,-rJ(~-r::IJt/'1'!; 1-r:JI lt!P.,,. .. , ,:.-, ~ ~·r II:"•"''' IN kt.INIJ!II(• --·--- -----
16 
,/' 
.... ·-------·· 
17 
/ ----
THI! IT/:IY· rrtJr,o:.~ ..... ..ctJr,,:l'<' 1r-r:. 
.8 Tilt= tUii "' .,-,, 1.,,..-'-(·AAhl Cml. ./ :rr A:k~ FO• A C!1->o1U 'f::s'"'!"..IHI/1 ><><t-l 
(..UIII'fo T111 T1r-t r "-L. - ,.. . ,, f.tt f ·~, .. ~· '-- c I":.J, .,,. ----
19 
./ 
20 
./ 
--
21 
/ 
22 
v 
··-·----- ··-~·-·--·--.:r W'CULO ,C,IJ#.IJC,Otl 771t.! ;r,'('l' ... U.J 
23 r-.uR oF "' 7.'1, 
./ 
24 ,/ .. 
! 
25 
v"' -
I Pa..~q'"'fr 26 I rckt~f/rF 1!. s·, /.' ·t 'I. / ! I 
I 
I 
·----.. · 
27 v I 
I 
I 
co 
\0 
.-f 
-
-
-
ITEM Does the 1te• parallel the Basic Stuff content? 
11!03 .I'IU .I.J. ,.u.wny·, 
Sr<-
--, l 28 
f..../ 
29 
./ 
30 ,/ 
31 v 
~~ 
32· 
./ 
33 
/ 
34 !v 
35 
1 v r 
--~!)---·-·-
hv--r JJ-
-
P11n JL. 
-
-
-
0'\ 
"' .-4 
-
l'ART llt 
!:m1 
1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
The teet ltea ls P,yslologlcallyt 
ACCURATE INACCURATE If INACCURATE, Why? SUGGESTIONS 
Fttltt.~ 7b '/)ISTIIY 6-fJI' If 
• B£'fUJUN 
!,q-M ]:.ti."IICI/rt i 6t<CfS 
r~r."~'~ 
........ 
/ 
77b<JG" 7llo:r IS liN ~'r'lrAf'~ li'E·uJORD "'IJP 
CBIIIout P''<'.UIIC~ ""' U!>(: ''B~sr UJFI'f'' o.e !lfTl:rtt/7'( ~eN 711~ 
!:> •h>o~sr Wfi4 '' 1/r<m CD>IA>M IJT! OF JU'i!P•~ v Rd-t ~ /)O,,,(ir Pt.J!:IIUP~ 
"f';'.:;.:;::r,'i':7:~ ~~. :P,:r.. bi!'IYI "'n'-<'1"'-"'", 
v" 
'Rvtlrt11J6- UPIIic.t.. ]U':J(lof'.S 
UE<i- 5rtw6r~ ·ro 11 Ct'kPi 111 
t:.orrct'/7', J:Jor r,;r,-c IlK< 
/ Mtx.ll t:J('"rrt'/1::. UJii<IS· TN~ CN<..:-r.on SP£<!11 t(~lt 'I S~~qs 
"$'0:DNGr~" 
v' 
rHAUl r.c :;:CI'.n·~ C.C,u(.( IJ T111~ IS ~ 
'~<>R TiltS. :rfllh ,,~ rOI!. 1-- 701JG" Qc..£Srrorr · 
5. Tf 1!. A t;.aal) !;JU(~fio I, 7-'IQutiE~ ,A 1//c,.l( &/ 
Dur ••t:u'"~'NG uPHnt• 'l A"L-. L('l( l C( C.u~rr.tu1111fnJJII 
<41l'l0rGUDU.I C;t ltCI!.~- - ... _ 
f·ol!. ltt:~r Gt:,~~ 
~ ~holll""''' r- o HJ,,'P,..JII" t'".'l'kl,./1-rJ 
l'llu!:("'t( fiJ&Jt.JicAt,:!C • <!·I?. (JJCAlla·iiJtl. • 
Test item choices are feah1ble 
YES NO If NO, Why? 
lJ-cr~ Frmo~s IS "N 
1 ./ T,us ,f£6rod a!< T#r Co{l<f 
2 ./ 
J v' 
1 v 
2 v 
J v 
1 v --
2 ...... 
J '-""' ----·-· 
1 ./ 
2 v' 
ckt,O.::iUR 7?0/IV r ... , ar-¥£" Ttv,:. 
J / ~rrP. ... rE rr 1/J IOl. >f'S 110 tu1 t.',WI:!'tl1 
1 ./ 
2 ..... 
Fo•-tCU , 6;r 'Ill·.- II~ ~Tit.NIG ~~~ 
J V' TN< OTtiCt:. ·rc.:uo .. 
1 v 
2 ./ 
J ,/ 
1 ......... 
2 v' 
:Tr I~ Ff/oJ.ti;JL(, (3ur ..L r111NK:-
J V"' 'I ~rrr_f" &stor'~ ~UL.lJ 
l;fr foufll), 
0 
['. ..... 
' 
lTD~ 
B 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1) 
14 
The test 1tea is phye1ologicallya 
ACCURATE INACCURATE If INACCURATE, Why? 
'"'~ S:f'brt1A ~:-1 -A 11/J L.c.K'JGS 7Jonr Bf!'inr. 
t/ 
.; 
tl 
./ 
v v -
v 
/ 
------
SUCCFSTIONS 
1 
2 
J 
1 
2 
J 
1 
2 
J 
'PtC.TCJJC OF CHI/,.£) ~tiJ/It/Kr 1 
Su.ov~,r, C.on Vt-<J -fi./IJ T 
/Jr I! 1-utUI 111(-r- llf:e't 2 
fii::T. 
J 
7lkK 1.! ., CLJttJtt£t'~rtc.N 1 
~~ M7(1V.SIT'( l3owaN 
/~T 7UA"l CHol(f"~ t~rllJl.t-:.. 2 
llJtlL I/ Ail~ 0 ~"':"r"A<f 
11 Vt6CJlc(JJ. ~UJtmlf1uv6 !.~ott 
1 A lr•"~l'A'IIt'i= UJA~l'N6- ~ c J 
1 
2 
J 
1 
2 
3 
Test 1tea choices are feasible, 
·~ 
..... .&..&. .,'"' ... J' 
./ 
v 
,/ 
v 
v 
.,/ 
v --
v --v 
v 
v 
·nus k~tl-ofl!;r '"'' l:f(/'j fft-1"0 !:rllfJNt.. v .!;,::~!s :r:'~~ :_~~~~~~~("~~~'=:,~ ;~ ~r 
./ 
v 
77-nS R~ .. hJtJS£ 15 I JOT ... :; 
./ rr,.t.,t!.Ll AS "" or,.,c,._ TWo 
v :5'!111E 06T~c "NJN IJ:... R8(Nt:. 
o/ 
./ 
W~fllt: ~srorr~~. 
/ 
/ 
v' 
.-4 
['-
.-4 ITi'.M The test ltea la P!yalologlcallya 
ACCURATE INACCURATE If INACCURATE, Why? 
15 
./ 
16 
v 
17 
v 
:lmPuEs 7iiiiT h:cu .!l<Eua: 
18 IS UECC!i:SMU( Fete. NoJ!ftr/i(. 
Vlllt.'f ENE~'f ~QUfL{,fi'I<N"[!, 
"THEkE rtiH<f ~ L.cr~ 11F li?ou v 1-=oN ClfOOltrJG oiJ£ OF r11t SC .CC 
OV{It /ir(oTIJ( /l l!UT €/'10<(;,<[ 
19 : 
/ 
20 
/ 
Au. 01' TH£ CJ;otC~·s 
21 ~~ Gooo /1(/(DBtc. II< nvtn 
~N.t> T#(.t~ ~ F F<cnvtE.IIK. t:s v UJncJtp .&: 1>CT"CRm,IYFU $ 
INTrNStTl( f;mw~~ 
SUGGESTIONS Test ltea choices are feasible, 
l.llil!_ •u ~ nu . 
1 ./ 
2 ...... 
3 .--
1 v 
2 v 
Amt:J16CA?tJS • ~lr·c.JP DO~!: ItA./( 
3 ._/ 1-cn:"HTIIIL ro sn:-rrnc~ ~rutt:c.~s 
THts IT€h1 Z<>TNOI.S mt:, Bur 1 .JL ---::r,;, lo'OT ..::ub; UJII<f. .:rr 
NC«(I!, "'! C,.(.( :.s: tllt'::r t...utru !:.on-e· 2 I/ oM· wllo IS IJII ,t;..}T.I~t_Jrtt tJ/J ---
NuT~CmoiJ 3 ..._.. 
f:vv 1 .../ 
rrs 2 c../ 
f"?S, 3 ....-1::Jfr 01t.t 
1 ../ 
2 v 
3 v 
1 ,/ 
WFAIUt._ THNN OTriN Cl-<)/:~.!. 
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APPENDIX G 
FINAL 'fEST ITEIIS 
Final Test Items for Physical Fitness Knowledge 
Test for First Graders 
18.5· 
* indicates change in test iteos suggested by Exercise Physiology Jury 
( ) indicates test item number on final test administration 
Item 1 
Item 2(1) 
Choices: 
Item 3(2) 
Choices: 
Item 4(3)* 
Choices: 
Item 5(4) 
Choices: 
Item 6(5) 
Choices: 
Deleted 
\·7hich child is doing an exercise that >·Till ·make her 
stomach stronger? 
child doing jumping jacks, *child doing .side le,;; raises, 
child doing situps 
\·lhich child is doing, the best exercise to raa1:e his arr.~s 
stronger? 
*child doing toe touches, child doing pushups, child 
jumping rope 
Hhich exercise >vill make this child 1 s shoulder is stron;;er? 
child doing, al.Ln circles, child doing toe touches, child 
doing, side bends 
If you wanted to make your legs stronser to ~lay soccer, 
which exercise would be the best for you to rio? 
child running on the flat, *child doing jur,.pinc, jacks, 
child doing leg lifts 
You need the strongest arms to do >vhich activity? 
child hitting a -softball, child climbine:; a tree, ~':child 
doing side bends 
186. 
Item ·7(6) You need the strongest legs to do which activity? 
Choices: *child doi~g a straddle stretch, child bicycling on the 
flat, *child w·alking 
Item 8(7 )~' Which activity \vill make your heart beat the fastest? 
Choices: *child climbing a tree, *child 'tvalking, *child jumping 
rope 
Item 9(8) Which child is using the best place to find his pulse? 
Choices: *fingers on bicep, fingers at carotid artery, hand on 
stooach 
Item 10(9) Hhich activity will make your heart beat tl}e fastest? 
Choices: *child swinuning, *child on a see saw, child \·lalking 
Item 11(10) Which activity will help you get ready to run a race 't·lith 
your friend? 
Choices: child jumping rope, child running, child doin2, standing 
leg lifts 
Item 12( 11) *You need the most oxygen to do which activity? 
walk, or run to first base? 
Choices: child S't'liruming, child ~•alking, '~''child running to first 
base 
Item 13 ( 12) llhich picture shmvs a child using his large leg UJ.uscles 
the I:lOSt? 
Choices: *child hopscJ ching, *child doing straddle stretch, child 
doing jumping jacks 
187 
Item 14(13) 'Hhich activity will make your heart stronger? 
Choices: child catching softball, child doing a1."'11 circles, ~·:child 
bicycling 
Item 15(14) If you wanted to get ready to run, ,.,hich exercise would be 
the best one to do? 
Choices: *child doing straddle stretch, child doing arm circles, 
child doing pushups 
Ite1:1 16 (15) ''lhich child is stretching the muscles in the back of his 
legs? 
. Choices: child doin2; straight le5 stretches, . child doing situps, 
child running 
Item 17(16) Hhich food is best to help your bones to grm-1? An apple, 
piece of bread, or milk? 
Choices: apple, bread, milk 
Item 18 Deleted 
Item 19( 17) Hhich picture sho\'IS the best way to replace the liater you 
' lose when you sweat? 
Choices: boy at drinking fountain, boy pouring water over hi1.1 \lith 
a hose, boy with popsicle 
Item 20(18) *Hhich \Wuld help you play longer in hot weather? 
Vitamins, a bowl of Jel1-o, or water? 
Choices: vitamins, bo\Jl of Jell-o, water 
ltet:l 21 (19) *Hhich activity '"ould use the most calories? Playing ''ith 
Choices: 
a frisbee, ST;1ir.m1ing, or walking? 
~'tfrisbee, *child S\'lll:l!J.ing, child \lalkin~ 
188 
Item 22(20) *Hhich activity ~o1ould help you lose ,.Teight? Using a hula 
hoop, roller skating, or toe touches? 
Choices: *child using hula hoop, *roller skatin;;, *child cloint;; toe 
touches 
Item 23(21) Hhich artery will the blood have a hard time getting 
through because of the fat on the inside of the artery 
wall? . 
Choices: some fat, partly occluded, severely occluded 
IteQ 24 Deleted 
Item 25(22) If a person exercise re&ularly, ,.,ill their heart pump less-
blood, the same amant of blood, or more blood each tir.1e 
the heart beats? 
Choices: less, same, more 
Item 26(23) *You should exercise at least 1, 2, or 3 times a ,.,eek in 
activities that make your heart beat fast? 
Choices: *1, *2, 3 
Item 27(24) Someday you may have to run fast to <:.et out of danger. 
Which activity will be the best one to help you get ready? 
Choices: child doinf, jumping jacks, child running, child on bicycle 
Item 28(25) Someday you may have to pull yourself up a rope to safety. 
Which exercise is·the best one to help you get ready? 
Choices: child doing situps, child doing arm circles, *child doint; 
pullups 
189 
Item 29( 26) If you have sore leg muscles, \·lhich picture shm·1s the best 
way to help take the soreness av1ay? 
Choices: *child doing a straddle stretch, child runnin:-:;, *child 
doing toe touches 
Item 30 Deleted 
Item 31(27) \vhich is the best way to keep from being tired all the 
time? Take vitamins, exercise often, or sit whenever you 
can? 
Choices: vitamins, exercise, child sitting 
Item 32(28) Which child's back will probably be tired at the end of 
the day? 
Choices: good posture, good posture, poor posture 
Iter.1 33(29) Should children, adults, o'! both exercise re6ularly? 
Choices: 2 children, 2 adults, 4 people 
Item 34(30) Exercise helps people feel good, feel the same, or feel 
bad about themselves? 
Choices: smiley face, no expression, sad face 
Deleted 
f 
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APPENDIX R 
FINAL TEST HATERIALS 
A PHYSICAL FITNESS KJfaiLEIXi&: TiST 
FOR FIRST C1W1ERS 
FiMLI (ci:rcle oae) 
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A. Hi1SICAL FITNISS XlflliLI:DGE TEST FOR FIRST CJWlERS 
For Group Uee 
EXAMINER'S twruA.L 
PUliPOSE/DiSCRIPl'IOK OF THE TEST 
The Phl!ical Fi tneea ltnodedf5e Teet for First Graders ie designed to aeeeee 
knCIIfl~a and underetandinp ot exerciae llh711iolog concepte baaed on the 
Aaerlcan A.lll&nce for Health, Pb711ical lducatlon, Recreation, and Dance's Buic Stuff 
Serlea I, focuaint; on the Exercise Phl!iolOSY coaponent ot the aeries. The instru-
•nt ia a srot~P paper and pencil tnt for f1ret sreders. It consiete of one eaaple 
queation follCIIfed bJ thirtJ teat iteaa. Each teat itea consists of three pictures. 
The atateaente ars read aloud bJ the exaainer to the children. The children aark the 
correct picture with a larse X. 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR Al»>IHISTI!ATIOK 
The exaainer should becoae faaillar with the tnt and all inforaation in the •nual, 
Preparing Katerlale 
A.ll eaterlale ahould be 1n ordera 
1. The child'• full 11&118 aDd other requested info:rMtlon ahould be printed on 
the first pass of the teet booklet, unleea the school diatrlct requeats that 
the children reeain anonJiloua for the testlnt;. 
2, Each child ahould have two (2) 11harpened pencils with an eraaer1 a •rker 
to help the child keep h1a/ber place. 
), The e:aalner ahould have the •nual, a COPJ' ot the tnt, a earker for deaon-
etn.t1on, ann pencil&, a felt tip pen or M«ic •rker, a t.renaparenc1 
conta1111n8 the aaaple it.., ~an overhe&d projector. 
Prepariy the Teetly Area 
1. A.rreaae the deeka or tabl• in auch a W&J that all can ••• the exaalner and 
the ana onto which the aaaple itea will be projected, A.n effort ahould be 
.ade to ain1Jdse the opport1Ul1t7 to COPJ' fro. one another. 
2, A. eip on the door llhoulcl requeat that no one enter the rooa durlnt; tatiJI«. 
2 
AdJiiD1aterl!!l5 the Teat 
1. ro11011 the directions exactl.7. Read throll8h the directions carefully, 
2. Give directions twice, except in the case of the B&llple i tea. Directions 
~or the aaaple itea •1 be repeated to ensure understanding, 
), Check after each direction to see if the children have the proper place and 
underetand what ·to do, Give 110 hi11t of the correct anewer to a111 itea. 
4. Pace the children th1'0\18h the teet. Pauae briefly after each direction to 
glve the children tiae to aark their answer. 
s. Children aay -.Ice corrections 'by erasing. 
SPBCIFIC DIRECTIONS 
Throughout the aanual, inat%Uctiona printed in BOLD FACE TYPE are to be read 
aloud to the children. Read all directions slowly and clearly, giving th~ children 
sufficient tiae to follCJII directions. 
Introducing the Test 
SAYa I AM GOING TO GIVE EACH OF YOU A BOOKLET IN WHICH TO DO SOME WORK. SEE HQI WELL 
YOU CAli lXl. YOU iiiLL Bi TOLD WHAT TO lXl JUST 'lVICia THEREFORE, YOU MUST LISTEN 
CAREFULLY. YOU WILL BE GIVIN ONE OF 'l'HISI BOOJCLETS. (Hold up a booklet) DO NOT 
OJIIII IT UNTIL YOU TOLD TO lXl SO. 
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Dletrlbute the teat booklets, face up to each student. Make sure that each student 
receives the booklet with his/her uaae and inforaation on it (except for those districts/ 
achoolJI where the children are to reaain anonyaoua). Have the children circle ale or 
feaale on the outside cover. SAYa Pl&ASE CIRClE EITHER MALE OR FIMAIE ON THE TEST 
BOOII&T COVER. YOU MUST lXl THE WORK YOURSELF. DURING '1'HI TZST LOOIC AT YOUR QIN 
BOOILI'1'. OPBII YOUR BOOJCU:T TO PAGE ·2 AND LOCI AT THE SAMPLB I'l'DI. 
:a.. aure each child baa the rlsht plJice. Keep a teat booklet in your hand to 
1Uuatrate each part of the directions. Students are to aark their reaponae 011 the 
picture. 'nley will uaa a b~ X to aark the correct picture. 'nlere 1a only one 
correct anavar. 
) 
SAY1 U101 AT 'nil 1101 M I'IC'tUJIIS IIUT 1'0 'till nSII. 'IllS IS THI SAJIPU !~ Al1l IIIU. 
1101' II Scc.ED. 
'tlw f1nt ~:Gt of p1e~ 1a a auple U• wh1dl •1 \1 praw1cle pzacU1:01 111 the 
WC:hlllque of •I'IWI«· It w1U DOt be aeoncl, 
S&JUIU ITIR 
U.e \he tnMparnc:J to projee\ the auple 1tell • \he waU or 8CZ'M:, uc1 UA 
the •rllezo to •rll \he carne:\ pletuze, 
SAY1 LOOK AT TH1 PICTIJII&'S Ill THI ~ 1101 llll't TO '1'111 LPISH, YCU VIU. MU A JIG I 
Oll THI Picrtnll YOU 'tiiiiiX IS COIIRIC't. 'ti!DI IS OlfLY c.& COMIC1' AIISIID, :.:cJC AT '1U 
PIC'tUUS Ill 'tHIS 1101. nliD THR I'IC'M!Ij 9! 'till CHILD VRO IS EIDCISIJIG TC :zvnop 
S'l'liOIIG UC IIIJSCU:S, PUT A JIG X 011 'till COIIIIICT PICTIIU. 
After \he dl1ldftn haYe hacl auttle1en\ \1M to .rll their anPer, pa~ a blc l 011 
\he flftt pletv.n of the tranapanne)' allll 1n the teet boolllet, Holcl the teet boolllet 
up fe \he ehlldftn to .... 
Point to \he t-JIU'&IICJ to &hoW \he eor.nc:t -.n.lnc teehlllque. S&t1 m& riJIST 
PICMII IS 'till CXIUIICT AIISIIIII. All TH1111 Art ~'tiOIIS 011 Hell TO IWii ICUI TIST IOOILIIt1 
Cheell to - that •ell eh114 unci \he propezo .nlnc technique for the auple 1t.. 
Start racl1nc the \"t 1\eM, It 1a not nec:•N&rJ to nacl the qu"t1011 am~ber, 
SA!1 
1- LOOI AT I'ACII J, I'LACZ YOUll IIAIIIIII(\he e•patezo earcl) UIIID tl'll riJIST 1101 
M PIC'l"URRB JlllT TO TH1 11011U, lfRICH atiLD IS DO I JIG All llDCISI 'tHAT 1111.1. 
WI !1.1!! stpN9f S1pOJ!GA!1 
SAILIQiT, IIHICH CHILD IS !!9I!(; 1!11 apt !!pCISI TO 1!611 !IS AIJII STIIOICIIZ 
IIDWI YOUI Mlllll 11011 AID PU'l' IT UJal 111 ICII t:. PICTUUI llllT TO 'Ill HOUSJ, 
IIHICH IIDClSI IIIU. WI 'tillS CHILD'S SIICJIT'9' A9!!!jpl 
IIDWI YOUI IIUIII 11011 AID PUf IT UIID 'Ill IICII t:. I'ICTIIUS llll't 1'0 'ftll KAT • 
u JOY "&!!!I! 1'0 MD !9!!! !!iS STIIQIICIII TO PIA y SOCCIII I IIIli a! lllliCIS! 
VOULD U 'ftll S! '511 joy W pot 
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5 atar . IIOYI tOUII IWIIIII DCIIII AJID lVI' IT UIID Till JICII CIF PlcnJUS 11UT '1'0 Till 
STAll, IOU Jllll) THE S'l'IIOIICIST AMS '1'0 llO IIHIQI ACTIVIT!? 
6 uabnlla PUCK !0111 IWIIIII U1IDIII Dll PDIS1' JIQI CIF J'IcnJUS llln' TO M IJIIIUI.lA, 
'IOU 111111 TO StJIOI'CEST UCS TO :DO IIHIOI ACTIYm? 
7 nb IIOYI !01111 fWIIIIII DCIIII AJID lVI' IT U1IDIII M 1101 ar PIC'MIII IIUT TO M· 
JIAII, IIHIQI ACTIVIT! IIIU. II&D YOUII IIIAII1' BlAT t'11! PAS'l'I:ST? 
(I nb'bU 110ft YOUII fWIIER DCIIII AJID lVI' IT UIID Till 1101 or PICI'UIIES IIU1' TO Till 
IWIIIT, IIHIQI OII:tD IS USIIIC THE liST PLACi TO Fillll HIS PUJ.SE? 
9 lup 
10 leaf 
u cab 
13 caat 
110Y1: YOUII f!AIIIIiil IICIIiM AJID PUT IT UMiD Till JIQI OP PICTIJUS IIUT TO THE 
tAIG', IIHIQI ACTIVIT! IIIU. 11&11 YOUR IWJIT IDT '11IE PASTIST? 
IIOVI YOUR IWIIIII DCIII AJID lVI' IT Ulllllll THE RQI CIF PIC1'11111S llllT TO THE 
WI', IIHIQI ACTIVIT! IIIU. IIILP YOU CI:T BAlli TO IIUII A IIACK II Inl 101111 
PUCI IOUII IIAIDR UIIID 1.111 PDIS1' JIQI CIF PICTURIS IIUT 'l'O nil CAll, 1511L 
IIDil THE lOST OXYCEII TO DO IIHIQI ACTIVIT!? !IIDI, IIAIJ[, 011 RUII TO n!IST BASI! 
!lOVE YOUR IWIIIIII llCJIII Allll PUr IT U11D111 1.111 1101 OP PIC'MIII IIUT 'l'O '11IE SOCJt, 
IIHIOI PICTUU SHCJIS A QlltD USII'C HIS UIICI UX: JIIUS~ nil II05T? 
IIOYI YOUR 1W11D DCIII Alll lVI' IT U1IDIII THE 1101 or PlCl'UIIIilS llllT TO M 
COAT, IIHIOI ACTIVIT!' VIU. IIA!!F IOUII !!EAJ!! ST11011CD? 
14 apple IICIVE IOUII 1W11111 DCIIII AID lVI' IT UIIDIII Till 1101 or PICTURIS NUt' 'l'O Till 
. APPI.I, IP' IOU IIAJI'TIIl TO CIT RIAilY 'fti lUll, II HI at UPCI$1 II 2YLp H l1!l 
Ul1' Olll: TO 1!9? 
15 - tiOYI YOIJI'l IWlllll DCIIII Allll M IT U!IID tU JIQI or PIC't1JUS llllT 'l'O Tim 
11001. MHIOI OII:tD IS AIT9!IIIC Tim IIIISC~ II Tim IIACI or HIS I&S? 
SA'l1 TURII TO PACI 6, 
16 tlldar PLACK 'lOUII IWIIIII ~ nil nJST ICII CIF PICTUIIS llllT '1'0 Tim TUIID'l. 
IIHIOI POOil IS !liST 'l'O JSi: JOUJ! lOS CJ!(I!? All AI'Pl&, PliCa at JIIIAI), 01 
JIIUI'P 
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17 bruM 
s 
!lOVE YOUII IWIIIR taN AIID PUT IT UNID Till IIIII or PIC'niUS IIUT TO 1U 
IJIIJSll, iiHlCM PicnJU SHCWS 1U !liST ·~AY TO IIULACE '111£ 11AT!J! tOll tpsF 
11m TOll SII§A!? 
18 clock I!OVI YOUII IWIUII DOIN AIID PUT IT UNID THI Rill Of PIC'n!IIIS IIUT TO 1U 
CU.CX, iiKIC!! WOULD HEH' !011 PLAY LCIIGEII IN HOT iiii:All!p? VITAIIII!§. A 
1011. or J£U._g, OJ! YfTR? . 
19 chalr IIGW YOUII IIABJiill DOIN A1fl) PUT IT UNDill nli !Ill Or PICTUIIIS IIUT TO 1U 
20 caat 
SAYs 
22 beat 
CHAIJ, •HICM ACTIVITY oCUl.D USE THE !lOST CAlORIES? PLAYIIIC lii'nl A 
FRISBEE, S¥IK!Uf;C, CR IIAl.JCliiC? 
!lOVE YCl.'JI !WIKER DOIII AIID PUT IT CIIDER 'nil IIQI Of l'ICt\.'RIS III:XT TO '1'111! 
COAT. 11HI91 ACTIVITY i101!l.D HELP YOU t.CSE 111:I91T? USIIIC A HULA HOOP I 
IICLLER SKATIIIC, 0!1 TOE TCUCII!S? 
UlCJC AT PACe 7, 
PLACE !0111! IWIIIII UIIID n1i nRST ROI or l'ICTUIIIS liElT TO M SKA'l'l:. 
VHICH A!ITEII'l 1111.1. nli BLCOD HAVE A HARD Tllll Gm'IIIC 'nUIOtx:H BECAUSE OF 
ll1! FAT 011 M l!ISIDE CF M ARTEIIY WALL? 
IIOVI YOUII IWIIID DCIII\ AIID PUT IT L11IlER '1111 Rill Of l'ICTUIIIS IIUT TO '1111 
BOAT. If A JIEIIS()Ji £XERC1SSS IIJX:UL.\IIl.Y I 1111.1. 111EIR IIEAIIT l"UMl' LESS BIOOD, 
ll1! SAllE AIIOUIIT Cf BIOOD, OR I!URE BUlOD 9CH TIME 11IE HEAR1' BEATS'l 
ZJ Nlft IIOVI YOUII IWIIIII DCII!i AIID PUT IT UJIDIII Till ROI or l'lCTUUS liUT TO 'niB 
Jll/l.D. YOU SHOULD ll!I!!CISI: AT WS! le z. 91! J TIMIS A 111Dj 111 ACTlVITmi 
'n!AT IIAU !01111 HloUIT BlAT fAST? 
2~ paacll IIOVI !QUI! IWIIIU DCIIN .liiD PUT IT Uliia '1111 IICII Of l'IC'MU:S JlllT TO 1111 
I'IJICil., SOfii!M! YOU JIIA! MAW TO JIUJI I'AST TO eft our ar llllJIGI:II, VHICH 
ACTIVITY 1111.1. Bl nil liST 0111 TO HII.P YOU CIT JUW!!'!' 
25 -er IIOfl lOUII IWIIIJI DCIII AJill PUT IT IIJIIa Till IICif f1f PicniiiiS JlllT TO 1111 
IJIASIJI, SCIIIDo\Y YOU JIIA! IIAVI TO JIUU. YO!!Sitf tiJ' A 110 .. TO !W'!!l• 
VHICI ID:IICISI IS '1l!l !1ST alii TO D1.P YOU eft JI!AW 
SAYI 1UU 'l'O I'ACa 8, 
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27 .. 11: 
6 
P' you IIAVI sou UIC JIIUSCUIS, IIIliCH Plctyp p(!s m FI yu IS J!l1l 
TW 'Ill sonpw t!IAI? 
110¥1 JCIUII WID !Dill AIIJI M If 1!1111111 tp IICif Cl PlC'niJIIS lilT 1'0 Till 
J:&SI. IIHIQI IS 'nil II&ST IIAI 1'0 gp D!O!! !!IJC !1!lp AU. 'IU TIIII? 
TAB VITAMINS, IIEI!CISE OMD, 011 Ill IIJ!!I!I'!P !9!1 CUT 
IIDQ 'fOUl IIAIIUII 1101111 AJill M lT UJalD ttll IICif OF PlC'niJIIS nrt n: Till 
IIIC. IIHIQI CHILD'S lltCJI IIIU. PIIOIAILI M TIII.ID AT nil DD rl 'nl& !lit? 
llllYI JOUJI 1W111D 1101111 AJill lVI' IT Ulllllll tt11 IICif Cl PlCTIJUS 11UT 1'0 Till 
nee. IIIOULD CHIUIIIII, AIIUtTS, Qll JCml DIIICIII IIICutAJU.J? 
IIOYI !CUI WID 1101111 Alai M IT 1!1111111 ttll IICif Cl PlmiiiS IIUT 1'0 Till 
CAT. IDIICISI IIIU'S ,_,~ rat fcC!OJI. rpt D!! SH!I• C! rgt W t.ICIV!' 
lWILYP' 
I& I 1 1KAT II D!! 111D or D!! TilT. 'ftWIJt 'fCU VDT IIUQI POll TOUII TIIII. 'fCU MD 
A IIICI JCI, CUlSI IOUII JOOilft AIIJI 1011110111 IIIU. C:C.. AIIOUIID 1'0 PlCI Till! 
Ill'. 
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Answer Key for Final Test 
ITEl.i RESPOHSE ITE1·1 RESPQl;SE 
1 3 16 3 
2 2 17 1 
3 1 18 3 
4 1 19 2 
5 2 20 2 
6 2 22 3 
7 3 22 3 
8 2 23 3" 
9 1 24 2 
10 2 25 3 
11 1 26 1 
12 3 27 2 
13 3 28 3 
14 1 29 3 
15 1 30 1 
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APPEUDIX I 
WINSTON-SALEM SCHOOL DISTRICT AND UNIVERSITY PERMISSION MATERIALS 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
AT GREE!':SBORO 
Srhaol of H10/th. Ph,nrrol £duration. 
Rtrl"f'Gttnn, and Danrr 
'1'01 Dr. Bill Russell 
J'RCM1 Jlola:rne V11&on, Doctoral atuclent in phyaical education at the UniYeraitJ 
of Korth Carolina at Greenaboro. 
DlTI1 March 8, 1983 
Rl1 R .. -.reh Propoul 
The epri~ of 1983 ia alated u the tiae to begin collecting data for •1 
diaaert.ation, which will be the developaent of a phJBiCal fitneee knowledge teat 
for first gmdera. Two pilot atudiea have been conducted to .alldate teet iteu. 
The revised teat for the diaaert.ation will be a thirt.J-thirty-five itn pictorial 
paper and pencil teat for ~lrst gradere. 
I u requeati~ pere1aaion to conduct thia research within the Vinaton~lea, 
Foi'llythe CountJ School SJ8tea. The proxiaity of the echool syste11 to the UDi-
veraitJ and the cqopezative sture of the peraoMel to research were conaidemtiona 
for tbia request. 
l'UrpO!e of the Study 
The papoae of thia atudJ ia to develop a JlhJBie&l lit.neea kaowled!e teet 
for firat szadera which uaee a pictorial forat. 
ReaMrch Queetiona 
Three tJpea of queationa will pide thia atudfa (a) questions rel•ted to 
develo:piDs & JlhJBie&l fitn ... kac;orlqe t•t for firet sradn-a, (b) questioca 
related to the lalowlqe &Jid aJdll& pined bJ the rea•rcher in the developaent 
&all &dailliatzation of a lalowlec!ce tMt for firet szdera and (c) qu•tioaa 
related to the aaa .. aaent value of a pictorial JlhJBical fit.neaa knowlec!ce teat 
for firat lftodera. 
Gallltsaoao. lfOaTH CAaOLIIfA/l7•1Z·5001 
THE CNJV£1t511'Y Of NORnt CAaOUNA il ~'••~ •I ll• Win• ~tlil Mailtr iellif_, ... , ;. ,.,,. C•"'iM 
;.. 
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DeveloJ!IIIent of a knowled!e teat. Can a valid and reliable physical fitness 
lalowledge tnt for firet gradere be developed? 
Knowledp and aldlle pined. What factors should be considered 1n (a) de-
veloping, (b) adainiatering and (c) evaluating appropriateness of a physical 
fitneas knowledge teat for first graders? 
Assessment value. Will a pictorial physical fitne:sa knowledge teat assess 
the knowledge of first graders concerning fitness? 
Educational Benefits 
It is hoped that three groupe of people will benefit from this projecta 
(a) first grade students, (b) tbe researcher, and (c) the physical education 
specialist and/or the classrooa teacher who teach physical education to !iret 
graders. 
Firat G:z:adere. The children will gain insights into their physical fitness 
knowledge and have·an opportunity to take a written teet in physical education. 
The Researcher. The researcher will gain insights into the physical fitness 
lalawledge of firet graders and their abilitr to respond to a written teet in 
phyaical education. The reaearcher will gain insight into the administration 
of a physical fitness knowledge teat. 
The PhJ!ical Education Spacialiet and/or the Classroom Teacher. This group 
will gain insight into the adainiatration of L physical fitoese knowledge 
teet for first graders. 
Subjects 
1. Muabera It is satiated that 10-15 flrat grade cluaee will be needed to 
coaplete this research. 
2. Grade Levela firat grade 
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Subject Selection 
The school ayatea would be divided into cluatera. Theee cluatera would be 
dependent upon how the school •JSte• is divided- voting diatricte, attendance 
sonea, etc. A randoa .. aple ot fint s:z:ade cJasaee would be taken vi thin MCh 
cluater in order to have a representative aaaple ot the Vinston~alea, l'oraythe 
County School SJStea~ Ten to fifteen first s:z:ade classes would constitute the 
aaaple else. It ia understood that the princip.l of MCh school selected would 
have to r;ive hie/her peraiaaion for the testing to occur. 
Instruaentation 
This }lhyaical fitness knovle46e teat 1• baaed on- the AAHPERD (1981) 
Baaic Stuff Series I With a focua on the Exercise Phl!iologY coaponent of the 
aeries. The children would be required to respond to a verl:al question fro11 the 
exaainer by -.rking an appropriate picture 1n a teat booklet. An e:xaaple of the 
pilot study exaainer•a aanual and teet booklet are included. 
Statistical Aaalnis 
Validity. The itea will be subject to an itea aaalJSiS uaing the responses 
ot the .first s:z:adere on the ph)'llical fitness knowle46e teat for f'iret r;radere. 
The Acadsaic Coaputer Center at the Univeraitr of North Caroliaa at Greens-
boro, Greensboro, !forth Caroliaa has a prosraa available for an itea anal)'llis. 
The printout shove itea discriaination, difficultr, and function. 
Reliability. The Kuder-Richardaon fon~~.~la will be uaed to ucertaln the 
rellabilitr e•ti•t• ot the t•t• 
Adaipi!trator/reacher/Student Involv ... nt 
Adalniat.rator. Approrl.nr; the clauea to be teateda notifying p.rente ot the 
projecta aD4 a~ peraiuion foma for the the children to p.rticip.te. 
T•cher. Observation ot the class beinr; tested, if dnired. The researcher 
Gl' t.raiaed personnel viU adainiater the t•t. l'uainr; out and collection of 
~~&rental c01111ent foma. 
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Student. ""xiaua of one hour to take the teat. This includes inatructiona 
and the adainistration of the teat. All testing •teriala-booklets, pencils, 
and •rkera will be provided by the researcher. 
SJ)!ce Requireaent 
Claaarooa with desks and/or tables suitable for testing. 
There will be 110 cost incurred b)' the students or the staff. An)' coat will 
be at by the researcher. 
Tiae Line 
Testing will begin i11 April, 1983 and conclude the end of' April, 1983. 
Beaults should be available August, 1983. A cow of the results will be 
fozwarded to each princip.l and teacher p.rt1c1p.t1ng 1n the stud)'. A cow 
will also be fozwarded to Dr. Bill Bussell. 
Due Process of Rights 
Prior to any involveaent in the stud)' or the &dainiatration of an)' teat, the 
subjects will be inforaed of the nature of the research and of their priviledge 
to retrain troa p.rticipation. Parental conaent Will be a signature on a prep.red 
tora. The procedures tor the uae of huun aubjects 1n research ae stipulated b)' 
the Univerait;r of North Carollna at Greenaboro•s School of' Health, Ph;rsical 
lclucation, Recreation, and Dance will be followed. A cow of the forma are 
included. 
- BibllOlj1'!LJ!hY 
Aurlcan Alliance of Health, Ph;raical lducation, Recreation, and Dance. 
Basic S~t Series I1 Exerciae Phl!iOlOQ• Reston, VA.• Author, 1981. 
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May 11, 1983 
Dear Parents: 
A request has been made, by the school of Physica1 
Education at UNCG, to administer a simple paper and per :1 
test to our first graders on the topic of physical fit~ ;s. 
The students will look at a series of pictures involvi~ 
physical activity and check what they feel would be the 
appropriate comparison. The results should provide our 
physical education personnel with worthwhile informatio· 
in working with our students. 
Please indicate below if you would permit your ch'·: 
to participate. 
* • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I gi~e my permission for my child to take the writ!en 
physical fitness test described above. 
Student's Name (· .. f~L0 
~ 
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The Univeraity of North CeroliDa 
et Gl'emeboro 
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School of Health, Phydcal Educatioll 
Cld llacreation 
Colei!IIUl Building 
Greenaboro, Horth Carolina 27412 
s 1) 8) 
Dear Ms. Wilson 
The purpos~ of this COIIIIIIWlication is to indicate the results of the review 
made by the Human Subjects P£vi~ C~ttee of your proposed project 
A physical £1tneas knowledge test £or first graders 
The evaluators have judged your plana which r;wtraDtce the rights of bUl'JIIZl subjects 
to be 
fiJ 
c 
Approved as proposed 
Approved conditioaally pending 
0 Not approved. Please contact the School Hur18D Subject Chair 1 
for further inforcation. 
t·re apprccinto your cocpliance vith School/University raeuJ,ations in thia 
1mport11Dt matter. Please r~er your c~tacnt to notify tho C~ttee in 
the evant of any chango(s) in your procedure. 
Beat vishes in your continued scholarly efforts. 
Copy: Graduate Coordinator file 
Advisor 
~:j~~-.... 
Chair, Scho~ 
Hunan Subjects ev ~ttee 
